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Abstract
Embodied Conversational Agent (ECA) is the user interface metaphor that allows to
naturally communicate information during human-computer interaction. ECA represents
a rich channel for conveying both verbal and non-verbal messages. The interaction logic
and the communication including voice, gesture, emotion, text, video, etc. are driven by
dialog and conversational application. In this work we present three main contribution
areas. First, we introduce complex ECA platform that combines the presentation and
interaction layer of an application. We address a problem of combining “classical” UI
with ECA to create a rich multimodal output. Ontologies are used to enrich conversa-
tional interaction logic of the system and the user. Further, we analyze possibilities of
dialog interaction strategies improvement in the area of human-computer turn-taking.
New visual turn-yielding cues for ECA are implemented and compared. The mechanism
of turn-yielding uses capabilities of ECA to convey proper signals in the right places of
conversation. Specifically, we explore two hypotheses. In the first one, we try to find
out whether using more turn-yielding cues before a dialog transition increases the prob-
ability of distinguishing the turn-yielding. The second hypothesis leads to verification
whether there is a difference between strength of visual and vocal turn-yielding cues.
The last contribution area consists of multiple ECA platform experiments with human
participants. In the case of McGurk ECA test, the experimental procedure is extended
to address the issue of human participants with corrected vision. The benefits of our
solutions are shown on interactive talking head applications, especially in an interactive
game called Billionaire.
Keywords
Human Computer Interaction, Multimodal systems, Dialog, Ontology, Embodied Con-
versational Agents, Turn-taking
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1 Introduction
Our everyday human lives are tightly connected to computers. This connection is even
larger due to the existence of various embedded appliances as mobile phones, PDAs,
tablets or public kiosk computers. Therefore the human-computer interaction field be-
comes more important as these new appliances penetrate more and more people’s lives.
Tasks that computers solve are relatively broad and some are complex ones. User in-
terfaces (UI) impose big demands on user cognitive abilities. Some UIs are designed
for people who use them as a secondary task in a specific context (like in-car UIs – the
primary task is driving) [160].
Humans use spoken language as a main communication mean. When participants of
a conversation see each other they add various gestures to the messages, e.g. eye move-
ments, facial expressions, body postures. Humanizing machine user interfaces means
to add some form of an agent that will express human behavior. This thesis explores
Embodied Conversational Agents (ECA) user interface metaphor. Applications can con-
vey rich verbal and non-verbal messages to a user through ECAs. This work describes
building of a complex ECA platform for human-like interaction and investigates various
visual and nonverbal gestures, especially turn-taking. An integral part of this thesis are
evaluations done with users which helped to shape the whole platform from the point of
view of application developers and ECA interface users.
To make UIs more usable, designers should know at least three things of UI design
[165]:
• The user who interacts with the system.
• The system that is being designed, functions of system and its use.
• The interaction between the user and the system.
By adopting this decomposition of the system design, it is clear that interaction design
is a multidisciplinary topic and to design a usable system involves a range of heteroge-
neous knowledge from psychology to describe user needs and abilities, to graphical design
to be able to design pleasant interfaces, to computer engineering to set up required tech-
nologies, both software and hardware ones.
The user interface design is important because we use computer systems in everyday
life. Computers in early days were suitable only for primary tasks (e.g. programming,
data processing). The user interfaces were not so important and often command line
control was enough for experts that controlled the system. Nowadays computers are no
longer intended for expert users but also for nonspecialists. Computers that are easy to
use, easy to learn and allow to quickly complete the task are becoming more and more
convenient for nonspecialist users. The importance of good user interface design can be
measured by benefits that the design brings higher satisfaction of potential users. It also
provides means to distinguish products from competing solutions. For business use, good
user interface can lead to higher productivity of employees and their higher satisfaction.
Bad designs can on the other hand reduce the productivity and there can bring higher
risks of stressed employees. But showing benefits of good design can be difficult. It
encourages us to ask how good design is actually defined and whether and how it can be
measured.
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A good interface design allows easy, natural and relatively fast-learning interaction
between the user and the system. It provides means for users to quickly accomplish their
tasks and clearly informs the user about errors in processing and/or about processing
progress (e.g. deleting files, saving document). But this description of a good design has a
disadvantage of being very subjective. Naturalness, fast-learning, quick task-completion
– these are attitudes that are different for different people (or users). A metric of good
interface design needs to be defined.
Beginning with the user part, knowing the set of users is quite an important thing.
Before starting the discussion of a user part the terms usability and user centered design
should be defined.
Usability is defined as a quality attribute that assesses how easy is to “use” particular
user interface and it contains five quality parts [124]:
1. Learnability – How easy is it for users to accomplish basic tasks the first time they
encounter new design?
2. Efficiency – How quickly can users that have learned the design perform specified
tasks?
3. Memorability – Users do not use particular design for a period of time. When they
return to the application, how quickly can they reestablish their skills?
4. Errors – Do users make errors during the interaction with a system? And are they
able to cope with them?
5. Satisfaction – How much are users satisfied with the design?
The design process that supports development of easy to use interfaces is called user
centered design. The user-centered design (UCD) is an approach to appliance design
that enhances the design phase by using information about the people who will use
the product [8]. The designers should involve users and user testing in all phases of
the product evolution. There is also the international standard ISO 9241-210 Human-
centered design process (formerly ISO 13407, withdrawn) that defines the typical set of
steps for incorporating user-centered activities into the development process cycle. Main
development according to this standard is formed by four activities. Fig 1.1 depicts the
user interface development life cycle.
1. Context of use – Process of discovering the people that will use the system. What
do they want to achieve during the usage and in which conditions will they work?
2. Requirements – Business or marketing requirements that need to be met for the
product to be successful.
3. Design solutions – Propose design concepts from prototypes to complete product.
4. Evaluate solutions – Test the designed concepts, preferably with actual future users
of the product. After this testing part, improve the design and evaluate it again.
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Figure 1.1: User interface development life cycle (From ISO 9241)
Nielsen wrote that a three-day visit in one company to see user’s working environment
helped to find out over 130 usability issues [124]. So called personas should be used to
model typical users in the beginning of design process. Personas are fictional personal
characters that are created by the designers to represent various potential user types
within targeted product domain. Designers often have a tangible idea of who their users
will be. Knowing approximate age, abilities and other characteristics of their users, they
are able to prepare personifications of these profiles. Typical personas with user profiles
can help the whole development team to feel as they were in the role of typical user of
the product [151]. Personas were introduced to human-computer interaction by Alan
Cooper [31].
Interaction process can be defined as steps that users and an application do while the
user is using the application. Users are only one part of the whole interaction process.
The type of interaction is defined by the designed system and its use. The literature often
puts a sharp distinction between input and output of the system; computer engineers
often denote a printer as a passive output device and a keyboard as a simple input
device. However, nearly all examples of human-computer interaction require both input
and output to hand anything useful to the user. For example, most users would not
appreciate a keyboard without the physical feedback of particular keys or without the
feedback of written letter on the screen. The distinction between output devices and
input devices becomes even narrower in the real world. A printed lesson book can serve
as both output (printed text) and input (student’s could make notes in the book) device
[84].
Input and output devices permit computer (system) to interact with physical world.
Human user interacts with computer through input/output devices. The simple ones are
for example keyboard, mouse or display. But there are also advanced methods which
assess the user state. They range from eye-tracking [120], facial expression recognition
systems that are used to find out the current user mood [134], [25] to complex spoken
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multimodal dialog systems [205].
An interaction technique is a way of using a physical input/output device to perform
a generic task in a human-computer dialog [55]. In the “classical system interfaces”
users are pushed to learn new procedures to accomplish a particular task. Further in
the text the term classical user interfaces will be used for keyboard and mouse based
graphical user interfaces (see Fig. 1.2). Nowadays the role of designers is going to turn
reverse. They start to develop various “reality based” interaction techniques. These new
interfaces are trying to exploit human pre-existing knowledge and pre-computing skills1.
Imagine comparison of a person operating a system using graphical interface and another
using a virtual reality walk through. The graphical interfaces obviously involve learning
how to reach the task target. While the user can utilize previously learned skills to
navigate the system in the virtual reality walk through. The new reality based interfaces
have some commonalities [83]:.
• Embodiment, human-like characters rendered by 3D graphics, expressing emotions,
using speech, etc.
• Interaction in real world, e.g. augmented reality – reality view that is augmented
by computer generated user interface
• Full body interaction, sensing user’s body movements, emotions, recognizing speech,
etc.
• Doing other things than the main task, interfaces with low cognitive load to help
users to cope with information overload
• Mobile interfaces, improving mobile device accessibility considering small screen
estate
• and others . . .
Accessibility
When taking into account specific (or even social) groups of users as for example older
adults, there are several problems or limitations for using some interaction techniques.
Classical interfaces (see Fig. 1.2) are not very suitable for users with some disabilities.
Background of this suitability is a degree of adoption of such interfaces and technologies.
There were several studies of computer user interfaces adoption by older adults. Lot
of older people feel less comfortable and less self-confident than younger adults while
working with computers [122]. Dyck et. al. showed that older people with previous
experience are more comfortable to use computers than people without any experience
[45]. Targeting these specific groups of users imposes further requirements on the skills
of involved designers (e.g. creating new suitable interaction techniques). The needs of
older people or people with some disabilities are examined by the field of accessibility.
Accessibility investigates the problem of making products, software, etc. accessible to
various groups of people (including handicapped people).
1Skills that are not achieved obtained by working with a computer, e.g. paging through newspaper
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Figure 1.2: Amarok music player interface. Example of classical mouse and keyboard
based interfaces. (Source [93])
1.1 Problem Definition
Users want to control UIs without long and tedious learning path. They want to interact
naturally. Speech is one mean that can be used to develop easy user interfaces. The
ultimate goal of human-computer interaction designers is the implementation of systems
that are able to interact with humans in a natural conversational way.
A voice based user interface is one of the possible human-computer interaction meth-
ods. Last few years have brought many advances in automatic speech recognition systems
(ASR), natural language understanding (NLU), dialog management (DM) systems, and
in text-to-speech systems (TTS). These systems are getting more and more sophisti-
cated and as such they have grown relatively complex. The quality of each system is also
dependent on other systems. For example ASR recognition error rate can be partly de-
termined by the quality of dialog manager that can define proper recognition grammars
in a specific dialog context. The systems and their connection are depicted in Figure
2.2 and described in Section 2.1. A good example of the speech applications trend could
be automatic telephone systems which help users solve simple problems and, in difficult
cases, reroute the customer to appropriate human operator. The AT&T How may I help
you? system is credited to be the first among such advanced systems [65]. However,
computer spoken dialog technology is still far from having a near-human performance
[143].
A spoken dialog system should present some benefits over other styles of interaction.
Spoken dialog systems are the most suitable when they enable something that cannot
otherwise be done (e.g. safely operate a phone or a navigation system while driving); or
when the user’s hands and eyes are busy; or when the keyboard is not available. The
usage of spoken dialog systems could overcome some usability issues for specific groups
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of people: for example, tremor and age-related changes in bodily motor control represent
a problem for navigating touch user interfaces; or people with different visual disabilities
can hardly use visually based interfaces. Such groups of people could clearly benefit from
voice-based interaction. Non-disabled users often prefer a menu and a “common” based
style of interaction2 to spoken dialog systems, e.g. in situations when the user is not in
a private environment [98] or in noisy environment (speech recognition errors).
1.1.1 User’s anxiety of talking to computers
As the previous section stated spoken dialog system can increase the naturalness of in-
teraction and improves the learning curve for users. Despite these positive improvements
the voice-based interfaces have one uneasy feature. People are used to that just humans
can speak but talking to machines is not considered as common. Users do not like to
speak to black boxes and machines. The communication with machines seems to be
weird. However, this slowly changes in the era of various digital mobile assistants that
are voice-enabled, e.g. Apple Siri [7], Google Now [64]. These systems allow to control
personal information as calendar, e-mail, etc. by natural language commands. They
even allow to search information in the Internet.
The second part of the user’s anxiety issue is well visible in special groups of users.
Often elderly or people with some kind of psychical illness prefer communication with
humans. They need the feeling of personality to express their user goals.
One possible solution to this problem can be providing some substitution of human
personality in a form of human-like agent rendered as a part of UI. The human-like agent,
sometimes called Embodied Conversational Agent (ECA) or interface agent is an agent
that interacts with surrounding environment through the body (or parts of body, e.g.
face, head, hands). The agents are represented graphically as humans, cartoon characters
or animals. Specifically, agent is understood as an autonomous entity that acts based on
information from environment to achieve a goal, e.g. convey message. From now on, we
will assume humanized user interfaces as applications that employ human-like talking
agent to convey information to the user.
Humanized UI agents are applicable in various areas where a user is intended to prac-
tice (learn) or use speech. For instance, these include soft-skills education software or
areas where one can not use mouse/keyboard style of interaction, e.g. immersive virtual
reality systems, augmented reality, virtual tour guides and others. These humanized UIs
are not very useful in areas where direct manipulation is needed, e.g. office systems,
painting/creative applications. These sorts of applications are much better managed
by keyboard/mouse/tablet interfaces. Humanized UIs are not suitable in environments
where user’s visual sight is needed to perform important tasks (e.g. driving cars, con-
trolling industry machines).
In the human-interaction area there exist debate over the topic whether direct ma-
nipulation is better than interface agents [169]. One group prefers direct manipulation.
They highlight the fast response times such attitude and unutilized visual potential of
human, even 40.000 icons on one desktop is not a problem for human user.
The other group highlights that interface agents can bring proactivity to the human-
computer interaction. Interface agent can take initiative because it inherently knows the
2The common style of interaction means keyboard, mouse, touch based systems
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current context to be able to communicate with user. It can also adapt to changing
user’s interests. Interface agents make computers available to na¨ıve users.
Nass et. al. have shown in their experiments that experienced computer users apply
social rules to the interaction with computers, even without human-like agents [123].
This can be true but without human-like agent one is not able to convey e.g. facial
expressions.
Interface agents belong to the area of mixed-initiative interfaces, i.e. interfaces where
one assumes that users and the computer program may collaborate to achieve the user’s
goals. The main principles of such interfaces are summarized in the work of Horvitz [79].
The key principles for our work are:
• Considering uncertainty about a user’s goal. In the light of uncertainty of all
speech-based systems, the system cannot be sure about user’s goal.
• Considering the status of a user’s attention in the timing of services. The agent
should consider timing of actions and presentation according to the user context.
• Employing dialog to resolve key uncertainties. If the system is uncertain about the
user’s action it should employ dialog with user to clarify these goals.
• Employing socially appropriate behavior for agent-user interaction. The agent
should be human-like, e.g. turn-taking during a dialog.
There exist domains where humanized UI can be really valuable, e.g. the area of serious
games. Serious games have become a big topic and interest in the development and
research of such games is growing. They can be defined as games to educate, motivate and
change behavior of users of different ages. Video games industry succeeded in providing
immersive reality games using new technologies like high resolution 3D video and audio,
social collaboration in games and input based on sensors. Both genders and all age
groups are attracted to gaming. The development is driven by entertainment purposes
only. On the other hand, serious games are building on this entertainment value but
they usually add value through educational potential, e.g. to teach kids basic math or
animal species [156].
In serious games, gaming element should be prevalent. The enjoyment depends on the
user, environment and situation. Some prefer competition as the most enjoyable factor
while others find their way in role playing, creative work or some moderately challenging
activities. To distinguish serious games from games meant for entertainment only, serious
games are defined as an interactive-based computer software for one or multiple players
that was designed to be more than entertaining.
1.1.2 List of ECA Applications
This section lists example of various ECA applications. We implemented these appli-
cation to drive the development of whole complex ECA environment. The first one
introduces a serious game called Billionaire.
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Billionaire ECA Game
World of games is sometimes seen as the world of children but games can be dedicated
to various age-groups, i.e. older adults. The serious game called “Billionaire” is used as
an example of humanized user interface. The concept of the game is borrowed from a
famous TV game “Who Wants to Be a Millionaire”? This game should be entertaining
in the way of overall interactivity using humanized user interface with a talking head.
The talking head works here as a moderator and talks to the user and user answers back
to the talking head. See Figure 1.3 for UI screen shot. The game have been developed
as a part of NETCARITY EU project3 and it is further used as a main platform to show
solution to problems defined in this dissertation thesis.
Figure 1.3: Screenshot of Billionaire game with humanized user interface
Netcarity was a successful EU project exploring, testing and improving technologies
that will help older adults to improve their life, day-to-day needs, independence and
safety at home. The project tried to increase quality of life by reducing their social
isolation and bringing activity possibilities. This was done through promotion of user-
centered design of solution implementation. Development was focused on new interface
modalities which are suitable for older adults and to integrate the systems to one. The
pioneering Netcarity System for ambient assisted living (AAL) has been installed in 84
trial homes and it is being tested by real world users.
3http://www.netcarity.org
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Who are older users?
The ageing process is of course a biological reality which has its own dynamic, beyond
human control. The age of 60 or 65 is said to be the beginning of old age. In developing
countries, old age is seen to begin at the point when active contribution is no longer
possible [66].
In the old age often following limitations arise during the normal ageing process [6]:
• Visual decline – decreasing ability to focus on near tasks, color perception, contrast
sensitivity, reduction in visual field
• Hearing loss – inability to hear high-pitched sounds
• Motor skill issues – tremor (trembling in the hands), rigidity, postural instability
• Cognitive decline – loss of memory, confusion, mood changes, communication prob-
lems
• Multiple sensory loss – combinations of limitations
One possibility to bring new activities to older people is to create everyday morning
habit. The Netcarity introduces good-morning service scenario that comprises of phone
calls from service agency to check the health and overall condition of older person. Part of
this scenario can be applications that can measure the conditions automatically through
playing a game which can be interesting to the users, e.g. “Billionaire game”.
ECA-based MP3 Jukebox
We developed a spoken based dialog jukebox application that uses ECA as primary inter-
face. The jukebox allows to play music from the user’s computer. This development was
done in order to debate practical issues and investigate new potential for personification
of user interface and customization of ECAs.
The graphical interface is represented by the ECA and a visual information (including
audio, video, pictures) is displayed on the background (see Figure 1.8). We explored
the feasibility of this approach by understanding the key points of user acceptance from
the viewpoint of multimodal conversational systems. The prototype has been subjected
to usability testing in order to obtain qualified and quantified evidence and understand
potential pros and cons of implemented ECA interface.
The usability study confirmed the added value of ECA-based jukebox for entertainment
conversational applications. Detailed description of ECA-based jukebox application can
be found in [A.9].
GrandmaTV Concept
GrandmaTV is an experimental presentation system that can generate dynamic ECA-
based presentations from structured data including text context, images, music, sounds
and videos. Thus, the ECA acts as a moderator in the chosen presentation context,
typically personal diaries. The GrandmaTV was an experimental concept which used
the presentation engine on a social inclusion service in the Netcarity project.
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The presentation engine can turn individual event entries (or any relevant structured
data) into a multimodal presentation with talking head as a moderator. ECAs represent
a rich channel for conveying both verbal and non-verbal messages in human-computer
interaction. Hence, we could utilize this human-like capability to convert “dry” data
such as diaries and blogs into more lively and dynamic presentations. This is achieved
by transforming the individual blog items such as text, messages, images, music and
video into a multimodal stream running on the background and the ECA acting on the
foreground to convey these messages and connect individual information pieces together
through narration.
The storylines of specific narrations are generated from multiple scenario templates.
These prescriptions are generic and prepared manually by expert users. They define
content that can be presented by GrandmaTV system, e.g. utterances as building blocks.
For example, each member of family (or family group) has parametrized textual template
that describes his/her activities. The template text is also enriched by expression, head
position or various modal metadata that help drive the ECA behavior.
Personal input data are stored in form of activity feed sorted by time. One activity is
represented by tuple of parameters, e.g. activity name, activity type, person, date/time,
textual information, photos, videos, etc. Figure 1.4 shows the GrandmaTV input/output
data life-cycle. The user (grandchild, child, etc.) fills in activity data into the web
application; these data are processed by our GrandmaTV framework and converted into
ECA anchored video which is then viewed by grandparents. Further information about
GrandmaTV concept can be found in [A.4].
Figure 1.4: GrandmaTV Lifecycle
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ECA-based Multimodal Kiosk
Previously mentioned ECA-based systems were targeted mainly for personal use. The
multimodal kiosk represents system that serves as entertainment and information source
in the public space, e.g. offices, school, institutions, receptions. People can interact with
ECA and ask for information (e.g. weather, lunch menu) or play various interactive
games (e.g. math game). The setup is depicted in Figure 1.5.
Figure 1.5: User interacting with multimodal kiosk
The kiosk is composed of a display which shows a talking head and multiple visual
background information. The kiosk application accepts input from users multimodally
through voice and/or gestures captured by the Microsoft Kinect device. Actual first
usage of this multimodal kiosk was to act as virtual router for people passing by. The
kiosk is situated close to lecture rooms and it can show users what lecture is in which
room and give them directions to the rooms.
This first installment was further extended by multiple functionalities, e.g. weather
forecast, joke telling, smalltalk). Even a little interactive games were implemented in the
current versions of the multimodal kiosk, e.g. math game (see Figure 1.6).
The ECA-based kiosk platform have become platform to test various multimodal tech-
nologies (e.g. speech, gestures, ECA) working in a synergic way.
1.1.3 Naturalness of a Dialog with Talking Agent
One of the main challenges when using humanized UI is trying to make the head or ECA
act in a very natural way as humans do. The naturalness of interaction between humans
has many aspects. Measuring the naturalness of interaction human-computer represents
complex question.
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Figure 1.6: ECA-based multimodal kiosk – detail
Measuring Naturalness of Talking Agent
Many researchers try to measure the naturalness of close encounters with their imple-
mented ECAs. Subjective evaluations are not real solution. The questionnaires are not
comparable to other studies due to controlling all the potential environmental variables.
Objective metric is needed to compare different ECA designs. There exist three types of
metric:
1. Psychological metrics based on psychological tests
2. Behavioral metrics based on comparing the behavior of participants to some stan-
dard behavior
3. Physiological metrics based on measuring the internal state of human participants
There are many physiological signals related to the human internal state, e.g. Galvanic
Skin Response, Blood Volume Pulse, Respiration Rate, Skin Temperature. The research
was done to find out usefulness of these signals [118].
However, improving the naturalness of ECA interaction can lead to negative results.
Roboticist Masahiro Mori found out associations of so called uncanny valley with robot
design. The more human-like a robot became, the more familiar and likeable was to a
viewer, until a certain point was reached. Then the robot became rather strange than
familiar [107]. The situation is shown in Figure 1.7.
One important naturalness aspect is believed to be how the system/user yields or takes
turns in a spoken dialog.
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Figure 1.7: Perception of ECA/robot naturalness – uncanny valley (from [107])
Issue: Dialog Turn-taking and Turn-yielding
A human sends plenty of cues during a natural conversation to indicate a wish for turn-
taking or turn-yielding. However, spoken dialog systems use predominantly only one
way to yield the turn nowadays, and that is the use of a long pause [67], typically in the
range of 0.5s to 1s [54]. But long pauses are not so natural in human-to-human dialog;
conversations in general tend to be smoother without them. Duncan analyzed face to
face conversations in English. Together with Fiske, he also stated that speakers display
complex signals at turn-endings [44]. Most of these analyzed signals were spoken (audio)
ones.
It should be taken into account that verbal (speech) communication is not the only part
of interpersonal communication. The other part is nonverbal language (facial expressions,
body gestures, etc.). While listening to others, people do not focus only on the verbal
content of a conveyed message. During complex assessment of a speaking person we
process both parts of speech: the nonverbal and the verbal [70].
Incorporating some form of face-to-face communication into spoken dialog technology
could enable the system to express nonverbal parts of communication. Seeing virtual
faces (that means conversational agents, avatars, etc.) also humanizes computer user
interfaces and makes them more acceptable for common users [203]. These so called
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Figure 1.8: Example of proposed Talking head interface for MP3 player. The head is
navigating the user through his/her music album collection. Examples of some ECA’s
gestures (head movement, background picture, pointing on the screen)
embodied conversational agents (ECAs) or avatars, integrate gestures, facial expressions
and visual / nonverbal aspects of speech into human-computer interaction [23]. ECAs
also allow researchers even more to analyze multimodal turn-taking and turn-yielding
cues. Using a richer range of turn-yielding cues for talking agent should bring more
natural dialog for an ECA system.
Current spoken dialog systems prevalently use push-to-talk button to indicate start of
the speech recognition. This approach is not very natural for human users. It should be
better to extend push-to-talk system by employing visual or vocal turn-yielding cues on
ECA.
Issue: Combination of Classical GUI Interfaces and Humanized Talking
Agents
The crucial part of implementing ECA based user interface is the synchronization of out-
put communication channels (modalities). To make the whole ECA application consis-
tent there should be a system that generates and synchronizes all the output modalities.
Without synchronization the user of the system could be confused by an inconsistent mix
of several output modalities. There is an authoring language on the low-level layer that
helps developers to drive the behavior of an agent and handles synchronization. There
is plenty of such languages, e.g. MPML [202], SMIL [128], etc.
These low-level operational languages have one common issue. The means to express
and use knowledge that would be helpful to automatically generate gestures and behavior
of embodied conversational agent do not exist (e.g. face expressions, showing background
images, playing video, pointing in the screen, moving head). The authoring language
should allow for seamless combination of classical GUI interfaces with humanized talking
agents. The example of such a combination is shown in Figure 1.8.
We propose better authoring language for ECA-based applications. This language
needs to be designed with the user-centered view in mind. Users are typically developers
of ECA applications. Most of the features should be designed in response to the needs
of developers. Structural composition of the authoring language should follow these
requirements:
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• fast learning curve
• designed to be useful for real-time controlling of ECA interface
• extensible for future ECA functionalities
• ability to control both ECA and the surrounding user interface at the same time
• based on the principle of mixing various interaction channels (e.g. eyes, head
position, facial expressions, multimedia, background)
While the most of the development effort in the field of ECA applications is currently
spent on improving the graphical appearance of the ECAs, e.g. skin rendering [41], there
has been little done towards the need of investigating the interaction models that will
supply the interaction logic and behavior patterns for these human embodiments. The
interaction logic of humanized interfaces is predominantly solved by opening up low-
level controls of ECA to developers. However, this relays most problems with ECA-user
interaction to application developers.
We aim exploring the development of ECAs from this new perspective. The ECA plat-
form should be easy to use for developers of spoken dialog systems. These voice and GUI
only systems have potential to be easily converted to use an ECA as a new interaction
channel. In the beginning of these conversion efforts it is good to shield developers from
complex authoring of ECA behavior. Providing only low-level authoring means leads to
large demands on the dialog manager output. The dialog manager needs then to pre-
cisely control the behavior of ECA. Allowing to use some default behavior patterns can
speed-up the process of spoken dialog system conversion and make it straightforward.
However, it is important to leave the freedom of changing the ECA (interface) behavior
tuning as rich as possible. During the application development some behaviors can be
modified, improved or turned off.
We propose an ECA that uses ontological modeling to drive its interaction capabilities.
Such an ECA’s ontological knowledge base will drive the interaction logic and supply
proper behavioral patterns, including the voluntary gestures (e.g. specific facial accents
when a sentence starts/ends, speech), the involuntary head gestures (e.g. automatic
head movement), eye and head position during interaction, facial expressions and eye
blinking frequency. These interaction patterns should be generated in particular context
of application state and user behavior. This will simplify the development of ECA-based
applications as the proper behavior patterns are selected based on the context. Thus,
application designers can focus on content of conveyed messages.
We build some form of “behavior & UI architecture” for an ECA, that allows to
experiment with ECA interfaces. Developer can use default behavioral patterns or plug
new patterns based on some experiments or assumptions about human behavior and
run usability experiments to evaluate these behavioral patterns. The principle of such
architecture would be similar to various programmable cognitive architectures simulating
human mind, e.g. ACT-R [3], SPEAR [99].
Issue: Improvement of ECA Evaluation Methodology
Development of ECA-based applications or applications with user interface comprises the
usability testing during the whole process. Multimodal systems trying to mimic human-
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like behavior need relatively complex testing because of rich communication channels.
There are several aspects that needs to be tested with human user in ECA applications.
Important ones are summarized by the following items:
• ECA appearance – How pleasant are the behavior parameters to a user? These
parameters can be static or dynamic.
• Turn-taking behavior – How an ECA takes or yields a turn back to a user (including
backchannels)?
• Visual articulation – Quality of speech visualization.
• Speech comprehension – Quality of speech recognition (e.g. measuring Word Error
Rate – WER) and quality of dialog management. Detailed description is in Section
2.1.
• Usability testing of an ECA application – Complex testing of spoken dialog appli-
cation with ECA interface
Section 5 presents several evaluation studies where evaluation design and metrics are
defined. The evaluation studies cover areas mentioned in the previous list. Some of
evaluation studies try to further improve the experiment design, especially in the case of
visual articulation test.
The McGurk effect test is a method used to evaluate speech articulation of talking
agents. The McGurk effect is based on presumption that humans use both hearing
and vision senses in parallel to perceiving speech [115]. This can be verified by simple
experiment where the participants are presented with videotape of visual ga syllable with
audio ba syllable. A great deal of participant should perceive that the da syllable was
pronounced.
The McGurk effect is used as one of the articulation evaluation test to asses quality
of ECA’s articulation [110] and [33]. Participants of this experiment are given synthetic
ECA McGurk sequences and their confusion responses are measured. The participants
of such experiments are humans with normal hearing and vision.
One issue with this experiment is that authors do not mention whether participants
had corrected vision or not. As the quality of sight can influence the visual perception
of speech, this can be an important factor in these measurements.
This thesis should find out whether there are differences in the perception of McGurk
effect among normal vision participants and participants with corrected vision.
Human-robot Interaction
Software talking agent is one form of human-like presence in the virtual world. Another
form of talking agent could be more real than virtual, robots. There is an emerging
field of research that deals with issues of human-robot interaction. Robots differ from
the software based talking agents in that they are often designed to be autonomous and
mobile. They have increasing potential in the fields of health care or as companions for
older adults [167].
Robots involve human-inspired behavior. During spoken conversations between hu-
mans and robot it is important to maintain goal-oriented dialog with alignment and
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accurate timing of gaze, gestures and posture signals. The dialog should be constructive.
Rational agents coordinate their actions and perceive the environment. They react to
the situations in line with their beliefs, intentions and understanding. They maintain
shared knowledge to maintain social bonds [86]. The robots use multimodal signaling,
e.g. gesturing, eye gaze, changing posture, turn-taking always in synchrony with another
actions.
Robot should be capable of social communication and behavior when interacting with
users. Fong et. al. defined several characteristics of social behavior [56]:
1. express and/or perceive emotions
2. communicate with high-level dialog
3. learn and recognize models of other agents
4. establish and maintain social relationship
5. use natural cues (e.g. gaze, gestures)
6. exhibit distinctive personality and character
7. learn and develop social competencies
The solution proposed in this thesis can be potentially extended to this relatively
new research field. The turn-taking and turn-yielding schemes are important factor
in the fluency of communication between people. People often share the resources in
the common place of interaction among each other. The conversational floor is one of
such shared resource, others include e.g. borrowing the pen, sharing drinks and food.
The action of robots when interacting with humans should be interruptible as much as
possible. One turn-taking scheme for robots is examined in [24]. They used Petri net
representation to create system for the control of turn-taking interactions flow. This led
to a time reduction of task completion.
1.2 Outline of Dissertation Thesis
The dissertation thesis is organized as follows. Section 1 provided introduction to the
problems solved by this dissertation thesis. Section 2 offers state of the art survey of
speech-enabled applications and humanized user interfaces. Several techniques needed for
building speech-enabled applications with humanized interfaces are discussed. Section 3
describes solution proposals to the issues in humanized interfaces. Section 4 outlines our
solution for selected issues. Section 5 shows the evaluation process, describes conducted
experiments and discusses results. Section 6 summarizes the thesis, provides advantages
and disadvantages of our solution and presents possible future work.
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2 State of the Art
The research of humanized user interfaces is a very broad and multidisciplinary field.
It comprises of many domains like psychology, computer graphics, human-computer in-
teraction, speech recognition, speech generation and dialog management. This chapter
describes the research needed to solve issues sketched in Section 1. Firstly, structure
of spoken dialog system is reviewed, mainly dialog management and turn-taking. Sec-
ond part of this chapter is dedicated to the Embodied Conversational Agents, including
ontologies for their knowledge bases.
One of many possibilities to improve classical interaction is to use voice-based inter-
faces. Properly working voice-based interfaces are the main goal of speech community.
The ultimate goal is the implementation of machines able to interact with humans in
a natural conversational way to provide services that would otherwise require human
operators or menu (graphical) based systems [144].
First implementation of program that employed natural communication between man
and a machine was ELIZA [191]. This was a simple chat-based system that employed
pattern recognition to reply to the user’s input sentences.
Although plenty of time passed from the first commercially known spoken dialog sys-
tem from AT&T “How may I help you?” [65], the performance of computer spoken
language technology is today still far from near-human performance [142]. But there are
systems that assume these limitations (e.g. speech recognition errors and/or multiple
speech recognition hypotheses) and provide the needed freedom of expressivity for user,
for example Dialog Strategies for Call Routing [196].
2.1 Spoken Dialog Systems
Human speech is one of possible interaction methods. This method has some advantages
over other/“classical” interactions. An overview of the current state of the art in the
field of speech-enabled applications is provided here. Speech is the main communication
channel for humans, so no special training is needed to use speech interaction. Speech
also leaves user’s hands and eyes free so it enables humans to interact with the system
in parallel with some other activity (e.g. driving, cooking, operating industry machines).
Another advantage of speech is that it can be transfered relatively cheap and fast (e.g.
phone lines), microphones are also smaller devices compared to keyboards.
However, speech also brings some disadvantages. Humans do not like to talk (transfer
information) in public spaces. This paradigm is even stronger when the information is
private (e.g. giving a credit card PIN code). Speech is serial – the information cannot
be transferred in parallel, one must wait for the whole utterance to get grasp of the
transferred view unlike in a case of visual sense. It is slow when describing e.g. location
or presenting long lists of options.
There are several areas where the usage of speech is ideal and sometimes even the
preferred way of interacting with computer systems [91]:
• Navigation in complex environments – Complex environments represent e.g. nested
menus or tool bars full of software functions. It is better to use speech for interaction
in applications that can do many tasks known to the user and their controls would
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be otherwise hidden in complex and wide menus. Speech can be possibly combined
with other modalities [29]
• Navigation in long list – Imagine very long contact list where there are names of
your friends in a mobile phone. Having to search this contact list is faster and more
comfortable using your voice than using touch or keyboard controls, if one knows
the name [85]. However, searching by the name substring can be comparable fast.
• Na¨ıve users – If one wants to provide support of complicated environments for
naive users, speech seems to be the right choice. Interacting with the environment
using voice is much more natural than “classical” UI means (e.g. train timetable
services – German timetable system [47] and RAILTEL [14]).
• Low bandwidth needed – Transferring information by speech requires low band-
width. Thus, speech can be a modality suitable for use in areas where e.g. only
phone line is available.
• Minimal distraction – Speech provides means of interaction that is distracting
hearing senses but visual and haptic senses are free for other activities. This pre-
determines speech for the environments where low visual distraction is needed, e.g.
car [97], [175].
• Handicapped people – For some handicapped people speech is the only possibility
to interact with systems.
Since the early 1990s, many spoken dialog systems were developed both in the com-
mercial and in the academia domains. Early systems represented simple call routing
systems like “How may I help you?” [65] or travel planning [187]. Recently developed
systems are used in very broad environments, for example in car applications “short mes-
sages dictation systems” [34] or navigation systems [192]. Specifically, the EU project
GetHomeSafe is focused on development of systems that will be used in car navigation,
entertainment and car-communication [30]. Last but not least several multi-domain fo-
cused systems reached wide group of users in a form of spoken dialog systems as mobile
assistants, such as Apple Siri [7], Google Now [64] and Nuance Dragon Mobile Assistant
[130]. These systems support multiple user tasks and access information from various
sources and web services that are available on the Internet.
This spread of mobile speech assistants was facilitated mainly by improvements in the
area of speech recognition. The performance of various speech recognition engines is
measured during Automatic Speech Recognition Evaluations at NIST [126]. Figure 2.1
shows history of evaluations results. The performance of speech recognition is often mea-
sured by the Word Error Rate (WER) metric. The WER is derived from the Levenshtein
distance, on the word level [103]. Overall the performance of large vocabulary speech
recognition in quiet conditions improved from 90% WER to 10% WER now. However,
there is a long way to get the speech recognition to the level of human error, especially
in noisy environments.
Commercial or research prototypes of dialog applications use similar application archi-
tecture that consists of voice recognition system, natural language understanding module,
dialog manager and text-to-speech engine (see Fig. 2.2).
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Figure 2.1: Automatic speech recognition performance improvement in timeline (from
[126])
• User input – user usually speaks to system’s microphone and speech signal along
with noises is the input to the whole system. However, there exist dialog systems
that allow typing questions using keyboard.
• Automatic speech recognition – first this module transforms speech signal to a
sequence of parameters. Secondly, speech recognition algorithms transform these
parameters to a sequence of words/sentences.
• Natural language understanding – this part of system allows to extract “meaningful
information” from user’s utterance. Mostly this is done by morphological analysis,
part-of-speech tagging and named entity extraction. This module converts the
recognized utterance to user’s goal/intent and provides slot values for extracted
named entities. For example if the user’s utterance contains a city (e.g. New
York), the slot CITY will be filled with “New York” words. This extraction is done
mainly by semantic parsers or trained statistical models [121].
• Dialog management – dialog management module is the heart of the whole system
because it designates the direction of conversation with the system. It glues all the
components together and communicates with external applications, local services
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Figure 2.2: Typical internal architecture of voice-based dialog application (information
flow diagram)
or remote web-based services. The dialog management module can be relatively
simple rule-based system or a complex trained statistically based dialog arbiter.
• Natural language generation – the dialog systems need to respond in typical natural
language manner. This system generates answers to user according to the decision
of the dialog management module.
• Text-to-speech – the system’s output is generated by a text-to-speech module which
either converts textual utterances to speech-like sounding audio or uses prerecorded
prompts.
Speech research develops techniques to process written and spoken human language.
Understanding and generating natural language in a computer system requires the knowl-
edge of several areas and it provides different views on spoken dialog systems:
• Phonetics and phonology – deals with how to model pronunciation of words.
Phonemes are the basic unit of sound that can change the meaning of a word.
For example, phoneme /k/ appears in English words cattle, cat, come.
• Morphology – analyzes, describes and identifies morphemes. Morphemes are the
smallest grammatical units. For example, negative morpheme of “can” is “can not”
or “can’t”. Plural morpheme of “dog” is “dogs”.
• Syntax – studies the knowledge on how to group and order words together into
sentences. For example, identifying questions, imperative sentences or declarative
sentences. Structure of sentence is often visualized by parsing trees. Two main
syntactic theories exist that allow to build sentence parsing trees. Phrase structure
grammars (or constituency) was originally introduced by Noam Chomsky [27].
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They are based on constituency relation. The basic structure is binary divison
of a clause into subject (noun phrase) and predicate (verb phrase). Dependency
grammars (or dependency) represent modern syntactic theory, originally introduced
by Tesnie`re [177]. The verb is viewed as the center of clause structure. Other words
are directly or indirectly dependent on the verb. Dependency trees are then flatter
than constituency trees.
• Semantics – handles and identifies the different meanings of language. It studies
relations between words, phrases, signs and symbols.
• Pragmatics – studies how conveying of meaning depends not only on structural
knowledge. However, it depends on context of the utterance, pre-existing knowledge
of both the speaker and listener. For example, it is different saying solely “No.”
and “I am sorry. No.” The latter is more polite.
• Discourse – analyzes linguistic units larger than a utterance.
Further paragraphs summarize the most useful techniques for Natural language gener-
ation, text-to-speech and dialog management as they are the ones most relevant to this
dissertation thesis.
2.1.1 Natural language generation
This is the oldest field of natural language processing. It investigates the way how a
computer program can prepare a prompt for a user in natural language. It also explores
methods on how to convey specific information to the user in the most effective way from
non-linguistic input (e.g. converting program objects to user readable text).
Computers were able to generate grammatically correct sentences from the very be-
ginning. Early, the sentences were prepared by a designer of the system and as such
were not generated by the system itself. This approach of language generation is called
canned text. There are four distinct approaches in natural language generation [178].
• Canned text – the simplest approach. Trivial to use in software systems. Static
sentences are stored as a part of a program. The disadvantage is inflexibility,
changing these static parts means changing the program. For example, “Download
completed” string.
• Template-based systems – These systems use predefined templates and support
small alterations by filling the blank spaces in these templates. E.g. a template
can be the string “Good morning /name/”, the /name/ variable is then filled by
the correct user name (e.g. “Good morning John”). Even famous Weizenbaum
ELIZA [191] system used templates. This approach is used in most of today’s
dialog systems.
• Phrase-based systems – These are also called generalized template systems. Phrasal
patterns are grammatically correct structures of a target language (e.g. the object is
the first and verb follows in English). Representation can be seen as a semantic tree,
similar as used for language understanding in the Hidden Vector State model [71].
Phrasal pattern is selected according to the input and it is recursively expanded to
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match the input. The patterns represent grammatical structure of text in a specific
language. In the second step this pattern is filled by content from a database.
Commonly used in language translation systems [26].
• Feature-based systems – this approach is based on utilising heterogeneous features
of a possible generated sentences. The features can be positive/negative, may
distinguish question/general sentences or present/past tense, etc. [154].
The grammatically correct generation of sentences was enough for early dialog systems
that were text-based like ELIZA [191]. Spoken dialog systems need to generate speech
signal from text input. This is done by text-to-speech systems shortly described by next
paragraphs.
2.1.2 Text-to-speech systems
The words of generated sentences are pronounced as individual speech units that are
called phones (instance of phonemes in actual utterances). The text-to-speech system
needs to have a pronunciation for every word it can say. The correct pronunciations
are studied by research field called phonetics. A phone can be defined as speech sound,
phones are represented by symbols of a phonetic alphabet. The International Phonetic
Alphabet is the standard that was introduced by International Phonetic Association in
late 1800s.
There are two main approaches to generate human speech. The older one is based on
the simulation of vocal tract and the second one is a data-driven approach.
• Formant synthesis – the method is based on simulation of human vocal tract. The
sound is completely generated in software. The synthesis system changes various
parameters during the synthesis process (fundamental frequency, noise level, etc.)
according to a physical model and outputs sound. The system has one disadvantage
that the speech sounds “robotic”. This is caused by the inaccuracies introduced
by the simulation of the human vocal tract.
• Concatenative synthesis – this approach uses speech recordings done by one human
voice talent. It is based on concatenation of small speech segments. This synthesis
sounds more natural than the formant in general. However, it sometimes produces
audible glitches caused by variations in natural speech and by errors in databases.
The dialog management module is the central component within the spoken dialog
system. This module uses information from other subordinate modules to select the
correct response. This information is often called evidence. According to evidences, the
expected user goal/intent and dialog history it tries to understand the dialog state and
executes the next dialog turn. Subordinate modules are not 100 percent correct so the
dialog manager should handle errors occurring due to incorrect/missing recognition or
noises. Last but not least it should provide various kinds of grounding/confirmation
strategies to confirm important assumptions with the user. The next section analyzes
the dialog management module in more detail.
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2.2 Dialog Management
The dialog manager finds the user intent which is then represented as semantic informa-
tion, finds the answer to the user intent and outputs system response at a conceptual
level. To complete a dialog cycle it uses various internal and external systems and ser-
vices. One internal service can be dialog history which maintains the context of dialog,
past user interaction with the dialog system and appropriate system actions. External
services can be miscellaneous knowledge bases, for example web-based. These knowledge
bases should provide answers to the user intents/questions, e.g. weather service which
provides weather forecast for the next five days. The main role of dialog management
modules comprises of the following actions:
• Find answers to the user queries by reusing internal/external databases based on
the current user’s utterances and the dialog history.
• If the dialog manager finds that another slot is needed to provide an answer, it
would ask the user for this information. For example user wants to travel from
Prague to New York, the dialog manager finds out that date of the travel is needed
to complete the query, so it instructs the natural language generation module to
ask for this slot.
• Confirming uncertain cases or to handle error cases.
• Predict next system action to output system’s answer.
• Control conversational mechanisms (e.g. back-channels, turn-taking, multi-party
dialogs).
The implementation of dialog manager can be done in various ways. The next para-
graphs describe the variants of dialog management.
2.2.1 Classification of Dialog Management
Dialog can be viewed from various points of view. One view is based on participants of
dialog. Special type of dialog is monologue. Monologues are defined by a speaker and a
listener. The monologue is special in the way that the direction of information flow is
only one, from a speaker to a listener [91]. Except control mechanisms like back-channels
from the listener to the speaker.
Further in the text a dialog represents the conversation between humans or between a
human and a computer (human-system). In this case each participant periodically takes
a turn being a speaker one time and being a listener the next time.
Human-computer dialogs can be divided into three groups of dialog stated further
in the text. The key important design part of spoken dialog systems is the type of
dialog control strategy [116]. This choice of dialog strategy will have big impact on the
system behavior, dialog naturalness and length. There are two types of spoken dialog
classification. One classification divides the dialog systems according to the computer
algorithm that controls the dialog [116] and the second one classifies the system through
appearance of the dialog [117]. These classifications are here:
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1. Finite state-based systems (Directed dialog, system initiative)
2. Frame-based systems (Mixed initiative)
3. Agent-based systems (Beyond mixed initiative)
Finite state-based systems. The dialog in this type of a system is built as a
graph/state machine. The user is guided through predefined sequence of steps (dialog
states). Only the system (not the user) controls the dialog flow. The system asks very
specific questions and the user is expected to give very specific answers. The system
begins, directs and closes the dialog. However, the rigidity of finite state-based systems
is seen only in extreme cases. The vast majority of these systems allow user to switch
context, e.g. using global commands like “cancel”. For an example see the directed
dialog with a train ticket reservation system in Example 1 [47].
System: Tell me the destination of your travel?
User : Berlin.
System: What day do you want to travel?
User : Thursday
System: What time do you want to go?
User : At 9 o’clock?
System: How many persons will travel?
User: ...
Example 1: Directed dialog example
Alternatively the system should also verify the user’s input each step. The same
example with “answer verification” – grounding, see Example 2 [37].
System: Tell me the destination of your travel?
User : Berlin.
System: Do you mean Berlin?
User : Yes.
System: What day do you want to travel?
User : Thursday.
System: Was it Tuesday?
User : No.
System: What day do you want to travel?
User : ...
Example 2: Directed dialog example with answer verification
Disadvantage of the system is that the dialog is totally guided by the computer and the
user is not allowed to give more information at once (in one dialog turn), s/he can only
answer when the system asks. Example 1 and 2 represent typical form-filling dialogs.
The system questions and user fills information in blank places. Another, even simpler
dialog type is a menu hierarchy dialog. The system tells the user possible answers the
question and the user only chooses the right one (example: Which system do you want
to use? Flight information, banking application or reservation system?). From developer
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point of view there is an advantage, that the possible answers are known in advance,
so the quality of speech recognition could be improved by restriction of possible words
(phrases).
Frame-based systems. Frame based systems use task templates to manage the
dialog. Staying in a travel reservation domain, to complete the travel reservation the
system needs for example this information: departure city, arrival city, date and the
time of departure. In such a frame-based system the user is not required to go through
defined sequence of questions. The user can tell multiple information items in one answer
and the system will ask for the remaining ones. The frame-based dialog could look like
Example 3
System: What travel do you plan?
User : I would like to go to Washington from Prague on Thursday.
System: What time do you want to go?
User : at 7 a.m.
System: I have reserved the flight number ...
Example 3: Frame-based system dialog
Example 3 shows the main advantage of the frame-based system. The user is free to
tell as many information items as s/he wants in one answer and it is up to the system to
find out what information is needed to complete the task template. The implementation
of this system is much more challenging, because the possible pool of answer words
(or phrases) is bigger than in directed dialog. The VoiceXML standard is one example
of frame-based dialog architecture [113]. Agent-based systems. Agent-based dialog
systems go beyond mixed-initiative (frame-based systems) and contain some glimpses of
artificial intelligence (AI). The systems employ AI to support planning and reasoning
processes. They contain more complex models of belief and interaction. Changing the
example from ticket reservation to music jukebox, suppose the conversation in Example
4.
User : I want to listen to Jealous from Barbara Streisand.
System: I don’t have Jealous from Barbara Streisand. But
I have song Jealous from Sinead O’Connor. Do you
want to play it?
User : Yes, play me that one.
System: ...
Example 4: Agent-based system dialog
Example 4 pointed out one important thing: The user does not properly remember
the author of the song Jealous, but the answer of the system is not simply “NO”. The
system is able to recover from this situation and finds out the right answer (similar song)
and offers it to the user. Commercially this type of spoken dialog systems is starting to
be used in a form of various digital assistants (like previously mentioned Apple’s Siri or
Google Now, etc.). They can be used in some particular defined topics/domains. These
systems are often used in very noisy environments (e.g. streets, in car, in public spaces),
they need to be prepared for that and handle various kinds of errors. The next section
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tries to introduce general principles used to detect and recover from errors in spoken
dialog systems.
Error Handling and Detection in Dialog
The performance of automatic speech recognition (ASR) modules and natural language
understanding (NLU) modules have been improved, spoken dialog systems can be de-
veloped for relatively complex domains. However, there still exist problems for spoken
dialog systems implementations. Errors in ASR and in NLU modules are going to be
here due to the noisy conditions in which spoken dialog systems are used. These errors
can cause misunderstanding of the dialog system. Dialog systems detect and repair po-
tential errors in understanding using confidence scores from ASR and/or NLU modules
[15], [104]. Most of the systems rely on manually defined confidence level thresholds.
However, confidence thresholds are not a fully reliable measure, they are dependent on
the environment in which the user utterances are recorded. They are also dependent on
the user. So this can bring some problems that need to be solved by the dialog manager.
Skantze classified various levels of understanding in human communication into four
classes [170]:
• Full understanding : A listener grasped the full intention of utterance.
• Partial understanding : Only a part of the intention was understood.
• Non-understanding : The intent was not understood and the listener knew it.
• Misunderstanding : The intent of a speaker was not caught. However, listener
continued with an interpretation that was not in line with the user’s goal.
Skantze found that signaling non-understanding by the dialog systems had negative
effect on the user’s experience. Non-understanding without signaling had no such effect.
Therefore, it seems better to use an alternative error recovery solutions like various
confirmation strategies [170]. The dialog management modules can use various kinds of
confirmation/rephrasing strategies to recover from errors common in the state-of-the-art
dialog systems:
• Explicit confirmation – An explicit confirmation rephrase the user intent with say-
ing all slot values and awaits user’s confirmation by simple “yes” or “no”. For
example in the domain of restaurant booking application the system asks question:
“Do you really want to reserve table for four people at the Morton’s tomorrow at
7pm”?
• Implicit confirmation – Implicit confirmation strategy presumes that the system
automatically repeat the status of dialog to user prepending it to the next prompt.
Then the user can disagree when the system misunderstood.
Approaches to Dialog management
Dialog manager should find the next system action to be executed based on the context
of user’s utterance and the dialog history. Three distinct approaches exist for dialog
management algorithms.
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• Rule-based dialog management – Most of commercial (and even academic) dialog
systems are implemented by domain-knowledge experts and are authored for one
specific domain only. These systems require mostly finite-state machine with hand-
crafted rules. This is very inflexible. There are several examples of such systems,
for example Waxholm system [21], restaurant knowledge system [92] or rail travel
information system [14]
• Data-driven dialog management – This approach needs collection of dialog data
and human effort in the process of annotating dialog data. Modifying the system
for another domain requires new data collection and annotation only in opposite
to the rule-based systems. These systems include Hidden Information State (HIS)-
based spoken dialog system [59], Incremental Dialog Manager [166] or generally
systems that use Markov Decision Processes or Partially Observable Markov Pro-
cesses (POMDP) [195]. The data-driven dialog management systems are able to
achieve nearly the same results as hand-crafted dialog systems that require much
more human effort [102]. Robustness to the NLU and ASR errors is an advantage
of data-driven dialog managers
• Hybrid dialog management – POMDP-based dialog manager need relatively big
dialog corporas to learn an optimal policy. To overcome this disadvantage dialog
managers use “simulated users” to generate such corpora. The simulated user
internally contains user models that are based on real dialog system evaluations
[162],[58]. The hybrid approach combines reinforcement learning techniques used
in data-driven approach with supervised learning. The supervised learning limits
the space needed to be explored by reinforcement learning by adding specific rules
of domain knowledge. The rules can be such that a dialog system cannot reserve
the railway ticket without telling a user the final price of a journey.
Conversation and dialog has been the most fundamental area of human language use.
When humans need to arrange something they use dialog to communicate with other peo-
ple. For example, ordering wine in restaurant, buying new clothes, in business meetings,
etc.
What is characteristic about dialog? The difference between monologue and the dialog
is turn-taking. Speaker 1 says something, then Speaker 2 takes the turn, Speaker 2 yields
the turn to Speaker 1 and so on. This is even more visible in the multi-party dialogs. How
humans know when the proper timing, when to switch roles from speaker to hearer and
vice versa. This is studied in the discipline of “conversational analysis” [155], especially
in the field of turn-taking and turn-yielding.
2.2.2 Turn-taking in Spoken Dialog Systems
An overview of the current state of research in the field of turn-taking/yielding in spoken
dialog systems is provided in this section.
Although the recent quality improvement in dialog technologies is tremendous, as
it is seen in the previous sections, dialogs with artificial systems still fall far behind
in comparison with their human counterparts in terms of both comfort and efficiency.
The reaction times of artificial dialogs are still slower, although the systems are improved
through incorporation of turn-taking models. The model used by Raux and Eskenazi has
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improved latency of the system by 24% over the fixed threshold baseline [51]. Hjalmarsson
also showed significant improvement of reaction time to stimuli with high agreement [77].
Nevertheless, the problem is not related only to ongoing issues in speech recognition and
understanding. For example Ward et. al identified turn-taking problems as important
shortcomings [189]. The dialogs between a human being and the system are typically
straightforward allowing only one speaker at a time. The most common method of
recognizing a turn-yield in conversation is waiting for a silent pause longer than a specified
threshold. It brings one usability problem: If the user pauses inside an utterance and
this pause is longer than the threshold, the user is cut off by the system [53].
Such a simple pause-threshold approach is not used frequently by humans. People
tend to use turn exchanges with almost no gap in-between. That was supported by
analyzes of individual human to human dialog examples [159]. However, recent work has
shown that the no-gap in-between dialog turns dialog is not so common. Heldner and
Edlund explored pauses, gaps and overlaps in three relatively large dialog corpora [72].
Their findings indicate that the timing of turn-taking is not as precise as often claimed.
The no-gap-no-overlap model represented less than 1 percent of their data. The gaps
preceding the speaker change are long enough to prepare reactive dialog control models,
if given published minimal response times for spoken utterances [168].
A smooth exchange of turns between dialog partners is supported by various turn-
management cues used by the speaker [43]. The turn-taking/yielding cues are sent or
received before the moments when the speaker changes. These dialog spots are called
Transition Relevance Places (TRPs). Further, turn-taking/yielding model is assumed as
a model which is based on the general turn-taking system defined by [159]. It has only
one partner talking at a time. Overlaps (more than one speaker at a time) are less than
common and silence gaps are common but brief [135]. The silent partner in a dialog uses
the speech cues of the speaking one to time properly his/her start of speech. These are
called turn-yielding cues. For example, one vocal turn-yielding cue is a drop in loudness
of speech. There is one example of a dialog sequence in the model [137] (see Example
5). P1, P2 are dialog participants and low(2-1) is continuous drop in loudness of speech.
Research and identification of dialog cues started in 1970s [43].
P1: talks low2 low1 TRP DOES NOT TALK
P2: DOES NOT TALK talks talks...
Example 5: Example of a dialog sequence in the turn-taking/yielding model
Table 2.1 summarizes some of the turn-yielding cues with their strengths and weak-
nesses. The table offers an overview of many vocal turn-yielding cues thoroughly exam-
ined by scientific works. The next sections bring more detailed view on the problem of
turn-taking/yielding and properties of communications cues.
Dialog Turn-Management Cues
Duncan analyzed face to face conversations in English [43]. Together with Fiske, he
also stated that speakers display complex signals at turn endings [44]. These signals are
divided into groups: turn-maintaining, turn-yielding and backchannels. The signals are
composed of the discrete human behavioral cues explained further in the text.
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Table 2.1: Table of strengths and weaknesses of different turn-yielding cues
Category Turn-yielding
cue
Strengths Weaknesses
Pitch fall
[43],[57] Found in 47%
cases before smooth
switch [67]; Correctly
judged in 60% cases
[77]
wide variability [35];
Found in 40% cases
before smooth switch
[193]
Pitch rise
[43]; Found in 67%
cases before smooth
switch [193]
Found in 22% cases
before smooth switch
[67]
Vocal
Higher speaking
rate at the end of
utterance (reduced
lengthening)
Significantly better z-
score before smooth
switch [67]
Stressed syllable
means slower rate [43]
A drop in loudness
at the end of utter-
ance
Significantly better z-
score before smooth
switch [67]
A higher frequency
of jitter, shimmer
[132],[67]
Sociocentric se-
quences
[43]; Judged correctly
in 90% cases [77]
Okay, yeah sequences
overloaded; other cues
are needed to distin-
guish function [67]
Syntactical com-
pleteness (textual
completeness)
[43],[161],[57],[193];
necessary cue [67];
judged correctly in
96% cases [77]
Stopped movement
of head
It’s analogy to termi-
nation of any hand
gestures [43]
Visual
Head nod at the
end of utterance
Head postural shift
– semantic and syn-
tactic boundaries
[94]; Head nods as
backchannel request
[112]
Eye-gaze based
turn-yielding cue
Multi-party conversa-
tions [68]
Not definite role in
two-party conversa-
tions [87]
Body
motoric
The termination of
any hand gestures
[43]
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Turn-maintaining Cues
Turn-maintaining cues are also called turn-holding or turn-keeping [48]. They indicate
that the speaker intends to hold the turn. These can be vocal cues such as an intermediate
pitch level, changes in speech volume, drawl on final syllable (final lengthening) and also
using lengthened filled pauses (in English, e.g. “Eh...”, “Ah...”, etc.).
Turn-Yielding Cues
Speakers use turn-yielding cues in dialog to inform the listener that they have finished
their turn and that the partner (partners) can take the turn and continue. These cues do
not force the listener to take the floor. The listener can backchannel to push the speaker
to take another dialog turn. However this scheme allows the listener to take his/her
turn in response to a turn-yielding cue. Duncan discovered five vocal discrete behavioral
turn-yielding cues and one visual cue [43].
• Phrase-final intonation – Any phrase-final intonation other than a sustained, in-
termediate pitch level.
• A drawl on the final syllable of a terminal clause.
• The termination of any hand gestures (visual cue).
• Sociocentric sequences – A stereotyped expression, like in English for example:
“but uh”, “you know”.
• Drop in pitch and/or loudness of speech in conjunction of sociocentric sequence
(explained in the previous item).
• Syntactical completeness – The completion of syntactical clause.
Backchannels
Backchannels are not cues like in previous sections but they are an important aspect
of conversation management. Their function is to signal attention and interest, without
interrupting the speaker [148]. The term backchannel was first mentioned by Yngve [204].
The backchannel is there defined as a message/cue sent by the listener to the speaker
without the intent to take the turn. This cue is sent in order to show that listener still
listens. There are several ways how to realize backchannel to the speaker [188]:
• Short expressions as “uh-huh”, “mmmh” – expressions of paying attention.
• The listener completes the sentence of the speaker (in a dialog pause).
• Requesting the speaker for clarification, explanation.
• Bodily manifestations: head nods, postural shifts, etc.
Many researchers explored the nonverbal context of backchannels in order to create
computational backchannel models for generating backchannels in dialog applications
[127], [74] and [40].
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Turn-Requesting Cues
Wieman and Knapp identified another group of cues called turn-requesting cues [194].
These are used by listeners to indicate the speaker’s willingness to take the floor. If they
work properly the speaker ends the utterance as soon as possible. The requests are very
frequently accomplished by simultaneous talking. It has been experimentally shown that
these turn requests are likely to be displayed if the speaker has the turn for more than
twenty seconds [119].
Properties of Turn-Management Cues and Models of Turn-Taking
The turn-management cues could possibly be culturally sensitive. Ward and Bayyari
described the experiment where English speakers tend to misinterpret Arabic cues [188].
However, recently Carlson and Hirschberg found that predicting phrase boundaries was
fairly well recognized by non-native speakers; Japanese and Chinese native speakers who
do not speak Swedish were able to easily distinguish turn-ends in Swedish dialog [20].
If all these turn-management cues could be incorporated into speech dialog systems,
the dialog manager would make faster turn change decisions and this would possibly
lead to smoother dialog between the human and the system. Fortunately, not only
would the input part of the dialog system benefit from the turn-taking mechanism. The
turn-management could also be applied in the speech output. The output module might
produce turn-yielding signals when the system is about to finish the utterance and the
user is waiting to take a turn.
Several generative computational models of turn-taking were proposed and analyzed.
This includes complex work by Thrisson on construction of the Ymir turn-taking model
(YTTM) [180]. This model represents completely automated perception of a dialog
participant behavior, including speech, prosody and body language and generation of
animation and speech in real-time without using manual force. The YTTM model was
further extended with a system that can learn turn-taking skills from a partner using
machine learning [90]. The learning system was experimentally evaluated using human
participants in spoken interviews conducted by the dialog system [89].
There are works that study impressions from an agent that uses different turn man-
agement strategies. Maat and Heylen demonstrated that it is possible to create different
impressions of an agent’s personality by modifying the timing of turn beginning and by
utilizing overlapping speech using their conversational simulator [173]. The work was
extended and supported by perceptual experiments with recorded conversations between
human and interviewing agents [174].
Recent works further exploit findings of turn-taking and analyze the relationship be-
tween turn-taking and yielding cues and turn boundaries during perception experiments.
Oliveira and Freitas present turn-taking prosodic issues in a telephony environment by
analysis of judgments of non-participating dialog listeners [133]. Oliveira and Freitas
found out that analysis of dialog out of the context is problematic and should be avoided
[133]. Gravano describes an extended number of prosodic phenomena occurring in TRPs
[67]. The work by Hjalmarsson introduces a perceptual experiment which compares
human dialog turn-taking signals to synthesized turn-taking signals and confirms the
correlation between the number of signals and faster turn-taking decision times [76].
All previous works and experiments using some sort of human-like agent consider
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mainly prosodic (vocal) turn-management cues. There are several papers that research
multi-party dialogs and participants’ eye-gaze as very important turn-taking/yielding
cues. Notable works include development of a visual attention computational model [68]
or multi-party eye-gaze experiments [88], [87]. Padilha and Carletta addressed also small
group discussion turn-taking behavior [137]. They compare base (only vocal cues) and
extended (vocal & visual cues) model of turn-taking using a multi-agent system. Multi-
party turn-endings prediction was also examined [39]. Their model learned from real
multi-party meetings but the results were not so good, because the best F1 score of this
model is lot lower than in the case of [163].
The research of turn-taking that was addressed in this section shows that there are
some promising ways in introducing turn-taking/yielding into humanized user interfaces,
not only in speech channel but also incorporating some turn changing cues into human-
like agents. The next section surveys the relevant literature of human-like conversational
agents.
2.3 Embodied Conversational Agent Interface
Voice-based interfaces is one part of interaction techniques improvement. Second part
uses for example the face-to-face communication paradigm. Seeing virtual faces also
humanizes the computer-user interface and makes it well acceptable for common users.
By expressing emotions, faces enrich the user experience even further [12], [17].
Embodied Conversational Agent (ECA) is the user interface metaphor that allows
to naturally communicate information during human-computer interaction in synergic
modality dimensions, including voice, gesture, emotion, text, etc. Due to its anthropo-
logical representation and the ability to express human-like behavior, ECAs are becoming
popular interface front-ends for dialog and conversational applications.
Figure 1.8 shows an example of such an ECA interface that anriches a classic GUI.
This agent is a central part of a developed voice-based dialog application that is used to
handle playing of MP3 music files.
Adding ECAs modifies Figure 2.2 and adds a new component that takes care of gener-
ating the ECA behavior and rendering the agent UI. The user speaks to the microphone
and speech recognition module transforms speech to sentences in text form. These sen-
tences are then processed by a natural language understanding module, which tries to
find the user intent. The user’s intent is processed by dialog management module. This
module uses others systems to prepare the answer for a user and then synchronizes talk-
ing agent behavior (speech, gestures) and means of the GUI to produce a coherent answer
(see Figure 2.3).
The main task of ECA research is to create an intelligent agent that is capable of social
behaviors that are typical for humans. The work on these agents is inherently interdisci-
plinary. Implementing ECAs requires research in disciplines from psychology of humans
[50], [101], over natural language processing, speech synthesis, dialog management (see
Section 2.2), to agent architectures [164], [181], over emotion architectures, to interface
design.
ECA research attempts to solve the whole problem of building a conversational agent.
This approach has a weakness in that building the complete agent takes most work and
behavior specialties are hard to address [23]. This leads researches and developers to
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Figure 2.3: Typical internal architecture of voice-based dialog application with human-
ized user interface (information flow diagram)
prepare toolkits and ECA behavior authoring languages that address the problem of
using a talking agent in applications.
2.3.1 Talking Agent Frameworks
The authoring environments for talking agent-based applications are fragmented, and
researchers tend to develop their own languages. The existing languages tend to fall
to different categories of abstractions, accenting the respective design priorities that the
authors were following in support of their projects. One class of languages supports the
modeling of human behavior at a very high level, such as Human Markup Language [131].
HML is a standardization effort that tries to use XML to express human behavior, e.g.
emoticons. It provides means, that tags various verbal and non-verbal communication
cues used in human-to-human interactions. Its complex design makes it difficult for
authors to get down to the level of plain animation when needed.
What seems to be the prevailing concept in ECA behavior authoring language design
is the notion of independent communication channels. These channels, such as head,
speech, gestures, body, expressions, etc. are mixed and matched to a multimodal com-
munication act that the talking agent as the “anthropological” output device delivers to
the user. Examples of languages supporting the channel mixing concept include VHML
[109], SMIL-AGENT [10] and RRL [145]. The RRL language was further developed in
the NECA project [185].
The Web application domain has brought its own set of XML-based languages that
help Web page designers enhance human-machine interaction experience. Multimodal
Presentation Mark-up Language (MPML) [150] builds on the body of the Microsoft
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Agent to create predefined animation sequences. Behavior Expression Animation Toolkit
(BEAT) [22] processes the XML input description in the form of a tree containing both
verbal and non-verbal signals, to produce the synchronized animated sequence on the
output.
Relatively large part of work in the area of ECA authoring languages was done in
the SAIBA (Situation, Agent, Intention, Behavior, Animation) framework, e.g. Func-
tional Markup Language (FML) [75] or combined communication language FML-APML
(Affective Presentation Markup Language) [108]. Recently, Expressive Multimodal Con-
versation Acts (EMCA) communication language was developed [157]. It is based on so
called Expressive Speech Acts, which allows for describing complex emotions of conver-
sational agents.
Hong et. al. proposed an XML-based interactive drama markup language (IDML)
[78]. This language is interesting in the way it supports concept of branching ECA
narrations. This allows users to interact with an ECA and enable them to affect ECA’s
behavior. Authors created a visual tool to build IDML scripts to speedup the language
learning path.
Some authoring environments enable developers to animate characters in realtime and
they allow them to fine-tune behavior on the layer of specifying partial key poses in
absolute time, e.g. EMBRScript [73]. This can be useful for animators, but not for
spoken dialog developers.
Most of these languages and toolkits tend to split the application authoring task into
(a) off-line step for preprocessing and (b) the real-time step of running the preprocessed
animations. This comes with the implicit disadvantage, that the animations are realized
on the closed set of precomputed behaviors.
The agents take an appearance of human body or face only displayed on the computer
screen or using a projector. The detailed review of current state of ECA frameworks and
technologies was provided in [4].
The simplest kinds of ECA are agent systems that are not interactive. The ECA is here
used as a simple presenter to accompany the speech targeted for listeners. This includes
the framework PPP persona, which was created for guidance in web-based applications.
It uses pointing gestures and talks through a speech synthesizer [5]. This work was
further extended to the AutoBriefer agent, that can automatically generate presentations
anchored by an animated agent [46].
This paradigm of using ECA as presenter is sometimes extended by using a group of
agents that convey the message. This method is borrowed from TV news, where for
most of the time news are anchored by two presenters. This approach preserves the non-
interactivity with human users. Example of a system with multiple ECA agents is the
eShowroom demonstrator [158]. The application developer can script dialog sequences
between ECAs to present properties of a new car in the car showroom.
The most common version of ECA frameworks are the frameworks suited for one
ECA interacting with one human. The REA (Real estate agent) was developed with
conversational naturalness in mind. The ECA in this system represents a real-estate
agent that tries to sell houses to users. The agent is full-bodied and uses gestures and
expresses emotions [23]. ECAs were also tried in medical environments, the Greta agent
is the most famous [125]. This ECA agent uses synchronized speech and gestures. Well
known are also works by Thorisson Gandalf ECA systems; built-in turn-taking models
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are very interesting in these systems [180].
Some ECA frameworks even try to tackle multi-party conversations. For example
project IDEAS4Games developed a Poker game [60].
The important component of ECA agent frameworks is the speech visualization com-
ponent and appearance of life-like ECA agents. In the next paragraphs, evaluation
methods of speech visualization and dynamic and static appearance of talking agents
will be addressed.
2.3.2 Speech Visualization Evaluation
The primary goal of ECA articulation research is to produce realistic visual articulation
which is indistinguishable from that of real humans. This task includes implementation
methods and in the end evaluation of results.
The quality of talking heads visual articulation has been measured using various meth-
ods. These comprise subjective evaluation, perception of speech in noisy environments
and others.
The most common method is subjective evaluation [32]. This method is based on get-
ting comments and rating from na¨ıve and expert participants. This provides information
on quality of talking head articulation but does not give possibility to compare various
talking head implementations.
The second method - perception of speech in noisy environments improves the quality
of results and facilitates comparisons of miscellaneous talking head implementations.
Participants try to listen to talking head footage in a noisy room and the ability to
understand the words indicates how much they are able to improve the intelligibility of
speech by lip-reading the talking head [111].
Good results are provided by methods based on a forced choice. Participants see videos
and identify which animation is real or synthetic [69].
Extensive experiments of the McGurk effect (introduced in Section 1.1.3) using talking
head were done in [110]. An interesting method based on perception of this effect was
proposed in [33]. Participants are given synthetic talking head McGurk sequences and
their confusion responses are measured and evaluated. The report does not mention
whether participants had corrected vision or not.
Apart from speech visualization, other characteristics of ECA agents are need to be
addressed to create life-like agent presence. The next section focuses on static and
dynamic behavior characteristics of talking ECA faces.
2.3.3 ECA Behavior Parameters Evaluation
Trying to implement proper full human behavior is very expensive. Part of agent’s visual
behavior is its appearance. The problem of appearance is often solved “statically.” The
user could setup his agent appearance by modifying parameters as for example color of
eyes, color of hair or size of nose, etc. But there is another possibility to change ap-
pearance – reflecting “dynamic” part of appearance, for example mouth opening, hair
length (dynamic hair movement), head movements, etc. Let’s give the user of a dialog
application possibility to choose proper dynamic behavior. As in real life, where listen-
ing to people whose behavior (appearance) we like is more pleasant, proper settings of
agent’s parameters could lead us to creating more enjoyable agents and thus to improved
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communication with an agent. Therefore it could be worth of creating a method how to
find out human sensitivity to these “dynamic” parameters.
Developers of ECAs want to produce an intelligent agent that can draw user attention
and is capable of certain social behaviors. Measuring the achievement of this goal uses
findings and procedures introduced by usability testing [124]. Evaluation of an ECA
application depends on the stage of system development. One could test scientific ideas
and hypotheses; for this purpose s/he should choose a proper test methodology.
As described in [28] there are four big research lines in ECA development.
• The first one is understanding the world. This line sets questions like: Does the
ECA interface ease communication with the application? Is the user satisfied? For
example, agents could increase quality of learning more than a voice-only applica-
tion [106]. But they can also impose more and different kinds of cognitive load on
the user [105].
• The second possible research line is towards a target application. This means eval-
uating the use of agent for a specific purpose. An example could be a virtual guide
agent in virtual environments [179]. An evaluation method of agent’s particular
actions is described in [172].
• The third evaluation method checks conformance to standards. Although the ECA
field lacks proper standards, there are some that are accredited and thus should be
taken into account, i.e. MPEG4.
• Last, but not least, another testing methodology prefers comparison of designs.
This method examines human behavior when engaged in interaction with an ECA.
To exclude the influences of agent’s appearance, Xiao et. al. used three types of
agents (animated, stiff and iconic) and compared the reactions of users [200].
To enable ECAs to express proper behavior, various knowledge bases are needed. To
make these knowledge bases interoperable between systems, it is advisable to use on-
tologies to describe the knowledge bases. A domain ontology can describe possibilities
of ECA’s behavior channels, emotions, parts (face, body, arms, legs,...). Moreover, these
ontologies can describe means of the whole system’s environment (including UI capabil-
ities). The domain ontology can also describe behavior patterns that depend on various
environmental, user and application contexts. The knowledge base containing these be-
havior patterns can be used as a source when rendering an ECA utterance. The next
section tries to describe the significance of ontologies for ECA development.
2.3.4 Ontologies
Ontologies describe the structure of knowledge bases. Firstly, we need to define knowl-
edge.
Definition of Knowledge
Knowledge could be defined [1] as:
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1. expertise, and skills acquired by a person through experience or education; the
theoretical or practical understanding of a subject,
2. what is known in a particular field or in total; facts and information,
3. awareness or familiarity gained by experience of a fact or situation.
Further, knowledge is understood as representation of what is known in a particular
domain of interest. From a human point of view, acquiring knowledge involves a complex
process of perception, learning and reasoning.
From a computer point of view, the idea of knowledge is related to the knowledge
base. The knowledge base is a computer representation of particular domain knowledge.
The knowledge base can be seen as set of domain ontology instances too. Same as a
domain ontology describes the structure of knowledge, domain knowledge represents all
the knowledge in a domain.
Definition of Ontology
Ontology could be defined either in the field of computer science or in the philosophy
field.
In philosophy, the word ontology comes from Greek and is part of study of metaphysics.
Ontology itself is study of being, existences and reality. This study investigates living
entities and their grouping and possible hierarchies [147].
The philosophical meaning of ontology has some commons with the computer science
way of ontology definition. They both study entities, relations between them and their
possible categorizations.
In the context of computer and information sciences, an ontology defines a set of rep-
resentational primitives with which domain knowledge is modeled. The representational
primitives are typically classes (or sets), attributes (or properties), and relationships
(or relations among class members). The definitions of the representational primitives
include information about their meaning and constraints on their logically consistent
application (To appear in [136]). Figure 2.4 shows definition of ontology from Artificial
Intelligence (AI) point of view, with complexity level and relation to automatic reasoning
systems [171].
Computer applications deal with various and big amounts of data. These data struc-
tures sometimes contain structured knowledge. Working with from complex knowledge
comming from various sources would be rather difficult without ontologies. They provide
common terminology when addresing differently managed knowledge bases. Firstly, an
ontology describes knowledge structure for a particular domain of interest (e.g. domain of
music, medical diseases, computer hardware, human genes). A domain of interest is the
space which the ontology describes. Secondly, an ontology allows to share knowledge be-
tween heterogeneous systems that adopt the same ontology. Heterogeneous systems are
distributed systems that contain different kinds of hardware and software in cooperative
fashion to solve problems [18].
Use of Ontologies
Noy gives several reasons why to develop ontologies [129]:
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Figure 2.4: Definition of ontology from AI point of view. (Source [171])
1. To share common understanding of structure of information among people or soft-
ware
2. To enable reuse of domain knowledge
3. To make domain assumptions explicit
4. To separate domain knowledge from operational knowledge
5. To analyze domain knowledge
Sharing common understanding of structure of information is one of the most used
reasons to develop an ontology. For example, a software program working in a specific
domain (e.g. searching offers of flight tickets and finding flights according to constraints
for users). Suppose such program uses a database of flights from a single airline. Imagine
upgrading this program to offer flights from a new airline. However, the database of the
new airline is different from the currently used database. Without a defined domain
ontology, developers need to adjust the program code to be able to understand the
structure of the new database. Having domain ontology defined, the new airline database
can be added without hassle with program code because the data structures are defined
by a shared ontology.
Reuse of domain knowledge is another advantage of usage of ontologies. Sometimes
ontologies need to understand some common things as for example the calendar, in order
to enable the software know how the days (months, years, ...) go. It is just enough to
build this calendar ontology once and another future designed ontologies will reuse it.
Making domain assumptions explicit helps developers of software. They should not
hard-code domain assumptions to application code, instead they should use an ontology.
If the assumptions change, it is very quick even for an advanced user (not the system
developer) to change these assumptions without changing the source code.
Separating the domain knowledge from operational knowledge is another common use
of ontologies. A task of configuring a software product from its components can be
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described according to a required specification and a program can be implemented that
does this configuration independent of the product and components themselves [114].
Analyzing domain knowledge is valuable when a developer wants to reuse or extend
ontologies. Before starting analysis of domain knowledge, basic concepts of the analyzed
domain should be defined.
The list above mentions rather advatages of ontologies and why to use them. However,
ontologies are very complex structures. Thus, it takes significant amount of time to build
a good domain ontology. Even a relatively small domain ontology can be really complex
and difficult to maintain. Hence, ontologies are not widespread in software products. This
slowly changes and ontologies are developed in collaborative environment, e.g. Freebase
ontology [16].
Ontology structure
The structure of ontology is given by how an ontology is represented (the most common
is a formal ontology language). But there are some similarities between these represen-
tations. They result from the ontology definition in section 2.3.4; an ontology describes
concepts in a particular domain. Commonly, ontology consists of the following compo-
nents [129]:
1. Concepts (or classes, sets, collections) – Basic building blocks of ontology.
2. Attributes (or slots, roles, properties) – Properties and features of each concept.
3. Facets (or role restrictions) – Restrictions defined on attributes.
4. Instances (or objects) – Instances of concepts. Set of instances creates a “knowledge
base”.
5. Relations – Define relations of concepts or instances.
6. Subclasses – A specific type of relation that expresses specialization/generalization
between two concepts.
7. Axioms – Assertions applied to the content of the whole ontology. They are defined
to ensure consistency of the ontology.
Concepts define the structure of an ontology. For example, imagine defining compo-
nents for the domain of ECA. The main concept will be an agent (ECA). This concept
will have its subclasses e.g. software agents, hardware agents (robot), etc. Subclass
software agent can be further divided into human-like characters or fantasy characters.
See the whole scheme in the fig. 2.5.
Ontology Example
Wine Ontology Example. In this section, a short example of building a partial
ontology of wines is shown. Concepts are the focus of most ontologies. Concepts describe
relevant objects in the domain. Concepts will be differentiated by italics in the following
text. For example, a concept of wines represents all wines. Wines are instances of this
concept, e.g. the Bordeaux wine is an instance of the concept of Bordeaux wines. A
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Figure 2.5: Partial hierarchy example of ontology concepts – ECA domain
concept can have subconcepts that represent concepts that are more specific than the
superconcept. For example, dividing the concept of all wines into red, white, and rose
wines. Alternatively, a concept of all wines can be divided into sparkling and non-
sparkling wines [129].
Attributes describe the properties of concepts and instances: Chateau Lafite Roth-
schild Pauillac is produced by the Chateau Lafite Rothschild winery (see Fig. 2.6).
There are two attributes describing the wine in this example: the attribute body with
the value full and the slot maker with the value Chateau Lafite Rothschild winery. At the
concept level, it can be said that instances of the concept Wine will have slots describing
their flavor, body, sugar level, the wine maker, etc.
All instances of the concept Wine, and its subconcept Pauillac, have a slot “maker”
(producer) the value of which is an instance of the concept Winery (Figure 2.6). All
instances of the concept Winery have a slot produces that refers to all the wines (instances
of the concept Wine and its subconcepts) that the winery produces.
The whole development process of an ontology (e.g. wine ontology) consists of these
steps:
• Define concepts in the ontology.
• Develop taxonomic concepts hierarchy.
• Define attributes and describe allowed values for these slots.
• Fill in particular values for attributes for instances.
The ontology building principle can be used to build domain ontology of ECA behavior
patterns that can be employed as high-level building blocks when preparing an ECA
dialog turn.
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Figure 2.6: Example of a wine ontology. Some concepts, instances, and relations among
them in the wine domain. Yellow color is used for instances and gray for concepts. Line
defines relationships between objects.
2.4 Summary
The speech-enabled applications were introduced in this chapter to show which modules
are needed to build a dialog system. A typical speech dialog application is composed of
the following modules (see Figure 2.2):
• User input
• Automatic speech recognition
• Natural language understanding
• Dialog management
• Natural language generation
• Text-to-speech
Methods for natural-language generation and text-to-speech are briefly described. Di-
alog management approaches are thoroughly reviewed and finite state-based systems
dialog examples, frame-based systems and agent-based systems are also shown here.
Frame-based and agent-based systems seems to be among the most promising ones ac-
cording to options for users. Finally, dialog management algorithms are covered by the
first section in this chapter, including statistical data-driven systems.
Further, this section reviewed the state of the art in the research of turn-taking.
Turn-taking, turn-yielding and backchannel cues are defined here. Multiple turn-taking
models for speech-based dialog applications are reviewed. Turn-taking/yielding cues
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use the speech channel nowadays. Reviewing the literature, it seems that visual turn-
taking/yielding cues can be another possibility to express turn-taking or turn-yielding in
conversational agents.
In the second part of this chapter, embodied conversational agents (ECAs) have been
introduced. The advantages of ECAs are emphasized, as they are means to express
human-like behavior (e.g. emotions, naturalness). ECAs provide a valuable extension of
speech-based dialog systems. Several ECA applications/frameworks have been listed in
this section. At the end of the section various approaches to the evaluation of humanized
interfaces are given, especially for speech visualization and for “static” and “dynamic”
appearance parameters.
Last part of this chapter defines and describes ontologies. At the end of this section,
ontology development process is illustrated using the wine ontology. Ontologies represent
a valuable tool for domain specification. The provided means can be used to allow
interoperability between heterogeneous systems and systems with different terminology.
Although the research in the fields of humanized user interfaces is very broad and thor-
ough, problems exist in this broad field. Some of them are addressed in this dissertation
thesis. These problems include:
• visual turn-yielding cues for ECAs.
• combination of “classical” GUI interfaces and talking agents
• evaluation of “static”, “dynamic” appearance parameters
• evaluation of visual speech using McGurk phenomena
• ECA behavior patterns using ontologies
The next chapter gives better insight to these issues and proposes solutions. The issues
in humanized user interfaces are examined from the “Billionaire” serious game point of
view.
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3 Thesis Contribution and Solution Proposal
3.1 Issues in ECA-based Communication with User
As mentioned in the previous chapter the research in the field of ECAs is extensive.
Humanized user interfaces can in some specific environments bring more naturalness in
communication with spoken dialog systems. They provide means to express human-like
features, like emotions, mood and other modalities added to speech channel.
ECAs are rather useful in areas of software applications that provide education, in
practicing acquired skills or as a virtual characters in games. This environment provides
self-evident role for ECA as a teacher, partner or moderator. The ECA enriches the
speech channel produced by spoken dialog systems and partly can solve the anxiety of
users to speak to computer programs. However, there are environments where ECAs
are not a suitable form of user interface. Highly productive applications (office systems,
modeling software, etc.) are much more likely to be controlled by keyboard/mouse or
tablet interfaces. The ECA may be seen as an element that slows down interaction with
these user interfaces.
Nevertheless, ECA research tackle large set of problems, there are places where it is
possible to contribute and solve problems. One issue worth of solving is the naturalness
of a dialog with an ECA. Turn-taking and turn-yielding offers a possibility to solve some
of these problems. The area of turn-taking and turn-yielding is investigated mainly from
the spoken dialog systems point of view. The proposed turn-yielding cues are mainly
vocal. One goal of this dissertation thesis is to research facial turn-yielding cues that can
be used in various ECA interfaces. Using a broader set of turn-yielding cues can help
creating an ECA that feels more natural in interaction with users.
Figure 3.1: Example of combination of ECA and “classical” interface – ECA is depicted
in the upper-right corner and classical interface building blocks like text boxes, progress
bar and icons covers the rest of UI area
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The second class of problems is situated in the way of combining “classical user inter-
faces” and ECA user interface. The authoring toolkits and control languages for ECA
user interfaces are fragmented. When the designer of a system wants to build up a system
that is a combination of ECA and user interface like buttons, texts, images, videos, etc.
(see Figure 3.1), s/he is pushed to the situation to use one authoring language for the
“classical” interface and one language for the ECA interface. However, to deliver smooth
performance of this kind of user interface one should synchronize these two channels.
This and the issue of generating/using proper behavior patterns for ECA are solved
in this dissertation thesis. The proper behavior patterns means controlling ECA in a
human-like manner based on various context variables. For example, presenting a news
article by an ECA includes a set of interaction rules than differs from simply prompting
the user “Do you want to continue?” Also, surrounding environment can influence the
interaction with an ECA. Kiosk-based application in public space needs to handle mul-
tiple users in contrary to an ECA used as a personal assistant that is bounded to one
particular user.
The last contribution area of this thesis consists of various improvements in the eval-
uation methodology. The whole Chapter 5 is dedicated to this problem.
The following paragraphs will describe the contribution of the dissertation thesis and
solution proposals to problems defined in the Introduction part of the thesis.
3.2 “Who Wants to Be a Billionaire” Game
The solutions that this thesis proposes will be tested and used in development of a real
world game “Who Wants to Be a Billionaire”. This game that includes an ECA as
moderator has been developed under the umbrella of the Netcarity EU project http:
//www.netcarity.org, which is described in Section 1.1.2.
Speech-enabled Billionaire game is motivated by the TV show “Who Wants to Be a
Millionaire”? (see Appendix D for brief explanation) with entertaining nature of the
application, even more supported by the novelty of using the speech interface. Main
motivation of the game is in measuring responsiveness, mental abilities and reaction
time of its user and comparing it with the behavior pattern collected during previous
runs of the game.
The game has been built with an ECA in mind. The ECA works here as a natural
moderator of game progress. User progression in the game is described by a state diagram
(see Figure 3.2). The player during a game answers questions until a wrong answer is
reached or until the game ends. Brief game scenario is composed of three steps:
1. Start of the game.
2. Answer questions until a wrong answer or until the game arrives to an end.
3. End of the game.
In each round, a user is offered four possible answers and the user should choose one.
If s/he is not certain about the answer, help can be used. There are two possibilities of
help: “50:50” and “audience help”. The help “50:50” means that two wrong options are
discarded and the user should choose from the two remaining. The help of audience is
that the “simulated audience” is asked for help and the result is presented to the user.
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Figure 3.2: The flowchart diagram of Billionaire game progression
The task of one round is depicted in a hierarchical task analysis diagram (Figure 3.3.
The round begins by ECA asking the first question and offering four possible answers.
User chooses one of the answers or asks for help. ECA then repeats the user’s answer
and the user confirms the answer. After the answer is evaluated, the user is told the
result together with the correct answer.
The game is from the beginning designed as a truly multimodal application. It uses
ECA and speech synthesis with speech recognition. However, the user is allowed to
switch modalities and to use the touch interface or keyboard to answer questions.
The Billionaire game has specific demands on the graphical user interface design be-
cause of possible multimodal interaction. Figure 3.4 depicts the first prototype sketch of
the Billionaire GUI. Notable parts of the GUI are:
1. Area with question
2. Area with possible answers
3. Area with game progress
4. Area with ECA moderator
5. Area with help
6. Microphone status (voice user interaction)
As it is a common practice in the state-of-the-art dialog applications, Billionaire speech
recognition is started by the user pushing a push-to-activate button. This is not very
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0. Play round
1. Read/listen 
to question
2. Ask for 
help
3. Answer
4. Read/listen 
to the round 
evaluation
Step 2 is optional
3.1 Choose 
answer
3.2 Confirm 
answer
Figure 3.3: Hierarchical task analysis of one round of the game. Step 2 (Ask for help) is
optional
Figure 3.4: The first GUI concept of Billionaire game GUI
natural and it forces the user to use the keyboard before s/he utters an answer. The push-
to-activate button can be very confusing, especially for novice users. During interaction
with speech-enabled programs, they tend to forget releasing the push-to-activate key
or they push the key in the middle of their utterance. These errors then translate to
an incorrect speech recognition result and thus to wrong behavior of applications. The
following section outlines another way to yield turn from moderator of the game to the
user.
3.3 Visual-based Turn-yielding
Today’s spoken dialog systems predominantly use concatenative text-to-speech system
to generate human-like speech. Unfortunately, concatenative speech synthesis which
essentially uses chunks of human recordings, cannot often simply modify these prosodic
voice parameters without distorted output sound. The formant speech synthesis does
not sound like a human, but the prosodic voice parameters (pitch, speed, etc.) can be
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simply modified. So there is a possibility to incorporate vocal turn-yielding in formant
speech dialog systems.
However, spoken dialog systems that are using ECA as user interface have many more
output channels for transmitting cues to the user. Experiments that would compare
visual and vocal turn-yielding cues on ECA are rather sparse. Mostly, visual turn-yielding
cues are explored in multi-party conversations, especially the gaze turn-yielding cue [87].
For ECA-based systems, a model of communication like that depicted in Figure 3.5 is
presumed. The model is a simple one that allows one participant talking at the same
time (system or user), it can be seen as passing speech token between the system and the
user. It omits the case of interrupting someone’s speech which is not solved. Taking into
account efficiency of communication, the simple push-to-talk technology could be very
efficient in a speech dialog system as suggested in [52]. But, on the other hand, it loses
its interactive ability and can be associated with a “vending machine” syndrome [180].
Figure 3.5: Diagram of communication between user-system. The dashed line represents
main focus of system turn-yielding research presented in this thesis.
The Billionaire ECA-based game mentioned in Chapter 1 is a single-player game. Our
area of interest is narrowed because spoken dialog applications involving only one human
user and a computer (two-party) are different from a multi-party approach in terms of
turn-taking/yielding cues (smaller space, intimate interaction, importance of some cues)
[87].
The research of turn-yielding is divided into two parts. The first part focuses on the
number of cues used by dialog participants and the second one tries to asses the quality
and impact of selected visual turn-yielding cues in comparison to vocal turn-yielding
cues. Two hypotheses based on these interesting areas are introduced further in the
text.
The first hypothesis focuses on the number of cues used regardless of whether the cues
are vocal or visual. That is in line with Duncan’s work [43]. The higher the number of
atomic turn-yielding cues at one point of conversation, the higher the probability of a
correct judgment. This reasoning was also supported by experiments [77].
Hypothesis H1 – Using more turn-yielding cues before a transition relevance place
increases the probability of the correct judgment about the next speaker. The turn-
yielding cues can be both vocal and visual.
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Table 3.1: Table of proposed turn-yielding cues
Category Turn-yielding cue
Utterance pitch (vocal) Fall
Utterance final speed (vocal) Higher
Utterance final loudness (vocal) Low
Talking head movement Stopped
Talking head nod Head nod
Second, it would be beneficial to learn about the impact of selected visual turn-yielding
cues on human judgment in comparison to a selection of the vocal ones. Expectations
of variation in terms of such impact are based on the fact that while one dialog partner
listens to the other, his/her hearing system is occupied by hearing the partner’s speech.
However, the human visual system, which has even more capacity than the hearing
system [19], is not occupied.
The relation between auditory and visual turn-taking cues using recorded human con-
versations is studied in [11]. They systematically compared audio-only, vision-only and
audio-visual groups of cues. Interestingly, they found out that audio-only cues are less
reliable than other groups. So, it is assumed that visual turn-yielding cues are more
reliable in the process of yielding a turn in a dialog.
Raux and Eskenazi presented another interesting result. Also an implementation of
an end-detection algorithm revealed that prosodic features did not help turn-ending de-
tection once other features (semantic) were included [153]. Duncan finds the termination
of any hand gestures as an important turn-final visual cue [43]. These results lead us to
the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis H2 – Visual turn-yielding cues are better than vocal cues in increasing
the probability of a correct judgment of who will be the next speaker.
The realization of turn-yielding mechanism in our talking agent architecture introduces
several turn-yielding cues. The selection consists of three vocal turn-yielding cues (pitch
fall, higher speaking rate and loudness at the end of utterance) because of their effective-
ness (see Table 2.1) and because they are also re-synthesizable. Two visual turn-yielding
cues introduced to the architecture are:
• movement of head is slowed down before yielding the turn in dialog
• small head nod at the end of utterance
They were selected because they can be seen on the face, i.e. the whole body is not
needed for their expression. An eye-gaze based turn-yielding cue was not selected. As
stated in the literature, eye-gaze based turn-yielding cues are very important in multi-
party conversations [68] but they do not have as definite a role in two-party conversations
[87]. Turn-yielding cues are summarized in Table 3.1 and they are more thoroughly
described in the next chapter.
The proposed turn-yielding mechanism needs to be incorporated into the talking agent
architecture. As part of the ECA architecture, the system can prevent some of the errors
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that are introduced by push-to-activate buttons in some specific cases, especially when
used in the request prompts, e.g. talking head asks: “Are you sure that the correct
answers is B birds?” and yields the turn to the user. The ECA architecture in a form of
talking head is described in the following text.
3.4 Multimodal ECA-centered Application Platform
ECAs can communicate in several modality dimensions/channels (e.g. voice, gestures,
emotions, non-verbal cues). The presentation of these channels needs to be synchronized
to be able to mimic human-like behavior. ECAs can be employed as front-ends for dialog
applications in some areas of use (e.g. as anchors in games).
However, when a developer needs to build truly conversational agent system, ECA is
just one part of a complex system. The ECA provides means of output presentation
layer. Spoken dialog applications mostly interact with a user through GUI and speech.
This can be replaced by ECA, of course with changes to the dialog manager system that
needs to control new communication channels introduced by ECA.
To build a fully-fledged ECA platform and save the time needed to develop our own
spoken dialog system we, needed an existing dialog platform. The Conversational Inter-
action Manager Architecture (CIMA) platform was selected [149].
3.4.1 Dialog Manager
The CIMA is a dialog management framework that provides programming means and
tools for authoring conversational applications both in speech-only and multimodal do-
mains. Customized dialog management is achieved via the concept of dialog strategies
implemented through dialog templates which are customized to provided application-
specific call flows and dialog behavior. The programming paradigm is event-driven and
combines declarative and procedural approaches to application development. Applica-
tions provided in declarative form include maps of dialog states, expressed in SCXML
(State Chart XML, http://www.w3.org/TR/scxml) and resources that define (fragments
of) grammars, spoken prompts and pieces of text or graphics to be shown visually. Pro-
cedural application logic is coded in JavaScript (Mozilla SpiderMonkey implementation,
http://www.mozilla.org/js/spidermonkey or natively in C/C++.
To integrate multiple components that comprise a particular application, CIMA acts as
a hub that facilitates event-based communication among the components and between the
components and running applications. Standard components include speech recognition,
synthesis, grammar generation, GUI and infrastructural components such as debugger
console.
Key features that CIMA supports include:
• State-of-the-art statistical language modeling and natural language understanding
technology.
• Free-form recognition of multiple items in a single request (e.g. “I want to listen
to Walk by Foo Fighters”).
• Free-form recognition of items from very large lists – for example, thousands of
cities in a country or user’s contact list. Users can simply say sentences like, “I
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need directions to 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue” without having to choose a State or
explicitly getting into a city selection dialog.
• Recognition and disambiguation of partial names - for example, users can say
partial names of streets, artists, etc., without having to remember official names.
High-level CIMA architecture is depicted on Figure 3.6. The CIMA dialog manager
is used as a basic building block of the presented ECA-based architecture in the next
section.
Figure 3.6: High-level overview of CIMA interaction manager architecture
3.4.2 ECA architecture
The basic concept of the architecture design of the ECA framework is the client-server
communication paradigm (see Figure 3.7). The server listens on a specific network port
and receives commands through a bi-directional communication link, mainly exercising
ECA authoring language which is described in the next chapter. This allows to control
the ECA behavior from a client in real-time. The ChiliX [42] library is used for trans-
porting commands through TCP/IP network. The server also allows to use plain TCP
connection to receive ECA language commands.
We use talking head ECA only. For some scenarios it would be helpful to use whole
body agent (e.g. hand gestures, postures). However, sometimes head-only model can be
more convenient, especially when combining ECA interface with “classical” interfaces.
The head-only model allows much more freedom of movement and leaves larger space
on the display for the rest of the user interface. When the application developers need
pointing gestures, they can use various forms of “virtual” pointers (e.g. arrows, hand
icons) that can be animated in the user interface.
The heart of the ECA server is the open-source Expression toolkit [61]. This toolkit
renders and controls the 3D head model. It allows to include significant modifications
that this thesis proposes. It is a procedural face animation toolkit which displays a 3D
head model using computer accelerated OpenGL system. Movements of the face are
simulated by a model of human muscles. These muscles are controlled by parameters in
the Expression toolkit.
Since speech is one of the ECA communication channel, support for text-to-speech
systems is incorporated. Both embedded and server version of IBM eViaVoice and IBM
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Figure 3.7: High-level overview of ECA architecture
Server TTS are supported [82]. This synthesizers represent state-of-the-art text-to-speech
synthesizers that use concatenative synthesis. The embedded synthesizer is designed for
small systems, the second one can be used on powerful PCs because of memory and
CPU requirements and provides a better sounding voice. Supporting both synthesizers
enables system architects to design ECA applications for various environments.
The tools introduced in the previous text are basic blocks to build ECA-based dialog
applications. As it was mentioned in the Chapter 2 some typical problems arise when
developing ECA applications. The following sections explain these problems and sketch
solutions.
3.4.3 ECA Authoring Language
Most of the ECA languages and toolkits tend to split the application authoring task
into (a) off-line step for preprocessing and (b) the real-time step of running preprocessed
animations. This comes with the implicit disadvantage, that the animations are realized
on a closed set of precomputed behaviors. Moreover, the authors seem to separate the
process of designing the application to the design of ECA and design of user interface
around ECA. To deliver the best usable notion of interaction these steps need to be
combined. All “communication channels” need to be synchronized.
To address the above problems, the Embodied Conversational Agent Facade (ECAF)
Language, scripting and controlling language for authoring applications based on avatars
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Table 3.2: Four evaluated behavioral parameters of ECA (default value means ECAF
toolkit default settings)
ECA Parameter Evaluated values
eye’s blinking no blinking, default (p = 0.0085), fast blinking (p = 0.1)
teeth color (static) pure white (default), grey-yellow, darker grey-yellow
mouth opening (speech) less (80%), default (100%), more (110%)
head movements (speech) no movement, default, faster movements
is proposed. The ECAF needs to be designed with the user-centered design approach,
where most of the features are responding to direct needs of developers. This markup-
based language is designed to meet the following requirements:
• fast learning curve,
• real-time performance,
• built-in extensibility to support future ECA functionalities,
• ability to control the user interface and ECA at the same time
The language should be based on the principle of mixing various interaction channels
as most of the successful ECA authoring techniques utilize this paradigm. Moreover,
this design pattern should allow future extension of supported channels.
The authoring language allows to setup various parameters of ECA behavior (e.g.
head view angle, face expression, head position in the application space, size of head).
An important part of ECA behavior is its appearance.
3.4.4 Measuring ECA Appearance Parameters
Implementing characters with believable human behavior is rather expensive and long
task. Agent’s visual apparance can be viewed from static and dynamic point of view.
Static behavior is set by agent’s character designer through selecting, e.g. color of eyes,
hair style, color of hair, size of nose. Interacting agent express also dynamic behavior.
Setting dynamic behavior of the agent incudes e.g. mouth opening, head movements, eye
blinking. Proper setting of the both “static” and “dynamic” parameters can influence
the real interaction with the agent and can lead to more natural and enjoyable ECA.
This section proposes evaluation of the set of ECA behavior (appearance) parameters.
We would like to evaluate sensitivity of human users to these appearance parameters.
Our hypothesis is that some “dynamic” parameters are more important for the user than
the other ones. We have chosen and investigated four possible behavior (appearance)
parameters that could be changed on the ECA and evaluate them in a user study. The
parameters are listed in Table 3.2.
We selected four behavior (appearance) parameters based on visibility and users com-
ments. The values of selected parameters can be easily changed in the ECAF toolkit.
First three parameters are intuitive, but the last one needs more explanation. Humans
are not static all the time. They move their bodies and heads continuously. Therefore,
the last parameter “head movement” explore these involuntary movements using the
ECA.
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Humans are sensitive to perception of face muscle movements and expressions that the
other human sends. A realistic visual articulation of an ECA is of high importance. The
following section describes our contribution to one of possible tests of articulation.
3.4.5 McGurk Articulation Test Improvement
ECA visual articulation is a complex problem. Judging overall articulation is a very
subjective matter. We need some human-like effects that influence our articulation that
can be assessed on ECAs. The McGurk effect test is a method to evaluate speech articu-
lation. The McGurk effect shows that humans use both hearing and vision modalities in
parallel to perceive and understand speech. The first experiment was presented in [115];
there was a dubbed videotape of visual ga syllable with audio ba syllable. Experiment’s
participants thought that da syllable was pronounced.
The McGurk effect is used as one of the articulation evaluation tests to compare the
quality of ECA’s speech visualization. Masaro and Cosker used this kind of evaluation
in their works [110], [33]. The test measures confusion responses on given McGurk video
sequences with ECA. Authors of tests predominatly describe the group of participants as
humans with normal hearing and vision. Often it is not mentioned whether participants
had corrected vision or not.
Poor visual acuity can lead to changes in brain and to a decrease of neuronal activity
due to reduced visual stimulation [197]. Thus, corrected vision can be the source of visual
perception differences. Our hypothesis is the following:
People with corrected vision will judge the McGurk effect differently than people with
non-corrected normal vision
The proposed experiment that uses a tape-recorded human and ECA should vali-
date/invalidate our hypothesis. This section described predominantly basic parameters
of ECA. The settings of these parameters is very important and will be discussed and
evaluated in Section 5.3 and 5.1. However, the following section will try to address more
complex problems related to the combination of ECA+UI behavior.
3.5 The Seamless Combination of Classical UI with ECA
Typical ECA authoring languages and toolkits separate ECA authoring from the UI
environment authoring. However, the design process of multimodal applications involves
both parts to synchronously allow consistent interaction with a user.
We propose an authoring language that should handle both parts of the world. An
ECA discloses many new communication channels (e.g. expressions, behavior, move-
ment on the screen, etc.). These channels should be accessible to the designer of the
ECA applications. Classical UI provides means of interaction like text labels, images,
animations/videos, buttons, etc.
Humans follow some interaction patterns when communicating with other people.
Some of the communication patterns can be supported via an ECA. To achieve realistic
dynamic appearance of the ECA, it should display some random movements, because
humans are not static. Another example of interaction pattern is the way a hearer
follows a conversation. People tend to turn the head or eye sight to the speaker. The
mobile versions of ECA applications are more suitable than desktop or kiosk version
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there, because of the closeness of the user.
The environmental context of an ECA application use is an important characteristic
that needs to be taken into account. Each context of use has specific requirements/needs
when designing or using an ECA application. Main contexts of use are the following
(sorted according to the closeness of the user):
• Mobile environment
• Personal computer environment
• Tablet environment
• Virtual-reality environment (Kiosk-based environment)
Mobile environment. Mobile or smart phones represent the environments that
are the closest ones to the user. Smart phones provide a small display space. The
expressions can sometimes be misunderstood on these devices, because smart phones
can be used as the user walks or rides mass transportation, in a busy environment. On
the other hand, closed office or home environment provides a relatively good level of
privacy. Another character of this environment is relatively low CPU/GPU power for
rendering an ECA and for synthesizing speech. This has much improved nowadays but
the speed of animation is important from the battery point of view. Sophisticated ECA
animation algorithms consume much needed battery power. This is an area to simplify
algorithms for ECA animations and rendering.
One possibility to accelerate that process is to use coarser 3D model of ECA. If the
head model has small amount of vertices and faces the task of animating such head will
be easier. For example, Aubel tried to use impostors to increase frame rate of animation
[9]. They presented technique that improves the display rate of animated characters by
acting on the sole geometric and rendering information.
An alternative approach is the reduction of head dynamics. This is the method of
CPU-power reduction which is proposed in this thesis. Our ECA model is animated
using pseudo-muscles controlled by parameters. Vertices in the zone of muscle’s influence
are deformed during animation. The computation of this translation costs CPU/GPU
power. The hypothesis is following:
Hypothesis H3 – If the number of muscles defined in the ECA is reduced the amount
of deformed vertices is reduced too; the computational cost of the ECA animation will be
lower. This approach also reduces the detail of animation.
Personal computer environment. Personal computers tend to provide more space
between ECA and user in comparison to the previous environment of a mobile device.
If an external display is used the distance can be even larger. The personal computers
provide relatively high CPU and GPU power for the ECA, thus the rendering of the
ECA can be detailed. However, the method sketched in the previous section can be used
here when the CPU demands need to be lowered, e.g. when the computer is used for
other tasks.
External displays offer a large space for ECA applications. The need of synchronizing
with classical user interface is more apparent here. The expressive power of an authoring
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language should provide a large palette of UI components that can be integrated with
the ECA presentation. In the terms of ECA behavior the user can interact with ECA
from various angles of view. The ECA should follow the user by rotating and tilting
its head or body. We should address that in this environmental context offering such
behavior pattern to ECA application developers.
Tablet environment. This environment fills the market gap between the environ-
ments of personal computers and mobile devices. Tablet devices give the user freedom
of movement. It provides the ECA application designer with relatively good CPU/GPU
power but battery draining is still an issue here. Thus, adaptive dynamic rendering of
animations will be useful here too.
This environment provides means of “touch interface”. The interface is known for
that it is very intuitive. However, it brings some shortcomings of that the user’s hands
can be sometimes very shaky (in the public transit environments, or caused by changes
in motoric systems of older users). The user interface should be prepared for that and
the buttons should be big enough and specific thresholds of touch gestures need to be
counted in. This is more needed when working with older adults because their gestures
can be relatively noisy.
Kiosk-based environment While the previous environments are situated mostly in
private space, kiosk-based installations of ECA applications are meant for public spaces,
e.g. hallways in offices, schools, stations, etc. Assumptions about a user can be made
for one session only. The next user can be somebody else. From the space point of view
these environments provide the biggest interaction space between the user and the ECA.
Speech recognition models should be prepared for noisy environments and preferably
long-range microphones should be used. Microphone arrays and some way of user’s
tracking can be used. For example, Microsoft Kinect is a suitable and low cost device
that can stand up for both tasks. Face or body tracking can also be used by ECAs to
follow its users by eye-sight. The CPU/GPU power is the same as in case of personal
computer based environments.
The interaction can be performed using hand or body gestures that are recognized by
the means of computer vision, or touch screens can be used for closer interaction with
virtual-reality based environments.
Environmental context of an ECA application use can be exploited when selecting
various behavior patterns (e.g. size of head, position of head, face expressions, turn-
yielding cue, telling private information or not). Fine-grained setting of these patterns
is very tedious for application developers. The following section describes a high-level
extension of an authoring language that can facilitate the role of an ECA application
developer.
3.5.1 Ontology-based Contextual Behavior Patterns
The previous paragraphs described the contexts of ECA applications in terms of environ-
ment where the ECA applications interact with their users. However, this is not the only
one parameter of “ECA context”. Further, parameters like user’s age, experience with
computer programs, nature of the user, etc. are important to achieve the most natural
interaction with user.
The character of presented information is the next interesting component of ECA
context. For example, reading part of a news article can be associated with one high-
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level behavior pattern but reading a good joke can use another.
It is natural to help the ECA application designer to provide some way of controlling
which behavior patterns can be used in a specific environment of interaction and based
on what an ECA is presenting.
We propose a knowledge base that contains various behavior patterns for specific
contexts of ECA use. This knowledge base will have an ontologically defined structure.
The generality of ontologies allows us to design a structure that can be further extended
if needed. Selected behavior patterns can be plugged in or taken away.
The ontology will define ECA behavior patterns dependent on context. The knowledge
base can also contain the user context that can be gathered from the user using three
ways:
1. Manually – The information about a user is collected by system designer or operator
and predefined parameters like age or user abilities are set before the system is used
for the first time.
2. Automatically – During the usage of an ECA application the system collects the
data, for example to re-estimate the thresholds used to recognize touch gestures
over buttons.
3. Semi-automatically – The parameters are set by the dialog manager that uses an
ECA application as a front-end (e.g. preferred talking head background).
The ontological modeling can also help the authoring language to be interoperable.
For example, the setting of face expression can be defined by textual description e.g.
”smile”, ”happy”, ”sad”, etc. or using parameters of face muscles. The ontology can
define many possibilities of a face expression description. Thus, this gives the ECA
application designer the freedom of choice how detailed the description of the gesture
should be.
3.6 Summary
The chapter has described some issues that exist in the world of humanized ECA in-
terfaces. The proposed solutions will be tested and used when developing the serious
game “Who wants to be Billionaire”. The game, where ECA works as moderator. The
principle is known from the famous TV show. The user there answers questions asked
by the moderator. The game will be interacting multimodally, using speech recognition,
touch-based gestures, mouse or keyboard.
Spoken dialog systems prevalently use push-to-speak buttons or wake-up words to start
speech recognition. This is not very natural, because human-to-human conversation are
not interrupted by anything similar to buttons. The research of turn-taking and turn-
yielding tries to change this behavior and to use some natural cues that people use. The
area of turn-taking and turn-yielding is explored mainly from the spoken dialog systems
point of view. The research of turn-yielding cues focuses on vocal ones mainly. One goal
of the dissertation thesis is to explore the possibilities of facial turn-yielding cues in ECA
interfaces.
There are already some models of turn-taking presented by researches. However, these
models take into account mainly vocal turn-yielding cues. Not much has been done in
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the world of ECA facial turn-yielding cues. We propose new visual turn-yielding cues
that will be evaluated in an ECA application. The visual turn-yielding cues evaluated
here are following:
• Stopped talking head movement at the end of utterance
• Talking head nod at the end of utterance
Further, one would like to know whether the number of cues helps the ECA to better
convey the turn-yielding signal. So, the following hypothesis needs to be evaluated:
Hypothesis H2 – Using more turn-yielding cues before a transition relevance place
increases the probability of the correct judgment about the next speaker. The turn-yielding
cues can be both vocal and visual.
The second class of problems in the ECA field is the way of combining “classical
user interfaces” and the ECA user interface. Good features from both of the worlds
are combined. This can be done by designing an authoring language that provides
the application designers with freedom to decide whether they need to access low-level
functions or high-level concepts when defining the ECA behavior.
Use of ontologies is proposed to define the structure of the knowledge base which
contains the ECA behavior patterns. These patterns are dependent on the context
of ECA application use. The context of ECA application is mostly influenced by the
environment. There are several environments the ECA can be running in. The main
contexts of use are the following:
• Mobile environment
• Personal computer environment
• Tablet environment
• Kiosk-based environment
However, an environment context is not the only context that involves interaction with
an ECA. Other parameters like user’s age, experience with computer programs, nature of
a user influence the interaction. From the ECA point of view, a topic which ECA presents
influences the behavior pattern (e.g. news, jokes or games, etc.). To make the switching
of behavior patterns easier, a context dependent ontologically modeled knowledge base
is proposed. The new patterns can be easily plugged into the knowledge base and used
by various ECA applications. The next chapter describes the realization of the proposed
solutions and sketches evaluation procedures.
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4 Realization
This chapter describes solutions that are mainly used to build the “Who Wants to Be
A Billionaire” ECA-based game. The target group for this game consists of active older
people that want to live independent life as long as possible. This game should train
their cognitive and brain functions.
To build a successful system, the whole process of system implementation should be
user-centered and the application should be implemented with the knowledge of our
target group. The personas paradigm can help us during the whole development of our
application.
4.1 User specification
The primary target users for the Netcarity project are independent older people living
alone. There are several assumptions and categorization of key characteristic factors of
our target groups. These come from the interviews with the representatives of our target
groups. The key characteristics are the following:
• Does not want to be home alone.
• Does not like long traveling.
• Does not understand the modern technologies including mobile phone, computer,
etc.
• Does not want to learn new things.
• Often travels to visit children or friends.
• Follows current news and events.
• Prefers to rest in quiet environments.
• Age from 60 to 90 years.
The characteristic features in which some representative users differ are the following:
• Has computer and uses it / Does not have computer
• Watches television more / reads newspapers or books more
• Plays with grandchildren
• Has children and lives with them / Lives alone / Lives in a senior center
• Has a pet / Does not have a pet
• Has mobile phone / Does not have mobile phone
• Wants to learn new technologies / Does not want to learn anything new. (scared
of technologies)
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Figure 4.1: Primary persona Anne
• Wants to stay independent
• Prefers social activities / Prefers to stay alone
• Disabilities (eye regressions, shaking of hands – regressions in body motorics)
These key characteristics can help us construct the persona. This persona should be
a typical representative of our target user group.
4.1.1 Primary persona Anne
Anne is a 70 years old vital woman. She is depicted in Figure 4.1. She worked as a cook
in school cafeteria. Her husband died six years ago. She is living in her own flat with a
dog called Brit. She has two children, two sons. She has six grandchildren. She likes to
visit her son’s families and likes to host their visits in her flat on special occasions like
birthday or Easter.
Anne tries to live actively. She watches current events in politics, reads newspaper
and listen to news on TV. Anne enjoys smart games. She likes to watch popular TV
shows with factual questions. She also likes to do crosswords. Every Friday she goes to
a senior center to play cards and to chat with her friends.
Anne owns television and uses teletext to get information about weather. She does
not have a computer but her son taught her to use his computer to write emails. Anne
has a mobile phone too. She is able to receive and place calls and to send short messages.
However, she is struggling with small font in her mobile phone, so she likes to place a
call instead. She wants to stay independent as long as possible.
The persona of Anne will be driving the development of the user interaction part of
the Billionaire game application. However, basic building blocks are needed to develop
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the speech-enabled Billionaire game. One crucial part of this development would be the
ECA technology.
4.2 ECAF Talking Head Toolkit Architecture
There are various domains where ECAs could be these agents helpful. One example is
using them as a narrator of multimodal applications or presentations to make them more
dynamic and trustful. Secondly agents can be used as a natural computer interface when
dealing with older people. They are more appealing for them than “cold” old-fashioned
standard interfaces.
Lip-synchronized talking head is an example of such an agent. Facial animation is
a challenging task in computer graphics. There are many ways of simulation of the
human head. The first simulation of faces was done by Parke by interpolating positions
of vertices between extreme positions [139]. The interpolation of vertices positions is not
very effective so the parametric model appeared [140]. Extended methods use physics-
based muscle modeling and simulation. There are three variants: spring mesh muscle
[146], vector muscles [190], and layered spring mesh muscles [176].
In the ECAF Talking Head toolkit, a pseudo-muscle model of facial animation is used
as an internal graphical representation of an agent [190].
The basic concept of the architecture design of the ECAF framework is the client-
server communication paradigm (see Fig. 3.7, in Section 3.4.2). The server listens on
a specific network port and receives commands through a bi-directional communication
link, mainly exercising two ECAF commands – ACT and SPEAK, which we describe in
more detail in Section 4.3. The client controls the behavior of the avatar by connecting to
the server and sending a stream of ACT and SPEAK commands performed in real-time.
In our case we use the ChiliX [186] library for transporting commands through TCP/IP
network.
At the heart of the talking head server is the open-source Expression toolkit [62], which
has been significantly modified to match it up with the ECAF language capabilities. This
toolkit renders and controls the 3D head model. It displays the head model with aid of
the OpenGL system [198]. Movements of the face are simulated by a model of human
muscles. These muscles are controlled by parameters in the Expression toolkit. We used
a 3D model of woman head that is called Masha. The license to the 3D model was
acquired [96].
4.2.1 Used Facial Animation Methods
The simplest facial animation method is called interpolation of key-frames [139]. Separate
3D meshes must be defined for every expression which the system is able to display.
Further, the animation is only time interpolation between 3D vertex positions. This
method has one big disadvantage that the animator must prepare meshes for all the
expressions manually.
This problem solves a parametric facial animation system. One of the most known
systems is pseudo-muscle deformation model [190].
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Sheet muscles
Linear muscles
Circular muscles
Figure 4.2: Human muscles (Picture courtesy of P. Ratner)
4.2.2 Pseudo-muscle Deformation Model
This model is inspired by the human head anatomy. The human head consists of the
skull, muscles and skin. This simulation model works on the basis of contracting and
relaxing the expression muscles on the head. Every possible expression of the head
corresponds to a set of parameters that controls contraction of each muscle.
The real expression muscles are divided into three groups: linear muscles, sheet muscles
and circular muscles. See Figure 4.2.
The extended pseudo-muscle model precisely copies this division into three groups.
Each muscle is approximated by the space (cone, sphere, etc.) of influence to the mesh
vertices; it controls a definite amount of vertices. The contraction of muscle is expressed
by a real (or integer) number. Greater number expresses greater contraction of the
muscle.
Figure 4.3 illustrates an example visualization of pseudo-muscles. Red dots are vertices
that are influenced by the muscle.
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Figure 4.3: Linear pseudo-muscle
During the animation, muscle parameters are interpolated between the expressions.
This makes the animation smoother in opposite to vertices interpolation method.
4.2.3 Lip synchronization
Since the ECAF avatar supports lip-synchronization, we incorporated support for the
IBM eViaVoice Text-To-Speech engine [49]. The synthesizer outputs various speech pa-
rameters during synthesis, from which the phoneme sequences are used. These sequences
are translated to visemes used for lip synchronization.
4.2.4 Random Movements of the Head
To achieve realistic dynamic appearance of the avatar, random movements of the head
were implemented. These movements are generated by 1-dimensional Perlin noise gen-
erator [141]. Perlin generator is a function that adds controllable pseudo-random noise
to the avatar head’s movement. Based on user feedback, we tuned the Perlin noise gen-
erator to obtain pretty realistic appearance of the head. The level of Perlin noise is a
configurable parameter that can be set by the application designer.
4.3 ECAF Authoring Language
In this section, the ECAF Language is presented as a scripting and controlling language
for authoring applications based on synthetic avatars (Talking Heads). The ECAF is
designed with developers needs design approach, where most of the features correspond
to direct needs of developers. It was intended to design a markup based language with
a fast learning curve, real-time performance, and built-in extensibility to support future
avatar functionalities.
Real time Behavior Control. As already indicated, the talking head could be
controlled through two basic control elements – the ACT and SPEAK. With the aid of
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Table 4.1: Communication channels supported by ECAF
Meta channels Communication channel Affected by
speech voice <speak>
head turning <gesture head angle="">
eyes pointing <gesture eye horiz="" eye vert="">
facial expression <gesture expr="" expr scale="">
background picture <gesture background="">
text window <text> and <gesture text="">
head size <gesture zoom="">
visual head position <gesture head x="" head y="">
body posture <gesture posture="">
overlay pictures <overlay>
video overlay <media play>, <media stop>
head zoom <gesture zoom="¨>
animation time <gesture move time="">
virtual pointer <gesture pointer="">
the ACT command, we immediately change the appearance and behavior of the Talking
Head. For example, the application developer can send a command to turn head 20
degrees right, which results in real-time response showing the animation of turning head.
The SPEAK command is closely connected to the speech synthesizer. It prescribes
the utterance which is sent to the synthesizer and the head shows individual visemes1
as this utterance is synthesized and played through a sound card. By these two high-
level commands we are able to cover many of the communication channels supported by
ECAF as depicted in Table 4.1.
4.3.1 The ACT command
The ACT command is realized by the XML <act> element. The ACT command has
only one XML element child. Action carried out by this command is specified by one of
these elements: <text>, <stop> <start capture>, <stop capture>, <gesture>.
<text> element. As the talking head is a multimodal application, we need support for
showing textual output. Plain text to display is the only child of the <text> element. The
toolkit displays a rectangle window near the head and writes the text into this window.
New line is marked by the $ symbol. For example, displaying the text: ”Traffic jam ←↩
Highway A6”, is realized by issuing the command: <act><text>Traffic jam$Highway
A6</text></act>.
Plain text display can also be controlled by an API that allows to setup more extensive
properties of text. It introduces referencing pointers to manipulate multiple texts in real
time. The text is extended by these parameters:
1. ref – integer reference value. It works as a pointer while manipulating the text
instance
2. pos x – x-coordinate of the text base point in percentage of the window width.
1The approximation of lips and face shape that corresponds to the phoneme.
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3. pos y – y-coordinate of the text base point in percentage of the window height.
4. height – font height in pixels.
5. wrap – turns-on automatic wrapping of the text. Maximal number of characters
on text-line.
6. font – path to the TrueType font file in the file system
7. delete – deletes referenced instance of text.
<stop> element. When this command is received by the talking head, it tries to
immediately stop the synthesis2. The head will also return into the neutral position and
display the default expression.
<start capture> and <stop capture> elements are used for capturing video and
audio track of the real-time animations for debugging and archiving purposes.
<gesture> element is the most complex element in our language. It controls several
talking head channels including movements and expressions. These channels are affected
by attributes of this element and by their values. As there are nine independent commu-
nication channels supported by the ECAF talking head, the gesture element can contain
these attributes:
1. head angle – Integer attribute value which represents the angle of a head turning
in the horizontal plane.
2. eye horiz – Integer attribute value which drives the talking head eyes turning in
the horizontal plane.
3. eye vert – This attribute which has the same meaning as parameter eye vert, but
in the vertical plane.
4. expr – A value of the expr parameter is a string from the table of supported
face expressions. The head will show this expression. Expression strings are for
example: neutral, smile, anger, . . . .
5. expr scale – A floating point number that depicts a scale of an expression. Number
1.0 represents full expression, while 0.0 displays no expression. The parameter
expr scale must be used only in combination with the expr parameter.
6. idle – A string from the table of the idle movements that turns on the idle move-
ment of the head. For example, FlyOut means that the talking head will start an
animation of the head disappearing in the perspective.
7. background – The attribute contains the name of the image file to be loaded as the
window background.
8. text – Text child has the same meaning as the <text> element.
2Immediately means in the case of IBM eViaVoice synthesizer after the next word.
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9. zoom – This attribute takes in a floating point number that denotes the zoom of the
head. This allows to make the head bigger or smaller depending on the application
scenario.
10. head x and head y – These parameters control the position of the head in the
window. They allow to move the head over the background image onto the desired
coordinates depending on the application scenario.
<ecaf>
<speak src="helloworld.wav">
<phoneme time="0.611">E</phoneme>
<phoneme time="0.787">l</phoneme>
<phoneme time="0.845">o</phoneme>
<gesture head_angle="15">
<phoneme time="0.925">w</phoneme>
<phoneme time="1.06">r</phoneme>
<phoneme time="1.170">l</phoneme>
<phoneme time="1.252">d</phoneme>
</gesture>
</speak>
</ecaf>
Example 6: Speech recorded in a sound file scenario example
The SPEAK command. The SPEAK command is encoded by the tags <speak>
and </speak>. Its content is the text to be spoken. This text is sent to the speech
synthesizer which produces the artificial speech delivered in realtime. The movements of
avatar lips are synchronized with this speech. The SPEAK command can be combined
with the <gesture> element (and all it’s options) to modify the appearance of the head
during the speech.
There is an alternate way how the developers can utilize the SPEAK channel. In case
they need to lip-synchronize with a prerecorded sound (such as .wav file), the <speak>
element will contain the name of a file as the attribute. The utterance will be represented
by phoneme elements with a value of the phoneme including the time stamp of the
beginning of this phoneme. You can see small illustration in Example 6.
Scenario Script. So far we have shown how the client application sends the SPEAK
and ACT commands to the talking head server according to the application state. For
testing purposes, and also for creation of static demo applications, it is possible to write
the sequence of ECAF commands into an XML script file. Such a script is rooted
within the <ecaf> and </ecaf> tags, which contain the sequence of <speak>, <act>
and <sleep> tags. The <sleep> element is the execution command parameterized by
a floating point number. The client program that reads scenario script file will stop
sending next command for the time of seconds specified by the <sleep> element. The
demonstration of the scenario files is presented in Examples 6 and 7.
The ECAF toolkit is the presentation part of the whole solution. There should be
systems that can drive the dialog and provide the means of speech recognition. These
functions are provided by the CIMA Framework that is described in the following section.
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<ecaf>
<speak>Hello everybody!</speak>
<speak>How are you?<gesture expr="smile" expr_scale="0.8">
I am fine.</gesture>Now I will turn eyes and head
<gesture eye_vert="20"> I see the
<gesture head_angle="-25" persistent="true" />top.</gesture>
</speak>
<speak><gesture head_angle="0" persistent="true" />I will turn
head and <gesture expr="smile">
give you a smile. <gesture head_angle="25">Look at me now!
I am flexible.</gesture></gesture>
</speak>
<speak>I can show you, how I can <gesture expr="smile">mix
expressions. <gesture expr="left blink">
It’s hard but it works</gesture></gesture>
</speak>
<act><gesture idle="LookAndSleep" persistent="true" /></act>
<act><text>I’m sleeping$just now</text></act>
</ecaf>
Example 7: Text-To-Speech scenario example
4.4 ECAF CIMA Framework Architecture
The Billionaire game is implemented as a system that consists of two distinct software
components. One is the CIMA architecture which was briefly depicted in the previous
chapter. The CIMA does the speech recognition and controls the flow of game. The
CIMA communicates to the ECAF toolkit that takes care of the 3D Talking head anchor
rendering and text prompt rendering to speech (see Figure 3.6).
The application code is mainly written in the JavaScript language, divided into two
parts:
• GUI framework
• Voice framework
The former is responsible for the voice interface, the latter for the ECAF toolkit
(talking head and GUI) events and interactions. CIMA allows to use SCXML program
templates to define the behavior of dialog application. Instead of the SCXML templates,
the Billionaire framework is built on basis of contexts (Context means one part of the
communication represented by asked question and user’s input). These contexts are
switched using an internal application stack. Therefore on the contrary to SCXML
templates, this approach allows the developer to effortlessly implement history functions
and more.
At the beginning of each dialog iteration, the framework checks all contexts whether
they are properly initialized. Then CIMA looks for all required grammars and registers
them. Afterwards the prompt of the actual context is played and application waits in
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Figure 4.4: Talking looking at “HELP - 50:50” button while talking about help
the main loop for any events. At the end of processing the event, the application checks
the state for the next iteration. There are some important types of contexts, see the list:
• Prompt context – This context defines text-to-speech prompt which is played.
When the prompt is finished next state is entered.
• Spoken input context – Interactive context. Defines fully featured state that asks
a question and then waits for user’s input.
The overall framework (including JavaScript applications) also takes care of the fol-
lowing action commonly found in speech dialog applications.
4.4.1 Prompting
System prompts in a dialog system are important user indicators of what kind of user
input is expected. E.g., a prompt “Please, tell me your answer A, B, C or D” inherently
suggests a much narrower response domain than the opening prompt “Hi, what can I
do for you?”. By using the ECA as the system front-end, it is believed to increase the
bandwidth of possible system hints to the user in terms of what kind of input is expected
by e.g. indicating ECA attention to a particular GUI item on the screen when speaking
about it 4.4, varying the position and size of the ECA on the GUI canvas with respect
to the presented visual and aural content 4.5, or using non-verbal features such as head
shaking, smile, surprise gestures, or a specific hand position to indicate the expected
response span for a given para-linguistic context that is thus communicated to the user
4.6. Our ECA is present all the time on the screen and so in a sense plays the role of the
application moderator, so that at any instant the user always has a visual conversational
anchor to which s/he can direct her/his requests and responses to system prompts.
4.4.2 Disambiguation
Disambiguation is typically the most challenging part of any dialog application and good
disambiguation capabilities differentiate successful dialog systems from less successful
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Figure 4.5: Changing the size of ECA according to the user interface space utilization
Figure 4.6: Smiling talking head is telling the user that s/he successfully gained 100
points in the game.
ones. The goal of any dialog designer is to make disambiguation blocks intuitive by max-
imizing naturalness and by properly balancing (not necessarily minimizing) the number
of man-machine turns. We experiment with the role of the ECA in the disambiguation
process as a metaphor of a friend that helps the user make the right decision. The ECA
is presenting the options to be disambiguated and works as a “tour guide” navigating the
user through often complex disambiguation choices. In our case the ECA is looking at
the answers together with the user and the talking head is reading and sometimes com-
menting the presented options. There is a broad range of possible conversation styles
that can be used during disambiguation ranging from a plain presentation of choices
using only basic visual gestures of head, eyes, and hand movements to a full infotain-
ment experience where the ECA presents and comments the options in a very expressive
form, appearing opinionated and assertive by adopting a style of some TV anchors. For
the Billionaire game, we tried to stay in the middle of the spectrum – focusing more
on the persuasiveness of the ECA as the disambiguation “buddy” without skewing her
generated behavior toward excessively expressive emotions. The disambiguation process
helps us determine the user’s goal.
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4.4.3 Action announcement
Once the goal of the conversation has been reached and the system understands what
action needs to be carried out, it can perform the requested action. In the case of the
Billionaire the action maps to evaluating the user’s answer. The action can be performed
right away or can have an overture, such as a prompt announcing the action, and for
actions that cannot be undone also including confirmation. This system feedback can
at one hand slow down the time-to-action; but on the other hand it may increase the
level of robustness as well as naturalness of the application dialog logic. In our case, we
experimented with the ECA announcements that consist of three sections: a) we confirm
the user selection by repeating the full text of a question and answer; b) we experiment
with reinforcing the user decision by generating ECA’s positive comments such as “Good
choice” with appropriate emotional expressions; and c) we convey additional information
that may be helpful to the user for the current action context, e.g. “Are you sure that
the selected answer is the right one”?
4.4.4 The single center of attention gravity
One key challenge was to resolve the problem of two centers of attention. From the
previous project of ECA-based Jukebox we found that dividing the centers of attention
in application is not good for users. When adding an ECA to the Jukebox application
the initial user tests indicated that users have trouble to read the text on a multi-modal
screen (the front-end of the existing Jukebox application) and at the same time to follow
the ECA gestures including the lip, head, eye, and hand movements. For users this
felt schizophrenic. We had to change the GUI front-end drastically, basically removing
the old multi-modal GUI completely and focusing the new GUI around the ECA which
represents the single center of attention. The Billionaire game user interface is therefore
designed with the ECA as center of attention in mind. Next paragraphs describe the
GUI design process in detail.
4.5 Billionaire GUI Evolution
This section describes the process of Billionaire GUI realization. The Billionaire game
as other speech dialog application has specific demand on the graphical user interfaces
because of the inherent application multimodality.
For implementing the GUI we enhanced our ECAF Talking head toolkit by CEGUI
implementation [183]. The CEGUI is pretty general GUI framework that can be rendered
to the OpenGL layer and it implements the needed features as event handling (e.g. when
user clicks button) and it provides templates for advanced GUI components like progress
bars. These can be used in speech dialog applications to show current energy level from
microphone and in the case of Billionaire game they are used to represent the overall
progress of game.
The first version of Billionaire GUI is depicted in Figure 3.4. This version of GUI has
some deficiencies and is not very suitable for our target group and our Anne persona.
To design new Billionaire game GUI that is suitable for the target group of older people
and that can be user tested. The new GUI is based on the Anne’s requirements:
• Clear and easy control of game
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• Clear graphics layout
• Chance to correct possible mistakes and errors
• Area with help
The whole GUI design was divided into four parts, concerning: color scheme, layout,
user needs and requirements and system requirements:
• Color scheme – Blue “Netcarity logo” color was used as the basic color. The other
colors symbolize different states of application. The red color symbolizes warning,
green color means success and yellow is neutral.
• Layout – It has three basic parts: talking head, area for text information and area
for complementary information.
• User needs and requirements – Because the goal is to make the game easily playable
for older users, it is necessary to create whole graphic user interface simple and
understandable. The game design uses contrast of colors for separation of each
part of layout. The parts are big enough and because of using the color schema it
has a clear purpose. The text should be also clearly readable.
• System requirements – The Billionaire game is developed for “tablet-like” devices.
So, the screen is placed near to the user who controls the game flow using voice
commands.
Figure 4.7 depicts the new prototype of GUI for the Billionaire game that is built
under the conditions of requirements stated in the previous text.
The Billionaire game will be running on “tablet-like” devices which do not have enough
power/or battery life. Therefore the talking head rendering level of detail needs to be
discussed in the next section.
4.6 Talking Head Level of Detail
Trying to be very precise in the simulation of human head is a very computationally
intensive problem, even on nowadays powerful computers. Certainly there are situations
where one does not need to be precise, but instead the animation cost needs to be as small
as possible. The small computers (PDAs, mobile phones, etc.) are the first example; they
do not have enough power to do computationally expensive graphical tasks. Secondly if
it is needed to run plenty of talking heads in one computer, one cannot be precise in all
details and the application needs to simplify the process of facial animation.
One possibility to accelerate that process is to use a coarser 3D model of head. If the
head model has small amount of vertices and faces, the task of animating such head will
be easier. In this case we simplify the representation of the head model. Aubel tried to
use impostors to increase frame rate of animation [9].
Two methods dealing with the level of detail are discussed in this section. One method
is static and will be only briefly introduced. Its basis is in simplification of the 3D mesh.
The second method we propose is based on reducing the number of deformed vertices.
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Figure 4.7: prototype of Billionaire game GUI for older people (walk through)
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4.6.1 Adaptive 3D Mesh Simplification
A simple 3D mesh is rendered faster than a complex one. There are algorithms used in
level of detail that simplify the mesh according to the external parameters (e.g. object
size, distance from an observer), one in [199]. Adaptive refining of 3D face mesh is also
elaborated in [206].
These methods include only simplifying the mesh adaptively according to the shape
of the 3D mesh. Animating the talking head deforms the 3D mesh non-uniformly. Some
parts of the 3D mesh are deformed more often then others. We suggest using the amount
of deformation as a parameter of these mesh simplification methods. The most deformed
parts of the 3D mesh will be simplified less than the non-deformed or less defformed
ones.
The amount of mesh deformation is defined as Euclidean distance between the de-
formed and non-deformed vertex.
To get the mesh deformation statistics adapted to the application usage, one will need
collection of typical words and expressions for that application and then it is needed to
find out and normalize the amount of mesh deformation to the interval 〈0.0; 1.0〉. So
each vertex of the mesh will be rated by a number from this interval.
Figure 4.8 shows the visualization of such measurement. This visualization uses map-
ping interval 〈0.0; 1.0〉 into so-called heat-map colour range (Figure 4.9).
4.6.2 Adaptive Reduction of Pseudo-muscles
Adaptive reduction of pseudo-muscles is based on a hypothesis that if we reduce the
number of muscles defined on the head we also reduce the amount of deformed vertices;
the computational cost of the head animation will be lower. Reduction of used muscles
will also reduce the detail of animation.
This reduction of pseudo-muscles could be done adaptively according to a specific
application. Each application that uses the talking head interface has a typical set of
used words (animation of mouth) and expressions. As the animation of the talking head is
running we could measure up the usage of every muscle. The animation of the head is an
interpolation between two extreme key-frames. We will take every displayed expression
parameters and from them we will find out the amount of each muscle contraction.
When normalizing these statistic data to the interval 〈0.0; 1.0〉 we can visualize them
right on the head. The interval 〈0.0; 1.0〉 is transformed to colors as heat-map (see Figure
4.9). The linear and sheet muscles are visualized as colored strokes and circular muscles
as 3D ellipsoids. Figure 4.10 denotes the situation.
This statistical information about pseudo-muscles we gain helps us adaptively reduce
the details of the rendered talking head and reduce the computer or portable device
workload.
When we need to reduce details we will start to turn off the muscles that have the
lowest probability of usage according to our statistics. As it was said in upper paragraph
this statistic is likely to be application specific; each application uses another portion of
words and expressions.
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Figure 4.8: Visualization of the mesh deformation; Areas surrounding the mouth and
the area of forehead are the most deformed ones.
Figure 4.9: Transformation of < 0.0; 1.0 > interval to colors (heat-map)
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Figure 4.10: Visualization of pseudo-muscles usage; Muscles surrounding the nose,
frontalis, and depressor muscles are the most deformed ones
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Figure 4.11: Implementation – data flow between modules
4.6.3 Implementation of Visualization Modes
Both visualization modes were incorporated into ECAF toolkit as internal and external
modules. Firstly in standard mode the head receives commands from application and
animates the head. During the animation we save statistical data for each vertex and
muscle. The data output of this operation is unnormalized statistical data.
Then the statistical data are normalized by external modules. And finally the normal-
ized data is the input for internal visualization module that displays the visualization
on the talking head using heat-map color transformation. See the whole scheme of the
implementation and data flows in the Figure 4.11.
4.6.4 Usage of Visualizations
Both implemented visualization methods have various applications and advantages in
the process of exploring deformations of head mesh or muscles.
For example if one displays one head in standard size then there can be a visible
stressed area. Subsequently displaying the same head as distant (very small); this area
can be barely seen (see Figure 4.12). This feature possibly helps us in identifying much
stressed areas that could be also simplified when the head is distant from observer. The
same could be done in the area of muscles where frequently used but small muscles could
be omitted with help of the visualization. The visualization is just a helpful tool to find
out face parts that can be simplified.
Secondly, the visualization of muscle usage is useful for fast comparison of two different
muscle deformation statistical sources (e.g. for timetable applications, news reading).
Visualization is a faster method than comparison of the same data in tables.
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Figure 4.12: Using visualization to determine barely visible areas
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4.7 Making the Dialog More Natural
This section describes the improvement naturalness of humanized user interfaces through
several techniques. Human communication utilizes plenty of cues unconsciously or con-
sciously. These cues display behavior or manage the communication channel.
The communication channel management cues can be used to make the artificial dialog
more natural. Current speech dialog systems often need the human to press some push
to talk button to take the turn and to put a speech dialog system to the listening mode.
This can be improved by introducing turn-yielding cues in some cases where an ECA
wants to yield a turn to the human. The procedure is analyzed in detail in the next
paragraphs.
4.7.1 Introducing Turn-yielding Phenomena into Billionaire
The main challenge is how to introduce successfully turn-yielding phenomena into a
spoken dialog system which uses concatenative speech synthesis to build a system which
communicates with the user in a more natural way. One possible solution would be
to introduce an ECA in such a dialog system. ECA is able to display/transmit the
turn-taking/yielding cues without changing the voice. Having such an ECA-based dialog
system would be useful for applications like a voice driven jukebox [36]. Comparing the
potential of a virtual agent’s visual turn-yielding cues to vocal ones is relatively little seen
in research works. The model of communication is depicted in Figure 3.5 in Section 3.3.
Taking into account the efficiency of communication the simple push-to-talk technology
could be very efficient in a speech dialog system as Fernandez et. al. suggest [52]. But,
on the other hand, it loses its interactive ability and can be associated with a “vending
machine” syndrome. The syndrome can cause lower naturalness of interaction with a
user [180].
Several turn-yielding cues are employed in the experiment. The selection consists of
three vocal turn-yielding cues (pitch fall, higher speaking rate and loudness at the end
of utterance) because of their effectiveness (see Table 4.2) and because they are also
re-synthesizable. Two visual turn-yielding cues introduced are:
1. movement of head is slowed down before yielding the turn in dialog
2. small head nod at the end of utterance
They were selected because they can be seen on the face, i.e. the whole body is not
needed for their expression. An eye-gaze based turn-yielding cue was not selected. As
stated in the literature, eye-gaze based turn-yielding cues are very important in multi-
party conversations [68] but they do not have as definite a role in two-party conversations
[87].
4.7.1.1 Turn-Yielding Cues Parameters
This section lists the main parameters of how the turn-yielding cues are created. Table 4.3
shows vocal and visual turn-yielding cues creation parameters. Vocal cues are described
by relative changes of frequency3 F0. Typically, they include relative speedup at the end
3Fundamental frequency is defined as the lowest frequency of a periodic waveform
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Table 4.2: Table of implemented turn-yielding cues
Category Turn-yielding cue
Utterance pitch (vocal) Fall
Utterance final speed (vocal) Higher
Utterance final loudness (vocal) Low
Talking head movement Stopped
Talking head nod Head nod
Table 4.3: Audio parameters of turn-yielding cues
Cue Pitch contour F0 change Intensity change Speed change
Pitch fall %L-L 104-98Hz 0dB The same
Final loudness %H-L 182-88Hz -10dB The same
Final speed %H-L 182-88Hz 0dB 1.6x faster
Visual cues %H-L 210-108Hz 0dB The same
of turn, pitch and a volume relative change in dB. The pitch contour pictogram follows
ToBi annotation conventions [13]. Intensity compares sound intensity change at the turn-
ending to overall previous intensity in dB. And finally, speed change represents a factor
of changed speed at an utterance turn-ending. The length of all vocal turn-yielding cues
was about 500 ms.
Visual cues are implemented using the talking head ECA mentioned in the previous
section. The talking head movement cue is a very simple one. The talking head con-
stantly moves according to a pseudo-random movement pattern. The cue is displayed
as a stop of this movement just before turn-ending. It also has a length of 500 ms. The
second cue, that of head nod, is represented by an animation 500 ms long where the head
bends a little bit forward and then returns to the neutral position.
The turn-yielding cues seem to be one technique to improve the naturalness of ECA-
based communication with human users. Further, the behavior patterns implementation
is going to be introduced in the next section.
4.8 Extending ECAF Language – High-level Contextual Infor-
mation
This section describes the extension of ECAF language by designing high-level commands
that influence the behavior of the ECA in various contexts. The ECAF language allows
to define fine-grained behavior by inserting gesture tags that can trigger the proper
behavior of the ECA agent. However, the development of applications and mock-ups
demonstrated that it is a tedious process to define the behavior on such a low level.
The developers of ECA applications need a database of behavior patterns that would
be easy to use in various environmental, information, and mood contexts.
We propose a knowledge base that contains various patterns of ECA behavior for
specific context of use. This database should extend the ECAF language so that it
would still allow to define the behavior in a fine-grained manner as it is defined in
previous sections.
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Figure 4.13: ECA behavior pattern ontological dependencies
The behavior can have multiple properties and dependencies (see Figure 4.13).
Various applications of talking virtual avatars need a number of proper high-level
patterns. Some of these patterns are reusable in multiple categories based on current
context. Binding the behavior to an overall context in which the behavior is presented has
roots in human psychology. The theory of human action identification through exploring
other people’s behavior is described in [184]. Action identification is influenced by three
factors: action context, action difficulty and action experience.
Without knowing the action context and simply knowing only physical movements,
action can be hardly identified. E.g. solving the math equation can be seen as simple
math practicing in the context of privacy. However, in the situation of school class,
solving the equation can be categorized as showing the math skill.
The novelty of action can make one sensitive to other (lower level) features of such
action, while mastering some subject can impose searching for higher level of action
features (e.g. passes in soccer). For example, talking to a stranger can be more difficult
than talking to a friend. Because the situation of talking to the stranger forces us to
maintain the lower level behavior (e.g. sounding sincere, making continuous eye contact).
The behavior pattern can be used to differentiate the talking head behavior among new
users and users the talking head knows.
Action difficulty is often determined by the person’s degree of experience with a specific
action. There is a correlation between action experience and action automaticity [100].
People become familiar with lower level components of the action and these components
are chunked into larger units. Further, these larger units continuously become units
that are controlled by human mind (e.g. when driving a car, pedals controlling becomes
automatic). Subsequently, for unexperienced people low level components of action are
difficult to maintain. Thus, high-level components are practically blocked by human’s
mind.
Important part of the talking head behavior is the right insertion of pauses when
presenting the text.
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4.8.1 Conversational Cues Patterns
Human-to-human conversation is full of various cues that help the listener understand
the speaker. Pauses are one of such cues. Pauses in a presented text are useful both for
the speaker and for the listener [63]. Boundary pauses are the most frequent ones and
they could be used to detect end of sentences if their use would be consistent. However,
this is not true in all cases, non-boundary pauses are also part of spontaneous speech
[201]. Pauses have multiple functions in human-to-human conversation. They are used
for turn-taking, to emphasize some part of the speech and least but not last as a rhythmic
guide.
The talking head can use the effect of dramatic pauses to emphasize a part of text
that is important and needs to be conveyed to the user. The distribution of pauses can
be defined differently for news reading (slower, dramatic pauses) and for handing over a
simple message (faster, few pauses).
Another patterns can use different nature of conveyed message. When an ECA needs
to tell a joke or something funny, it is convenient to express happy emotions, or smile at
the time of a punch line. Moreover, important messages can be accompanied by colors
in UI that are connected with the notion of importance (e.g. red).
This high-level extension of ECA authoring language can be also used to control the
turn-yielding mechanism. When the dialog manager decides it needs to request something
from the user (e.g. asking for confirmation), this is marked as a request prompt. Request
prompt patterns can cause the turn-yielding cue to be used. The usage of turn-yielding
cues can be contextually dependent on the surrounding environment (e.g. in the public
spaces visual turn-yielding cues can be more convenient and audio turn-yielding cues can
be used in private space). Noisy environments represent a challenge for spoken dialog
applications (e.g. car environment or public spaces).
4.8.2 Patterns in Noisy Environment
A study of communication patterns in noisy environment was done in [A.8]. The partic-
ipants of this study were connected by Skype-line and exchanged spoken messages with
one another. Both were exposed to varying types and levels of noise. The output of this
study is a list of interesting communication patterns humans use when exposed to noise.
Some of these patterns can be useful for ECA humanized interfaces.
Confirmation can be done in various ways. Under certain circumstances simple ac-
knowledgments (e.g. “OK”, “yes”, “got it”, “hmm”) are suitable. These are meant to
be used by ECAs in relatively quiet environments. For environments that are noisier,
acknowledgment by repeating the sentence could be more appropriate.
One general observation pattern comes from the study. The participants tended to
use shorter segments of fluent speech in the noisy environment. This should be useful to
replicate for ECA to convey messages to users in shorter way than in quiet environment.
4.9 Summary
This chapter dealt with solutions to the issues that exist in the world of humanized ECA
speech-based interfaces. The realization of the proposal was incorporated to the ECAF
Talking head toolkit. Especially, for the serious game “Who wants to be Billionaire”,
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which is targeted for older adults. The virtual persona of Anne and her key characteristics
are introduced.
Firstly, the ECAF architecture is described including the ECA authoring language.
The main advantage of the authoring language is that it combines means to control the
low-level ECA behavior and “classical” GUI means (e.g. images, videos, buttons and
touch-, click-handlers,...).
Further, the connection to the CIMA dialog manager is depicted. Some interesting
framework properties are explained. These include mainly, prompting, disambiguation,
action announcement and usage of context to define the behavior of speech dialog appli-
cation (context as combination of user and system acts in one dialog package).
The design of the Billionaire game GUI is discussed and improvements based on the
target group characteristics are depicted on the game screen shots.
The chapter touches even the deformation models used for the ECA rendering. Two
methods that solve the ECA level of detail are realized, one is called Adaptive 3D Mesh
Simplification, which is based on non-uniform deforming of the ECA. The second method
Adaptive Reduction of Pseudo-muscles reduces the number of deformed muscles on the
head adaptively according to the presented text and the resolution of displays. These
methods are used on computers with not enough power to render the fully-defined ECA.
In order to make the dialog more natural turn-yielding cues are introduced to the
ECAF toolkit. These cues allow to yield a turn to the user and s/he does not need
to indicate this by keyboard or using other means. This is even more useful in the
virtual-reality based environments like kiosks in public places.
Finally the chapter describes an extension of the ECAF authoring language by high-
level means that allow developers to define the behavior of an ECA agent by telling
the ECA the environment, the text context and user variables – then proper behavior
patterns are selected and the application developer does not need to use low-level gesture
tags of the ECAF language.
The next chapter analyzes the implemented features of the ECAF talking head toolkit
using various evaluations that were done with human test participants.
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5 Evaluation
This chapter describes several evaluations of improvements proposed by this thesis. The
studies are mainly done by using human participants. The first study deals with the
settings of ECA appearance parameters.
5.1 Evaluation of ECA Appearance Parameters settings
Some “dynamic” parameters seem to be more important to the user than other ones.
Four possible behavior (appearance) parameters were chosen and investigated. The pa-
rameters were chosen to be modified in the ECAF toolkit system. A pilot user study
is presented where selection of such parameters was evaluated by human participants.
The goal of this experiment is to find out whether some behavior parameters can be
more important than others. The set of inputs consisted of 15 ECA videos presented
to participants. Using statistical analysis means we evaluated the human sensitivity to
these parameters.
5.1.1 Experiment
This section describes the details of the perceptual experiment which was conducted to
evaluate human sensitivity to changing some parameters of ECA behavior. The psy-
chophysical method of paired comparisons was exploited, two-alternatives forced choice
[38]. During the evaluation four experiments were performed at the same time in order
to evaluate four behavioral parameters. The experiment was a test of human preference,
participants saw a pair of video files in one trial and chose the preferred one based on
subjective evaluation. We would like to find out the user preferences (and sensitivity) to
these four parameters. The metric of preference was subjective user judgment [124].
The four parameters that we want to evaluate and that will be modified during the
generation of video files were selected. These parameters are summarized in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.1 describes the parameters visually using a typical static image produced by the
ECAF toolkit during speech.
First three parameters are intuitive, but the last one needs more explanation. The
talking head in ECAF toolkit moves the head according to a simple up-down pattern.
This animation is further enhanced by adding movement noise. The values of the last
parameter represent only the speed of the final head’s movement animation.
Table 5.1: Four evaluated behavioral parameters of ECA (default value means ECAF
toolkit default settings)
ECA Parameter Evaluated values
eye’s blinking no blinking, default (p = 0.0085), fast blinking (p = 0.1)
teeth color (static) pure white (default), grey-yellow, darker grey-yellow
mouth opening (speech) less (80%), default (100%), more (110%)
head movements (speech) no movement, default, faster movements
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Figure 5.1: a) Evaluated behavioral parameters of ECA. Numbers: (1) eye’s blinking,
(2) teeth color, (3) mouth opening, (4) head movements. b) Web application used for
carrying out the experiment – Comparison of two videos
5.1.2 Evaluation Videos
Fifteen videos generated by ECAF toolkit were used for the test. Videos were relatively
short (19 seconds) in order not to exhaust human judges. The talking head was looking
at the listener all the time, as it is visible in Fig. 5.1 a. In every video the talking head
said the same sentence not to bias the results by choice of the sentence. The sentence
was part of a news message: “White House officials and some members of Congress
reacted strongly Sunday to news that insurance giant AIG had intended to pay out 165
million dollar in bonuses and compensation. The company has received at least 170 billion
dollar in federal bailout money.”. The only one difference in these videos were parameter
settings (see Table 5.1).
5.1.3 Experimental Setup
The experiment was conducted remotely. This allowed to watch the videos in the quiet
and private environment of home. Every participant compared the videos on his own
computer in different environment. Every video had resolution 640×480 and participants
saw the videos in this resolution (it was not possible to scale down or up). In total
93 participants took part in the comparison experiment. The participants were both
male and female in between ages of 20 to 24, university students of computer science.
Before the experiment every participant was instructed how to proceed with comparison.
The whole experiment was anonymous. The next section will properly describe the
experimental routine.
5.1.4 Experimental Routine
As it was said in Section 5.1.1, a method of paired comparisons was followed, especially
two-alternatives forced choice. A simple web application was developed. Before using
this web application the participants were verbally instructed how to proceed with the
experiment. The first page of web application contained a login field and written in-
structions. After login the participant was navigated to the comparison test. There are
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Table 5.2: ANOVA test of data sets (F -value critical for data sets F = 3.028).
Parameter F -value p-value
eye’s blinking 5.240 0.006
teeth color 3.988 0.020
mouth opening during speech 15.289 10−7
head movements during speech 35.965 10−14
‐0,1
0,4
0,9
Eye's blinking
score
No blinking Default Fast blinking
score ‐0,17 0,13 0,043
‐1,1
‐0,6 ‐0,6
‐0,1
0,4
0,9
Teeth color
score
Pure white Grey‐yellow Darker grey‐yellow
score ‐0,304 0,489 0,043
‐1,1
‐0,1
0,4
0,9
Head movements
score
No movement Default Fast movement
score ‐1,022 0,978 0,043
‐1,1
‐0,6
‐0,1
0,4
0,9
Mouth opening
score
Less opened Default More opened
score 0,0652 0,761 ‐0,826
‐1,1
‐0,6
Figure 5.2: Graphs of calculated standard score for all four behavior parameters (positive
values – more preferred)
4 parameters (see Table 5.1) and every parameter has 3 values. Each value of parameter
was compared with each other value of the same parameter ( not mixing them). We have
n(n − 1)/2 = 3(3 − 1)/2 = 3 comparisons for each parameter (n = 3 as three values of
parameter). In total we prepared 12+3 comparisons. The +3 are three test comparisons
that have interposed position of videos to address order of playing. The order of 15 trials
was randomized in two selected test sets (A and B). This should ensure that the order
of comparisons (trials) does not influence results.
Every comparison of two videos was depicted on a web page in integrated Adobe Flash
video players. Participants were asked to play both videos in the order, see Fig. 5.1 b.
After they saw the video they should answer a simple question: “Which video do you
prefer more the first or the second one?” and select the appropriate answer by a radio
button.
Each participant totally completed 15 comparisons and he/she was not time limited.
The experiment could be interrupted anytime and continued later. This should not affect
the results as all pairs of videos are independent.
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5.1.5 Results and Discussion
In total 93 participants completed the experiment. They carried out 1380 pair com-
parisons. One part (47.3%) of participants took the comparison set A and second part
(52.7%) took the set B. For each pair comparison the video chosen by participant was
given score 1 and the second video (not chosen one) was given score 0. These data were
filled in 3 × 3 matrix for each parameter. So from one participant we have four 3 × 3
matrices of scores. The matrix columns and rows represent values of a particular pa-
rameter. The Thurstone’s Law of Comparative Judgment – Case V [182] will be used to
convert the (0-1) scores into standard scores that are comparable. The graph comparison
of standard scores for each parameter is visible in Fig. 5.2.
The standard scores are normally distributed. This warrants us to use classical statistic
methods to further analyze the results. We used ANOVA (Analysis of variance test) to
analyze statistical significance of collected data. See results in Tab. 5.2. The test
shows that all four experiments gave out statistically significant results (F > Fcritical and
p < 0.05).
As Figure 5.2 shows in graphs, participants seem to be less sensitive to eye’s blinking
frequency than to the other parameters (the scores are very similar). But the other
three parameters (teeth color, head movements and mouth opening) indicate some form
of human sensitivity to them, the preference scores of parameter values are different.
The teeth color parameter shows more similar score in comparison to both of the move-
ment parameters, changing their values is most visible. These parameters seem to be
good starting point in personalization of dynamic appearance parameters. Dynamic ap-
pearance in the dialog context seems to be important too. The next section describes
evaluation of visual turn-yielding cues using an ECA.
5.2 Evaluation of Visual Dialog Turn-taking/yielding for ECA
The evaluation study is focused on testing two hypotheses:
Hypothesis H1 Using more turn-yielding cues before a transition relevance place in-
creases the probability of the correct judgment about the next speaker. The turn-yielding
cues can be both vocal and visual.
Hypothesis H2 Visual turn-yielding cues are better than vocal cues in increasing the
probability of a correct judgment of who will be the next speaker.
5.2.1 Method
To test the delineated hypotheses mentioned above a perceptual experiment is intro-
duced. An investigation of simple and complex turn-yielding signals is done in this
experiment where participants watch and listen to videos of conversation between a talk-
ing head avatar as one of the dialog partners (Annie) and a simple vocal dialog partner
(David). The talking head is used in order to find out whether this sort of avatar is
capable of turn-yielding signaling and whether people can judge this signaling correctly.
The conversations are paused in selected spots and participants try to decide whether
the speaker changes or not. The method of analysis of judgments of non-participating
dialog listeners is exploited. The methodology of our perceptual experiment is mainly
inspired by the previous work and experiments of Hjalmarsson because of the similarity
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of investigated issues [76]. Her work was later extended to experiments with synthesized
voice. Hjalmarsson found out that synthetic voice affects judgments in a similar way as
the human voice [77].
5.2.2 Experiments
Details of the perceptual experiment conducted with the aim to evaluate three vocal and
two visual turn-yielding cues are provided in Table 2. The experiment was performed in
two parts: first, the main experiment, and then a post-test experiment.
5.2.2.1 Dialog Data
The dialog part of the experiment was conducted in English because the speech syn-
thesizer (IBM ViaVoice speech synthesizer) used supports English only both in formant
and concatenative synthesis. Dialog data is needed to run the experiment successfully.
As the speech dialog systems research is a relatively young research area there are no
standard dialog data which could be used.
There are several possible ways to collect dialog data. First, one can design an ex-
periment (a game) in which participants are forced to talk to each other while playing.
Such a situation creates an environment where a natural dialog can be captured. Second,
movie scripts serve as another source of dialog data from artificially prepared dialogs by
skilled writers.
A part of a theater play script is chosen in this experiment to study turn-yielding cues,
using artificially prepared dialogs from a play “The Importance of Being Earnest” by
British author Oscar Wilde. The dialog data source for the second post-test experiment
tries to counterbalance this and uses natural dialogs source. Dialog data for the post-test
experiment are based on the Map Task Corpus of the University of Edinburgh, the part
accessible from Dialogue Diversity Corpus1. These dialogs are not artificially written.
They are collected during a map navigation game [2].
5.2.3 Experimental Design
The dialog data should be transformed from text to speech in order to evaluate turn-
yielding cues. The speech part of this transformation is done through a speech synthe-
sizer. The synthesizer is able to generate all turn-yielding vocal cues but the pitch fall
cue; that only through formant synthesis. Wherever the pitch fall cue is used, the for-
mant synthesis is present. The other dialog sequences use concatenative synthesis. The
usage of formant synthesis which is not as good as concatenative synthesis is a possible
problematic point. It is further discussed in Section 5.2.12. Visual cues are displayed by
a talking head ECA application.
5.2.4 Evaluation Videos
Fifteen dialog scenarios were prepared and generated by the ECAF toolkit. Table 5.3
contains the list of video, audio and dialog parameters. The directions of dialog turns
could not be counterbalanced correctly because David is just a voice and does not have
1http://www-rcf.usc.edu/~billmann/diversity/DDivers-site.htm
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Table 5.3: List of evaluated video/dialog parameters in the main experiment
Dialog no. Turn-yielding cues Direction of dialog
turn-yield
Sound only
0 without David – David No
1 without David – Annie No
2 without David – David Yes
3 head movement Annie – David No
4 pitch fall David – Annie Yes
5 final speed David – Annie No
6 final loudness David – Annie Yes
7 head nod Annie – David No
8 final loudness, pitch David – Annie Yes
9 head movement, nod Annie – David No
10 final speed, pitch Annie – David Yes
11 head movement, nod,
final speed
Annie – David No
12 head movement, nod,
final pitch
Annie – David No
13 head movement, nod,
final loudness, speed,
pitch
Annie – David No
14 head movement, nod,
final loudness, speed
Annie – David No
an avatar. He could yield turn just in sound only sequences. However this should not
influence the results. Kennedy and Camden did not found significant gender differences in
similar area of interruptions during conversations [95]. Each dialog sequence runs about
20 to 60 seconds. The sentences in dialog sequences were semantically and syntactically
complete. The list of utterances just before the judgment points is in Appendix A.
5.2.5 Dialog and Experiment Parameters
Dialog partners are called “Annie” and “David”. Therefore, the dialog represents a man-
to-woman conversation. Annie’s part is played by the talking head avatar and David is
invisible (only his speech can be heard). During the preparation of dialog sequences,
man and woman speech synthesizer voices were used to differentiate the roles of Annie
and David. The dialogs were prepared to be interrupted during or at the end of Annie’s
or David’s utterance. In this TRP point either Annie or David holds the turn or yields
it to the partner.
Figure 5.3 depicts arrangement of the experiment. The test was driven by Adobe
Flash web application (for screen shots see Figure 5.4) which played each dialog video to
the participant and asked questions. The precise procedure of the experiment is given
in the next section. Each of the videos is 640 x 480 pixels (190 x 142.5 mm) large and
participants saw the videos in this size (it was not possible to scale down or up).
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Figure 5.3: Experiment set up. Annie is the ECA with a synthesized voice and she talks
to David (he is just synthesized voice). The observer follows a dialog sequence between
Annie and David and this dialog sequence is interrupted. The observer judges who the
next speaker will be (Annie or David) after the dialog sequence is interrupted.
Figure 5.4: Experiment web application screen shots: a) Talking head dialog video, b)
Sound-only dialog sequence example, c) Question: “Who will be the next speaker”?
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5.2.6 Experiment Procedure
The experiment was conducted remotely. Every participant observed the dialog se-
quences on their computer in a different but quiet environment at home in their spare
time. How to proceed the experiment instructions were given verbally in a teaching
lab. The possibility that one person would perform the experiment multiple times was
excluded by the usage of faculty login name.
The method of non-participating judgments was followed. A Flash web application
was developed, mainly because of the ability of video playback. The first page of the
web application contained the login field (to exclude multiple participation) and written
instructions. After login, the participant navigated to the first video dialog. The par-
ticipant should see the screen with video (Figure 5.4a) and hear the sound, in case the
sequence was recorded with a talking head. In the case of sound-only dialog, depicted
in Figure 5.4b, the participant heard only the sound of the dialog. The “NO VIDEO”
(Figure 5.4b) screen was shown to the participants before the experiment. This sign
should not affect the results because it is known in advance. Finally, the particular turn-
yielding cues are presented (or not) and the video suddenly ends. The participant is
asked the question: “Who will be the next speaker? Annie or David?” (see Figure 5.4c).
The possible answers are: “Annie”, “David”, or “I was interrupted”. The last option
allows the participant, in case he/she was interrupted during the video observation (for
example, by a phone call, another person, etc.), to repeat this particular dialog case.
After he/she answers the question he/she can proceed to the next dialog sequence. The
“I was interrupted” allows a participant to repeat the video. This could invalidate the
whole experiment for that participant, but nobody used this “I was interrupted” button.
Each participant judged 15 spots in dialogs (one judgment spot at the end of each
dialog sequence). During the test, it was possible to suspend the procedure between
dialog sequences and finish it later. Random order of dialog sequences was generated for
each participant to counterbalance the learning curve effect. Correct answers were not
revealed to participants during the experiment procedure. They were revealed to them
after all participants successfully conducted the experiment.
5.2.7 Experiment Evaluation and Discussion
In total 40 participants completed our experiment. Participants answered a total of 600
questions (mentioned above). The application recorded one answer for each question.
The possible answers for each question are: “Annie” or “David”. The results were
converted to the graph in Figure 5.5. The horizontal axis shows all videos and the
vertical axis represents the percentage of correct answers.
The results were analyzed for gender differences. Chi-square test with Yates conti-
nuity correction was applied to each dialog sequence. The tests revealed that there are
no significant differences between the genders (all p−values were > 0.1). The largest
difference was in the case of dialog sequence 5 (final speed, p = 0.11), nevertheless, this
difference is still not significant.
It can be seen that only in dialog sequences 0, 1, 4 and 8 the majority of participants
judged incorrectly. Sequences on the right side of the graph show very good results.
According to Table 5.3, these dialog sequences used mostly combinations of cues. To
evaluate both hypotheses the experimental data were statistically analyzed.
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Figure 5.5: Judgment correctness of participants in the main experiment. The results
of male and female participants were expressed separately to reflect possible differences
between genders. The most correct answers were from dialog sequence no. 11. A
combination of three turn-yielding cues (head movement, head nod and final speed) was
used there. See Table 5.3 for other dialog sequences description
Table 5.4: Odds ratios of how correct judgment improves with more cues used
Number of cues Odds ratios p-value
1 0.51 p = 0.06
〈2, 4) 0.98 p = 0.00
〈4, 5〉 0.64 p = 0.05
5.2.8 Hypothesis H1
As said at the beginning of the Experiment Section, the hypothesis H1 examines the
usage of turn-yielding cue combinations in one TRP. The decision process after each of
the dialog sequences is in fact a Bernoulli trial because of the two options as to who
will be the next speaker [138]. Having the number of used turn-yield cues in each dialog
sequence, logistic regression statistics could be used. We used a binary ordinal logistic
regression model and all statistical computations were done using the R software [152].
The results of logistic regression show that there is a relation between the number
of used turn-yielding cues and correctness of participant judgment. Table 5.4 shows
coefficients on how the correctness of judgment changes when a particular number of
turn-yielding cues is used (odds ratios). The counts of turn-yielding cues are split to
three groups to lower degrees of freedom and to provide better fit of a final model.
Three results are statistically significant and they improve the correctness of judgment
substantially. It supports the hypothesis H1.
Likelihood ratio test χ2 of 12.84 with 3 degrees of freedom and p = 0.00 show that
our model fits significantly better than empty (null) model. We dont report Cox &
Snell R2, Nagelkerke R2 or other R2 measures because they do not assess goodness-of-fit
[81]. R2 measures are based on comparisons of predicted values from the fitted model to
intercept or null model only; however they may be helpful in the model building state for
evaluating competing models [81]. Measures of fit are based on a comparison of observed
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to predicted values from the fitted model. The correct classification table is superseded
by the following goodness-of-fit test.
5.2.9 Goodness-of-Fit Test
The Hosmer-Le Cessie statistic test is a measure of lack of logistic regression model fit.
This statistic test is based on the Hosmer-Lemeshow test, which divides the data into
groups of equal size, and then compares the observed to expected number of positive
responses and performs a χ2 test. The Hosmer-Le Cessie test solves some insufficiencies
of the original test [80]. The test was computed for the hypothesis H1 data. Unweighted
sum-of-squares is 118.95, expected mean value is 118.95, variance< 0.00001 and p = 1.00.
Very large value of sum-of-squares would indicate lack of fit, but this value seems to be
low enough, so the logistic regression model does not show a lack of fit. The p-value is
high enough not to reject the null hypothesis that the data follow the logistic regression
model (in Table 5.4).
5.2.10 Hypothesis H2
The hypothesis H2 says that visual cues are better than vocal ones. Logistic regression
can also validate this hypothesis when the experiment results are separated to individual
variables. Figure 5.6 shows the results of logistic regression and 90% confidence intervals.
The pitch fall cue (p = 0.24), the head movement cue (p = 0.15) and the final speed
(p = 0.61) results are not significant.
Figure 5.6 can be viewed that the hypothesis H2 is valid. The potential of visual cues
appears to be better. However, the results of this experiment are misleading because
the dialog sequences contain a mixture of visual and vocal cues. Better insight can
be provided by another experiment which will have visual and vocal cues separated.
Likelihood ratio test χ2 of 45.38 with 5 degrees of freedom and p = 0.00 shows that our
model fits significantly better than empty (null) model. The Hosmer-Le Cessie goodness
of fit test turned out to be as following: Unweighted sum-of-squares is 112.49, expected
mean value is 112.23, variance 0.21 and p = 0.19. The p-value is reasonably high and the
model fits well. The experiment in the next section can bring clearer view on hypothesis
H2.
5.2.11 Post-test Experiment
The post-test experiment focuses on hypothesis H2 and brings a less distorted view on
this hypothesis in that the visual and vocal cues are not mixed in dialog sequences.
The conditions and execution of the experiment are exactly the same as during the
experiment in Section Experiment. Although the number of participants is smaller than
in the previous experiment, it is sufficient for us to show validity of the hypothesis H2
as the findings are statistically significant. The main difference is the usage of the Map
Task dialog source mentioned in Section Dialog Data which brings real dialog utterances
in contrast to Oscar Wilde’s play.
The video/audio dialogs were created in the same way as Annie’s and David’s synthe-
sized speech. The parameters and dialog setup could be found in Table 5.5. Ten dialog
sequences were prepared and used the same dialog in all sequences. This time when the
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Figure 5.6: Graph of the logistic regression results for hypothesis H2. It shows ratios how
probability of correct judgment rises or falls using particular turn-yielding cue. Visual
turn-yielding cues (head movement and head nod) raise the probability. Vice versa the
vocal turn-yielding cues decrease or leave the same probability of correct judgment.
vocal cues are utilized in a dialog, only the audio is evaluated. Naturally, visual cues
required video dialogs. Concatenative synthesis was used for all dialog sequences and the
pitch fall cue was simulated using the Praat tool (http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/).
As in the previous experiment, sentences in dialog sequences were semantically and
syntactically complete. List of the utterances preceding the judgment point are in Ap-
pendix A.
This time the experiment was conducted with a total of 31 participants. The partic-
ipants were males (65%) and females (35%) mean age 26.60 (SD 3.60). Not a single
participant took part in the previous experiment. This group of participants was more
heterogeneous than the previous one. There were not only students involved. Partici-
pants had Czech cultural background. We wanted to compensate for the previous homo-
geneous group of students and examine the results in a different group of participants.
The participants went through the prepared dialog sequences.
The results of judgment correctness are summarized by the graph in Figure 5.7. The
results of the turn-yielding cues of head movement, head nod and sound loudness are
statistically significant. The results of final speed and falling pitch are not statistically
significant. See Table 5.6 for particular odds ratios. As it can be seen, the odds ratio of
vocal cue loudness improved in comparison to the previous experiment, but the final pitch
still has a negative effect on judgment correctness (in this experiment not statistically
significant). The improvement due to the usage of loudness vocal cue could be realized by
different dialog sequences and by the usage of qualitatively better concatenative synthesis
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Table 5.5: List of post-test evaluation video/dialog parameters
Dialog no. Turn-yielding cues Direction of dialog
turn-yield
Sound only
0 without David – David No
1 without Annie – Annie Yes
2 head movement Annie – David No
3 final speed Annie – David Yes
4 head nod Annie – David No
5 final loudness Annie – David Yes
6 head movement, nod Annie – David No
7 pitch fall Annie – David Yes
8 without Annie – Annie No
9 final loudness, speed,
pitch fall
Annie – David Yes
Figure 5.7: Judgment correctness of participants in the post-test experiment. See Table
5.5 for dialog sequences description.
in comparison to the formant synthesis. Likelihood ratio test χ2 of 29.72 with 5 degrees
of freedom and p = 0.00 shows that our model fits significantly better than the empty
(null) model. The Hosmer-Le Cessie goodness of fit test was also done and the values
are the following: unweighted sum-of-squares is 71.51, expected mean value is 71.87,
variance 0.15 and p = 0.06. There does not seem to be a lack of fit. The statistical non-
significance of two vocal turn-yielding cues seems to also be caused by very indecisive
results for these cues. But the overall judgment correctness of our selection of visual
turn-yielding cues supports the hypothesis H2 that they are more reliable than the vocal
ones.
5.2.12 Discussion
Two non-participating judgment experiments were performed and five visual and vocal
turn-yielding cues were compared. A total of 71 participants accomplished both experi-
ments. Each participant judged 15 dialog sequences in the first experiment or 10 dialog
sequences in the second one. Findings from the first main experiment suggest that the
hypothesis H1 (Using more turn-yielding cues before a transition relevance place in-
creases the probability of correct judgment of the next speaker) is valid. Possible gender
differences in the results were also analyzed. The results of statistical tests show that
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Table 5.6: Odds ratios of how correct judgment improves with more cues used. Statisti-
cally significant results are in bold
Turn-yielding cue Odds ratios p-value
Head movement 0.71 p = 0.04
Head nod 1.28 p = 0.00
Pitch fall −0.46 p = 0.17
Final speed 0.36 p = 0.28
Loudness 0.61 p = 0.05
there are no significant differences in turn-yielding cues perception between male and
female participants.
The second hypothesis (H2) that visual cues are more reliable than vocal turn-yielding
cues was also validated by the first experiment. However the pitch fall cue, the head
movement cue and the final speed cue results are not significant. That could be caused
by more indecisive judgment results. Not to be misled by the mixture of visual and vocal
turn-yielding cues, the post-test experiment was prepared. The post-test experiment
validated the second hypothesis. It turned out that our selected visual turn-yielding
cues were more reliable than the vocal ones (H2) in the post-test experiment. Finally,
the two experiments suggest that usage of selected visual turn-yielding cues has a positive
impact on dialog turn management (better turn-ending estimates) in the area of two-
party dialogs.
The findings concerning vocal turn-yielding cues are a little bit surprising. The selected
vocal turn-yielding cues seem to have little impact on correct turn-ending judgment. Fur-
thermore, pitch fall cue had a negative effect on this judgment in the first experiment as
well as in the second experiment, however, the findings were not statistically significant.
These results are in contradiction to previous studies considering vocal turn-yielding cues
(e.g. [67]; [76]; [77]). One possible explanation could be the length of audio turn-yielding
stimuli. According to previous studies of Barkhuysen et al. audio-only features are bet-
ter classified when they are longer [11]. Or, in the case of the first main experiment, this
could be caused by a formant synthesis quality.
Comparison of vocal and visual cues may seem a little bit “unfair” because the voice in
the experiment had several functions (e.g. turn-taking and delivering intelligible speech).
But the talking head had also several functions like the voice, turn-taking and delivering
intelligible speech in form of face animation.
Although the post-test experiment tried to solve some shortcomings/weaknesses of the
first experiment (e.g. vocal and visual cues mixed in dialogs, formant speech synthesis,
etc.), some confounding points could still exist. Those should be addressed in future work.
For example, the experiments were not fully gender or dialog modality counterbalanced
because of non-existent male avatar. We used human-like female avatar only. Therefore,
the results cannot be generalized and are limited to the conditions of the two experiments.
Still, the results of the experiments show clearly the advantage of ECA usage in speech
dialog systems. The spoken dialog system architects have the ability to include turn-
yielding cues of ECA and use state-of-the-art concatenative synthesis together in their
systems. This could make the system more natural and improve its interactivity. Effi-
ciency of interaction seems to be very good even in push-to-talk systems [52].
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Table 5.7: Stimuli audio-video combinations prepared for participants. TTS stands for
text-to-speech audio
Visual Sound ba Sound da Sound ga TTS ba TTS da TTS ga
Human Visual ba Visual ba Visual ba
Visual da Visual da Visual da
Visual ga Visual ga Visual ga
Talking head Visual ba Visual ba Visual ba Visual ba Visual ba Visual ba
Visual da Visual da Visual da Visual da Visual da Visual da
Visual ga Visual ga Visual ga Visual ga Visual ga Visual ga
Black screen N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
5.3 Evaluation of McGurk effect in ECAF Talking Head Toolkit
This section describes the procedure that was followed when analyzing influence of cor-
rected vision to the McGurk test. The test is used as one of the pronunciation tests for
virtual agents.
5.3.1 Experiment
This section describes details of perceptual experiment conducted with aim to evaluate
how corrected-to-normal vision influences perception of the McGurk effect for a talking
head. The experiment should validate or reject our hypothesis:
People with corrected vision will judge the McGurk effect differently than people with
non-corrected normal vision.
Participants saw stimuli videos with synthetic McGurk effect and control sequences
without McGurk effect. Totally 33 stimuli videos were prepared for participants. Videos
contained possible combinations of artificial face, human face, text-to-speech audio and
human audio modeling syllables ba – da – ga (see Table 5.7).
The video sequences in human category were recorded by the means of usual web
camera in resolution 640× 480. Figure 5.8 illustrates what portion of face was recorded.
Audio tracks were recorded using computer microphone headset. Recorded visual video
sequences were mixed with particular audio tracks in video editing software.
The synchronization of audio track and phonemes animation of McGurk sequences was
modified manually.
5.3.2 Experimental Procedure
We prepared 33 video sequences (see Table 5.7) generated either by the ECAF toolkit
or as recorded human sessions. Each sequence is about 7 seconds long.
The talking head or a human repeats 6 times a particular syllable ba, da or ga. The
experiment was conducted remotely. Every participant observed the video sequences in
his/her own computer in different but quiet environment.
The test was handled by a PHP web application with embedded Adobe Flash player
for video playback (see Figure 5.8). It was not possible for participant to scale down the
video from original resolution (640× 480).
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Figure 5.8: Experimental web application a) example of human and talking head video
sequence snapshots; b) the screen shot of web page with observation no. 3 which was
seen by some participant. There is a text box for participant’s answer under the video
player window.
The participants were both males and females between ages of 23 to 26, university
students of computer science. The whole experiment was anonymous and participants
were instructed how to proceed with the experiment verbally. At the beginning the web
application asked participants whether they have or not have some vision correction.
After this question the participant was navigated to the first video sequence. For each
participant random order of video sequences was generated. The first three video se-
quences were training ones and the data from them was not used. Participant observed
each video and filled-in a text box with the text that he/she perceived. Each participant
observed 36 (3 training ones + 33) video sequences.
5.3.3 Experimental Evaluation
In total 32 participants took part in our experiment (41% had corrected vision). The
data from the experiment were manually normalized. For example: One participant
answered vaaa vaa va and the second participant answered bababa. The correct answer
based on audio track should be ba-ba ba-ba ba-ba. After normalization the first answer
was marked as correct and the second as incorrect.
The graph in Figure 5.9 shows results for the McGurk sequences with the highest
number of incorrect answers. Confusion video sequences are our main interest. The mean
of incorrect responses for participants with normal vision is 3.89 (standard deviation 3.2).
The mean of incorrect responses for participants with corrected-to-normal vision is 1.56
(standard deviation 1.85). This result denotes some differences in the McGurk effect
perception by normal vision participants and participant with corrected vision. To make
the results complete, sequences with no confusion produce mean of incorrect responses
1.2 (standard deviation 1.1).
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Figure 5.9: Results of talking head McGurk sequences with the highest number of incor-
rect answers. Last three results used text-to-speech generated audio.
5.3.4 Discussion
An experiment with the McGurk confusion audio-video sequences was conducted using
talking head and human head. The hypothesis was that people with corrected vision will
judge the McGurk effect differently than people with non-corrected normal vision. The
previous section presented results of the experiment and it is clearly visible that there are
some differences between the group of participants that had corrected-to-normal vision
and participants with non-corrected normal vision.
Results of our work could help researchers that want to evaluate their developed talking
heads using the McGurk perception test. They should consider vision correction means
of their participants in their results and report both groups separately to be comparable.
5.4 Talking Head – Level of Detail Evaluation
In the previous chapter two methods of level of detail were introduced. The methods
were implemented in the ECAF Talking Head toolkit. The methods are called Adaptive
3D Mesh Simplification and Adaptive Reduction of Pseudo-muscles.
In this section five experiments are introduced. The experiments show the usage
of visualization and statistical classification of the muscles. The experiments are both
generic and specialized. The specialized experiments explore the deformations and usage
of muscles and head model in the areas of specific applications as weather forecast or
application for timetable announcement. Firstly, a basic experiment is described.
5.4.1 Basic Experiment
This experiment assumes that the whole chain of modules works properly and we are
able to classify the muscles into groups.
The test gathered the statistics from the talking head via playing the scenarios pre-
viously developed for the ECAF toolkit. These scenarios incorporate recipe reading,
poetry reading, showing a spectrum of expressions, etc. These scenarios compared to
other test scripts are full of facial expressions.
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Table 5.8: Muscle usage statistics; Muscle groups’ classification
Group Name of the muscle Usage of the muscle
Right Frontalis Major 0.008489
Left Frontalis Major 0.012070
M1 Right Secondary Frontalis 0.029606
Left Secondary Frontalis 0.031259
Right Frontalis Inner 0.063206
Right Inner Labi Nasi 0.100110
Left Frontalis Inner 0.104379
M2 Left Inner Labi Nasi 0.188379
Left Frontalis Outer 0.196276
Mentalis 0.268025
Left Lateral Corugator 0.352659
M3 Right Lateral Corugator 0.352659
Right Zygomaticus Major 0.389658
Left Zygomaticus Major 0.416186
Orbus 0.447536
M4 Mouth 0.478365
Left Angular Depressor 0.496330
Right Angular Depressor 0.530084
Right Frontalis Outer 0.726985
M5 Left Labi Nasi 0.813551
Right Labi Nasi 1.000000
In this test, we collected nearly 84 MB of mesh deformations data and 680 kB of
muscle deformation data. See the visualization of mesh deformation in Figure 4.8 and
the visualization of muscle deformation in Figure 4.10.
The figures highlight that the most stressed parts of mesh are near the mouth and
chin. Also, the muscles near the mouth and in the middle of the forehead are also much
stressed.
5.4.2 Large Text Experiment
This experiment tried to gather statistical data by reading a large body of text. We chose
the preface and the first chapter of The Three Musketeers book by Alexandre Dumas.
The input data is about 37 kB of pure text. The test itself collected about 642 MB of
mesh deformations data and nearly 5 MB of muscle deformation data. See Figure 5.10.
Table 5.8 shows normalized usage of each muscle and classification of muscles into five
groups of muscles with nearly the same usage.
5.4.3 Timetable Application Test
The first specialized application test is dedicated to the lexicon of timetable application.
List of 323 big American cities and states was chosen and 77.1 MB of mesh deformation
data and about 400 kB of muscle deformation data was acquired. The results of muscle
deformation are interesting because they slightly differ from the previous test, see Figure
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Figure 5.10: Visualization of large input text data.
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Figure 5.11: Visualization of large input text data.
5.11.
5.4.4 Weather Forecast Application Test
The last specialized test was focused on the weather forecast application. This test
consists of utterances: “Say the numbers from 0 to 100”, a typical weather forecast
scenario and a couple of text weather forecasts from Canada. The results were nearly
the same as results of the previous test (the timetable application).
5.4.5 Performance Test
The goal of this test was to prove that our level of detail method “Adaptive Reduction
of Pseudo-muscles” works and earns performance benefits.
The following three scenarios that consist of English sentences enriched by facial ex-
pressions were examined. These scenarios fully exploit the usage of muscles:
1. scenario: Show up possible facial expressions.
2. scenario: The talking head tries to copy narrator movements during TV news.
3. scenario: Part of the talking head self-introduction scenario.
The test is composed of five phases. In each phase selected groups of muscles were
turned off according to the statistics in Table 5.8.
1. phase: We use all the muscles.
2. phase: The group M1 is turned off.
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Table 5.9: Adaptive Reduction of Pseudo-muscle performance test. It shows the lowest
FPS value.
Phase 1. scenario (FPS) 2. scenario (FPS) 3. scenario (FPS)
1 34 34 35
2 37 35 37
3 39 38 39
4 42 45 43
5 45 45 47
3. phase: The groups M1 and M2 are turned off.
4. phase: The groups M1, M2, and M3 are turned off.
5. phase: The groups M1, M2, M3 and M4 are turned off.
During the experiment, one important parameter was tracked – the lowest number of
frames per second (FPS) reached. Table 5.9 lists the results of the FPS measurements.
It is obvious from the table that every phase that turns off another group of muscles is
faster and computationally less expensive than the preceding one. There is a difference
of 17 frames per second in the third scenario between phase 1 and 5.
These results support our hypothesis that we can adaptively lower the detail of head
animation by turning off certain groups of muscles.
The first experiments have shown that the users can hardly recognize the changes in
the animation quality if the muscles group M1 is turned off. Even group M2 is prone
to turning off without perceptible changes if the head position is not extra close to the
point of view. Switching off the groups M3-M5 is possible when the distance from the
observer is larger; they are noticeable.
All of the measurements and experiments were done on a PC with the following con-
figuration: AMD Turion64 X2 1.6 GHz, 2 GB RAM, nVidia 7400 graphics card.
5.4.6 Experimental Results Discussion
The method “Adaptive Reduction of Pseudo-muscles” was implemented and evaluated
by a performance test. The test proved that the classification of muscles to groups
and their adaptive turning off according the collected statistical data will gain added
performance of talking head rendering.
Statistical data of ECA’s head and muscles deformation from various applications
was collected, such as weather forecast, large text from the book, and the timetable
application. The comparison of visualizations based on this data shows some similarities,
but also slight differences between the head (muscles) deformations. This only certifies
the presumption that the muscle and head deformations are application specific.
5.5 Usability Study of ECA-based Who wants to be Billionaire
Game
In this section the results of usability tests of the Billionaire game are presented and
discussed. The testing was done with a target user group of the Billionaire Game. It
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was performed in Eindhoven, Netherlands from 6th to 10th December 2010 as a part of
the Netcarity project. The usability testing was a collaborative effort with Ilse Bierhoff
(SmartHomes, Netherlands) and Ingrid van Regteren (SVVE, Netherlands). The testing
was performed on the premises of SVVE in Frederiklaan, Eindhoven.
5.5.1 Experimental Design
The participants were presented with the Billionaire game that is inspired by the TV
show ’Who wants to be a millionaire’. The user is presented with a question and four
options for an answer out of which only one is correct. Also the user has an option of
a hint from audience and of a hint called ’50:50’, which halves the number of options.
Each of these hints can be used only once in a single game. For interaction with the
system, the user has following modalities available: mouse, touchscreen, keyboard, and
voice.
The Billionaire game was presented to the participants on a PC equipped with a
touchscreen. Firstly, the users were shortly introduced into the game principle and each
control modality was explained. Users were encouraged to use the modality that s/he
prefers, including switching modalities. At the end of the test each participant was asked
to fill in a short post-test questionnaire. The Questionnaire form is attached as Appendix
B.
The testing revealed very useful hints and problems. The observations are discussed
in the following section.
5.5.2 User observations summary
This section tries to describe some common comments or observations that appeared
during the usability tests. The following list summarizes individual observations (the
U1,U2... markers mean user 1, 2...):
1. Natural switching of modalities (U1, U2, U3, U9, U10) – when user had difficulty
with one modality s/he naturally switches to another (e.g. voice to mouse or
touchscreen).
2. Slow response means repetitions (U1) – Reaction time of the software was some-
times slow. This feels like missing response. Therefore user repeats the utterances
and this leads to a sequence of unwanted actions.
3. User do not forgive issues for simple actions (U1) – easily gets annoyed when the
system fails to understand simple utterances like answering ”yes or no”.
4. Problems with push-to-talk buttons (U2, U10, U11, U12) – the user tends to release
PTT button before finishing utterance. Or holds the PTT button too long.
5. Human-like behavior when listening to the talking head (U2, U12) – user tends to
wait for the talking head to finish her prompt all the time. Even it was said in the
introduction that s/he can interrupt her. This is mainly seen in the case of speech
modality.
6. Overarticulation (U2, U11) – when speech recognition fails user tends to speak
slower and overarticulated.
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7. Combining the disagreement with correction (U2) – users get annoyed when repair-
ing the answer for multiple times - uttering: “No, I did say that, this is not correct,
when prompted to confirm wrong option
8. Undo operation (U3) – users are confused how to take back wrong answer (it’s
possible in the confirmation dialog, however it is not clearly visible).
9. Great fun with help options (U6) – Users noticed ’50:50’ help and public help and
commented this as great fun in the game.
10. Identifying with the talking head (U6, U11) – when commenting the game s/he
refers the talking head as she. Or asking the head: “are you deaf”?
11. Selecting the type of questions (U7, U12, U13) – users would like to select the type
of questions the talking head asks.
12. Long confirmation prompts are rather distracting – users are impatient and it does
not work in the PC game as in TV.
5.5.3 Questionnaire Evaluation
This section summarizes user responses in a questionnaire that was presented to users
during the usability study of the Billionaire game. The list of questions was as follows
(Appendix B):
1. What type of interaction do you prefer?
2. How do you like the talking head during game play?
3. Do you like the computer (head) voice?
4. Was the text spoken by computer (head) clear and understandable?
5. Would you prefer the computer (head) to speak slower or faster?
6. Was the recognition accuracy sufficient for you?
7. Was it easy to find out that a recognition error has occurred?
8. Was the voice recognition fast enough?
9. Were the questions asked difficult for you?
10. Is the idea of heads moderated billionaire game interesting?
11. Was the user interface of the game clear and readable?
12. What is your overall impression of the billionaire game?
13. Would you play it from time to time?
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Figure 5.12: Distribution of participants’ age
Figure 5.13: Preferred interaction modality
Figure 5.14: Talking head acceptance
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Figure 5.15: Text-to-speech voice acceptance
Figure 5.16: UI text legibility
The total number of participants of the usability testing was 13. The age distribution
of the usability test participants is plotted in Figure 5.12.
In Figure 5.13, the preferred way of interaction with a computer of the users is shown,
where the mouse was presented as the most preferred way of interaction.
The acceptance of the talking head as a user interface by the participants of the
usability study was highly positive. 58% of the users found the interaction as pleasant
with the rest reporting the feeling as unpleasant or worse (Figure 5.14). The same level
of acceptance was reported for the text-to-speech (TTS) voice (Figure 5.15).
The legibility of the questions and answer options of the graphical user interface was
reported as clear or better only by half of the users (5.16). When judging the speed of the
synthesized speech by the TTS components, most of the user found the speed satisfying
and approximately same proportion of users found the speed either too high or too low
(see Figure 5.17.
Another interesting point was the perception of the errors in speech recognition and
their influence on the fluency of the interaction. Two thirds of the users found the accu-
racy/success rate of the automatic speech recognition (ASR) as good or better (Figure
5.18). And at the same time spotting an error made by the ASR was reported as hard
or a bit hard also by almost two thirds of the users (see Figure 5.19).
The opinion of the users about the fluency of the game and the contribution of the
ASR to it is plotted in Figure 5.20, where the speed ASR was questioned. Here almost
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Figure 5.17: Text-to-speech system speed preference
Figure 5.18: Perceived ASR accuracy
Figure 5.19: ASR error spotting
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Figure 5.20: ASR speed and other game disfluencies
Figure 5.21: Questions difficulty level
three quarters of the users found the speed as a bit fast or better. In the interpretation,
the speed of the ASR does not influence the natural flow of the game.
Further, the question difficulty was investigated (Figure 5.21). Half of the users found
the questions as hard and as mentioned in the unstructured discussions with the users
some even found the type of questions stereotypic.
The overall appeal of the game was highly positive (83% of user found the game
interesting, Figure 5.22) and the clear form of presentation was also verified (83% of
users found the user interface “clear” or better, Figure 5.23).
The overall impression with the game was clearly positive with three quarters of the
users reporting pleasant or better impressions (Figure 5.24). The intention to play the
Billionaire game was lower than the overall game impression with just 58% of user report-
ing their intention to continue playing the Billionaire game in the current form (Figure
5.25).
5.5.4 Results Discussion
The findings of usability study confirmed improvements in the game user interface from
its initial version. During the usability testing the following findings need to be high-
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Figure 5.22: Game attractiveness
Figure 5.23: Clear user interface
Figure 5.24: Game overall impression
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Figure 5.25: Intention to play Billionaire game
lighted:
• Although the user can switch between the multiple modalities, usually the users
used a single preferred modality and switching to another one only when the cur-
rently used one stopped to work well. When this switch did not help the users got
frustrated as the spectrum of modalities subjectively shrank.
• Personalization of the interaction could improve the feeling of the user from the
system by using already available data (the user inputs his name in the beginning
of the game).
• Talking head feels unnatural to some users, facial expressions and better articula-
tion is seen as a potential improvement by the users.
• The structuring of the dialogs in the Billionaire game very much in line with the
original TV show scenario and it seems to be disturbing during the game, mainly
with the many confirmation prompts. User’s did not notice the analogy with the
original game for the confirmation prompts and saw them as unnecessary double
checking in the game.
These points show that people like personalization when communicating with the
talking head agent. The overall interaction can be vastly improved by salutation using
the user name.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter summarizes the scientific advances introduced in this thesis in the area of
humanized user interfaces. It lists the solutions to the issues defined in Introduction.
It contains also achievements that were supported by evaluations of the ECAF talking
head toolkit.
6.1 Conclusions
The main motivation of this thesis was to contribute to the research field of humanized
user interfaces and to solve issues that these interfaces bring. The issues that are defined
in the Chapter 1 are then presented and solved during the development process of a
serious game called “Who Wants to Be a Billionaire”. This game is targeted for older
users. The interaction between humans and computers has many aspects. One of them
is how the system/user yields or takes turns in a spoken dialog system.
ECA-based Dialog Turn-yielding
In the thesis we examined the use of turn-yielding cues in spoken dialog systems. Em-
ployment of selected visual turn-yielding cues was studied where possible and where the
utilized speech synthesizer did not allow for modifying prosodic parameters for vocal
turn-yielding cues in real time. We selected three vocal and two visual turn-yielding cues
for examination. These cues should increase the naturalness of a conversational agent in
comparison with push-to-talk initialization of speech recognition.
The main challenge is how to successfully introduce turn-yielding phenomena into an
ECA-based spoken dialog system that uses concatenative speech synthesis to build a
more natural system. The area of interest was narrowed to two-party (human user and
a computer) conversation because of the used “Billionaire game”.
Two visual cues were introduced, “talking head nod” and “stopping talking head
involuntary movements”. These cues are then compared to the vocal turn-yielding cues
that can be found in the literature (utterance pitch, utterance final speed and utterance
final loudness).
Two hypotheses were then examined by a designed perceptual experiment.
• Hypothesis H1 – Using more turn-yielding cues before a transition relevance place
increases the probability of the correct judgment about the next speaker. The
turn-yielding cues can be both vocal and visual.
• Hypothesis H2 – Visual turn-yielding cues are better than vocal cues in increasing
the probability of a correct judgment of who will be the next speaker.
Two non-participating judgment experiments were performed and five visual and vo-
cal turn-yielding cues were compared. A total of 71 participants accomplished both
experiments. Each participant judged 15 dialog sequences in the first experiment or 10
dialog sequences in the second one. Findings from the first main experiment suggest that
the hypothesis H1 (Using more turn-yielding cues before a transition relevance place in-
creases the probability of correct judgment of the next speaker) is valid. Possible gender
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differences in the results were also analyzed. The results of statistical tests show that
there are no significant differences in turn-yielding cues perception between male and
female participants.
The second hypothesis (H2) that visual cues are more reliable than vocal turn-yielding
cues was also validated by the first experiment. However the pitch fall cue, the head
movement cue and the final speed cue results are not significant. That could be caused
by more indecisive judgment results. Not to be misled by the mixture of visual and
vocal turn-yielding cues, a post-test experiment was prepared. The post-test experiment
validated the second hypothesis. It turned out that our selected visual turn-yielding
cues were more reliable than the vocal ones (H2) in the post-test experiment. Finally,
the two experiments suggest that the usage of selected visual turn-yielding cues has a
positive impact on dialog turn management (better turn-ending estimates) in the area
of two-party dialogs.
The findings concerning vocal turn-yielding cues are a little bit surprising. The se-
lected vocal turn-yielding cues seem to have little impact on correct turn-ending judg-
ment. Furthermore, the pitch fall cue had a negative effect on this judgment in the first
experiment as well as in the second experiment, however, the findings were not statisti-
cally significant. These results are in contradiction to previous studies considering vocal
turn-yielding cues.
The results of the experiments show clearly the advantage of ECA usage in speech
dialog systems. Spoken dialog system architects have the ability to include turn-yielding
cues of ECA and use state-of-the-art concatenative speech synthesis simultaneously in
their systems. This could make the systems more natural and improve their interactivity.
Efficiency of interaction seems to be very good even in push-to-talk systems.
Seamless Combination of “Classical” GUI Interfaces and Talking Agents
The proliferation of animated characters can be boosted by the existence of effective
authoring languages and architectures supporting real-time generation of behavior based
on expressive concepts. Many ECA authoring languages strictly divide the two worlds
of talking agent interfaces and “classical” GUI containing buttons, texts, etc. ECA
authoring languages tend to be expressive when controlling the talking agent but they
are not useful when implementing a whole GUI application.
However, for users and developers the application is one piece, the GUI and the talking
agent together. The authoring language should provide the means for the synchronization
of the talking agent and the GUI. The proposed ECAF language builds on the concept
of blended communication channels that comprise the multimodal communication acts
rendered to the user at real-time. Effectiveness, practicability, and extensibility are
accented as the key requisites of the ECAF language design.
Many applications have already been designed using ECAF, out of which we sketched
mainly the “Billionaire game”. It turns out that it is good to keep the modal blending
possibilities wide (ECAF supports over 15 channels), as the application authors are to
decide the proper modality mix, given the target set of users, the environment and the
occasion. This is especially important concerning the basic existence of two distinct user
personas: one group tends to enjoy emotional and very lively ECAs, while the other
group requests presentation of facts without emotions and with a conservative behavior.
The observations are clearly seen on the usability test of the “Billionaire game”. The
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ECAF toolkit should be able to effectively support both.
Static and Dynamic Appearance parameters
A perceptual evaluation of four “dynamic” and “static” appearance parameters was pre-
sented (eyes blinking, teeth color, head movements, mouth opening). Various parameters
of appearance influence the perception of a talking agent. In total 93 participants com-
pleted our pairwise two-alternatives forced choice test. Based on their preferences each
participant evaluated fifteen ECA comparison videos with different settings of examined
behavior parameters.
The statistically significant results show that participants were more sensitive to some
parameters (their standard scores were very different) than to others (their scores were
almost the same). The behavioral parameters as teeth color, head movement and mouth
opening seem to be good choices for an agent personalization. The “wizard” method
of personalization is likely to be possible in the following way. The user goes through
a preference pairwise video evaluation test (comparisons) and according to the results,
relevant parameters will be personalized.
McGurk Test Evaluation Improvement
The McGurk effect test is a method to evaluate articulation of talking agents. This the-
sis addresses the issue of corrected vision influence on the McGurk effect perception. A
person with corrected vision is the person that needs some vision correction, e.g. glasses.
The McGurk effect shows that humans use both hearing and vision modalities in parallel
to perceive and understand speech. The first experiment was presented in [115]. There
dubbed videotape of visual ga syllable with audio ba syllable was presented. Most par-
ticipants thought that da syllable was pronounced. During the talking agent articulation
measurements participants are given synthetic talking agent McGurk sequences and their
confusion responses are measured.
The hypothesis validated in this thesis is the following:
People with corrected vision will judge the McGurk effect differently than people with
non-corrected normal vision.
In total 32 participants took part in the experiment which was designed. The partic-
ipants followed the McGurk audio-video sequences using a talking head and a human
head. Part of participants had corrected vision (41%), the other part of participants
had normal vision. The results clearly show that there are some differences between
the group of participants that had corrected-to-normal vision and participants with non-
corrected normal vision. The results could help researchers that want to evaluate their
developed talking agents articulation using the McGurk perception test. They should
consider the vision correction means of their participants in their results and report both
groups separately to be comparable.
High-level Behavior Patterns Extension of ECAF Language using Ontologies
Interaction with programs that use a talking head as an anchor is influenced by various
context parameters (e.g. age of the user, experience with computer UI, nature of the user,
nature of the message that needs to be conveyed, surrounding environment). A developer
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of a talking head powered application needs to take into account these parameters and
features to deliver the best possible interaction.
The ECAF language presented in this dissertation thesis allows to control the fine-
grained behavior of a talking head. However, it’s not always easy and desirable to leave
all tuning solely on the developer.
Therefore, a knowledge base of high-level interaction patterns is presented. The knowl-
edge base is ontologically defined. This allows for future extensions and for using existing
interaction pattern databases. Behavior patterns can be activated or deactivated in real-
time during talking head usage.
Furthermore, the ontology defines behavior patterns contexts of use. User context is
part of the knowledge base too. It can be gathered manually, automatically or semi-
automatically from individual users.
There exist several patterns that are useful when dealing with an ECA that presents
information. Proper usage of pauses in spoken text seems to be among the most useful
ones. The ECA can use the effect of dramatic pause to emphasize an important part
of the presented text. The patterns of pauses distribution can be different based in the
context of news reading or for simple prompts.
Noisy environments are another good example that can use a knowledge base of behav-
ior patterns. Changing confirmation strategies in noisy (simple acknowledgments) and
in quiet environments (acknowledgment by repeating) can make communication more
natural and pleasant.
6.2 Future Work
One course of the future work concerning talking agent turn-yielding can be the exam-
ination of other turn-yielding cues and/or in adding turn-taking cues, as well as exper-
imenting with whole body gestures. Some other turn-yielding cues effects were already
explored by Hjalmarsson [77], e.g. cue phrase – response eliciting cue had good turn-
yielding results. Focus on the whole body provides the possibility of using even more
turn-taking/yielding cues such as body posture, hand posture, etc. It would also be
interesting to explore how judgment results develop when the ECA uses a wider range
of gestures, not only speech visualization (lip-movement) and turn-yielding cues. Such
gestures could soften movement differences in turn-endings and thus a user can be more
confused by these gestures when detecting turn-endings. In addition, it might be inter-
esting to examine whether the results stay the same when just a basic head or a cartoon
head is used as an avatar.
Another course of future work should focus on the development of a behavior pattern
database and to test this ontological database when creating real ECA applications.
Finally, testing applicability in the relatively new field of human-robot interaction, e.g.
turn-yielding mechanisms when considering robot and human users is worth of testing.
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7 Abbreviations and Dictionary
ASR Automatic speech recognition
DM Dialog manager
ECA Embodied conversational agent
ECAF Embodied conversational agent facade
GUI Graphical user interface
HCI Human-computer interaction
NLU Natural language understanding
persona Personas are fictional personal characters that are created by the designers
to represent various potential user types within targeted product domain.
Introduced by Alan Cooper [31]
TTS Text-to-speech system
turn-taking Action in human-to-human conversation that allows to take a turn in a
dialog from a speaker by a listener
turn-yielding Action in human-to-human conversation that allows a speaker to yield
the turn to a listener (potentially many)
UCD User centered design
UI User interface
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8 Appendix A
The list of utterances just before judgment points used in the main turn-yielding exper-
iment:
• Dialog no. 1: Well, I must say, Algernon, that I think it is high time that Mr.
Bunbury made up his mind whether he was going to live or to die.
• Dialog no. 2: I thought so. In fact, I am never wrong.
• Dialog no. 3: But your name is Ernest.
• Dialog no. 4: I have known several Jacks, and they all, without exception, were
more than usually plain. Besides, Jack is a notorious domesticity for John!
• Dialog no. 5: Yes, Mr. Worthing, what have you got to say to me?
• Dialog no. 6: May I ask you then what you would advise me to do? I need hardly
say I would do anything in the world to ensure Gwendolens happiness.
• Dialog no. 7: You are not quite old enough to do that.
• Dialog no. 8: In fact, now you mention the subject, I have been very bad in my
own small way.
• Dialog no. 9: I dont think you will require neckties. Uncle Jack is sending you to
Australia.
• Dialog no. 10: has known for a very brief space of time. The absence of old friends
one can endure with equanimity. But even a momentary separation from anyone
to whom one has just been introduced is almost unbearable.
• Dialog no. 11: You can go on. I am quite ready for more.
• Dialog no. 12: His death must have been extremely sudden.
• Dialog no. 13: A firm of the very highest position in their profession. Indeed I am
told that one of the Mr. Markby’s is occasionally to be seen at dinner parties. So
far I am satisfied.
• Dialog no. 14: Untruthful! My nephew Algernon? Impossible! He is an Oxonian.
The list of utterances just before judgment points used in the post-test experiment:
• Dialog no. 1: ... right a camera shop, right, head due south ... from that just ...
down for about twelve centimeters, have you got a parked van at the bottom ...
• Dialog no. 2: ... if you drew a line right across the bottom of the page it wo– ...
the line would end up under yacht club, right.
• Dialog no. 3: ... the stems of the ‘u’ the ... vertical bits are sort of three centimeters
between.
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• Dialog no. 4: ... it’s not it’s it’s a sort of two o’clock almost three o’clock ... from
the allotments ... over.
• Dialog no. 5: two centimeters up from the allotments if you know what i mean,
do you see what I mean, but you’re.
• Dialog no. 6: o you’re sort of going diagonally up that way if you know what I
mean ... from ... it’s about twelve or thirteen centimeters.
• Dialog no. 7: right ... going from the right-hand side of the monastery over to the
left-hand side.
• Dialog no. 8: no it’s it’s my fault, eh right so you’re up there eh go right for about
three centimeters.
• Dialog no. 9: if you’re underlining telephone box ... ... and back up the right-hand
side up the way now I’ll tell you about that in a minute.
• Dialog no. 10: ... about ... eh I would say exactly sort of ... the what’s it north i
don’t know what’s the one northwest.
• Dialog no. 11: thatched mud hut, eh you’re going up just go directly north ... to
the side of the east lake ... under the letter “k” “e” you know ... “k” or “e” ... in
east lake.
• Dialog no. 12: well you’re doing a sort of hump ... you’re just going up the side
of the alpine garden, right, up the left-hand side ... sorry.
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Billionaire Usability Study Questionnaire
9.1 Pre-test questions
1. Participants code-name (initials + number): ...........
2. Sex: Male – Female
3. Age Group:
< 40 40 - 50 50 - 60 60 - 70 70 - 80 80 - 90 > 90
4. Computer handling skills: (none) 1 2 3 4 (excellent)
5. Previous voice recognition technologies experience: none - rare - frequent
6. Language: ....................
7. Language accent: native - fluent non-native - non-native
8. Do you like new technologies (computers, robots, etc.):
(not at all) 1 2 3 4 (enthusiast)
9.2 Post-test questions
9. What type of interaction do you prefer?
Voice only - Mouse only - Both
10. How do you like the talking head during gameplay? (Comment)
(not at all) 1 2 3 4 (I really like her)
11. Do you like the computer (head) voice?
(not at all) 1 2 3 4 (I really like it)
12. Was the text spoken by computer (head) clear and understandable?
(not at all) 1 2 3 4 (very clear)
13. Would you prefer the computer (head) to speak slower or faster?
SLOWER - IT IS OK - FASTER
14. Was the recognition accuracy sufficient for you?
(not at all) 1 2 3 4 (perfect)
15. Was it easy to find out that a recognition error has occurred?
(not at all) 1 2 3 4 (very easy)
16. Was the voice recognition fast enough?
(slow) 1 2 3 4 (fast)
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17. Were the questions asked difficult for you?
(easy) 1 2 3 4 (difficult)
18. Is the idea of heads moderated billionaire game interesting?
(not interesting) 1 2 3 4 (very interesting)
19. Was the user interface of the game clear and readable?
(not clear) 1 2 3 4 (very nice and clear)
20. Would you prefer more or less questions in one gameplay?
LESS QUESTIONS - IT IS OK - MORE QUESTIONS
21. What is your overall impression of the billionaire game?
(I dont like it) 1 2 3 4 (I really like it)
22. Would you play it from time to time?
(I dont) 1 2 3 4 (Yes, regularly)
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In this section the common and less common comments from the users are presented. The
comments include authors notes from observations of the users during the test sessions.
User 1 observations. When the user has difficulty with one modality he naturally
switches to another (e.g. from voice to mouse/touchscreen) When faced with slow re-
sponse from the system (which feels like missing response), the user repeats his action.
This ofted results in a sequence of unintended actions from the buffered user actions.
The user gets easily annoyed when the system fails to work for trivial actions, like ”ja,
nee” recognition.
User 2 observations. The user tends to release the ESC key before he finishes his
utterance To utter the selected option the user says full text on the button, eg. ”A -
Afrikaanse Olifant” When one modality fails to work for the user he easily/automatically
switches to an alternative one. Mouse/touchscreen click fails to work, the user gets the
impression he needs to wait for the talking head to finish a prompt (which is not the case
in reality) When the speech recognition failed the user tried to speak slower and more
articulated. When the speech recognition failed for second time for the same question
the user gets rather annoyed with reactions like:
”I did not say that.”; No, I did say that, this is not correct.” - when prompted to
confirm wrong option he did not choose.
User 3 observations. The user grasped the mouse immediately to control the
system Seems to be confused when makes an error and would like to take it back (which
should be possible in the confirming dialog on the screen following the question) The
user gets later confused from the multitude of options available to him. User comment:
”You need to know what to do [How to operate the system]”
User 4 observations. The user is very natural and successful in using any modality
to operate the system The speech recognition confuses the options (B) [pron: bei] and
(D) [pron: dei]
User 5 observations. This user did not want to play the Billionaire game, she said
she was quite strict on how to spend her time.
User 6 observations. This user was involved in the Soprano project which has
partially similar focus to support elderly in their daily activities.
The questions proved to be too difficult for this user; we used the options ’50:50’ and
’Publiek’ Initial response to the voice interaction was ”that’s great fun.” She was the first
to notice the ’50:50’ help option When there was a problem with the voice control she
naturally switched to mouse In the discussion about the system the user uses ’she’ when
talking about the talking head User comment: the user felt she talked too fast to the
talking head which decreased the accuracy of recognition. User comment: the questions
in the game felt like ”too scientific”
User 7 observations. Difficulty reading the questions, they were too small for the
user (later we learned the user forgot to take his computer glasses). He can not read
neither from short distance nor from longer distance (too small font). Sometimes the
mouse or touch screen do not work We asked the user to try the voice control but he
tried only once and switched back to mouse/touchscreen control When the question was
asked the user did not pay attention to the audio prompt and read the question on the
screen (even when having difficulty reading the screen) There was again a problem with
the touch screen, in an attempt to overcome this touchscreen difficulty the user tried to
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press harder. This accidentally work which led the user to verbalized conclusion – ”Ok,
you need to press harder.” The user was not aware of the spoken prompts to the extent
that he asked if he could try once more with his eyes closed. (just for short piece of the
game) User comment: would like to have more personalized game, like calling him by his
name, reflecting his past performance on the same question User comment: would prefer
more expressive facial expressions User comment: he liked the speech interaction but
was used to mouse so he sticked to mouse for interaction. User comment: head phones
for people with several hearing problems User comment: would like to see addition of
math/logic/reasoning questions to the range. User comment: the was not aware of the
spoken prompts so he asked if could try once more with his eyes closed
User 8 observations. When the user tried the speech interface he sounded like ”Oh,
that’s easy” – maybe do to the fact the other options did not work well User comment:
really useful for people with limited possibilities
User 9 observations. The user thinks long before inserting his name and laughs
at the formulation question The user tries the keyboard but it does not work Uses the
touchscreen a lot User comment: it is like the voice is stuck in the throat of the person
User comment: the confirmations are annoying, especially that he has a problem to even
select an answer. User comment: likes the possibility to switch between modalities: ”If
one does not work, I just try another one”.
User 10 observations. The user has problems with the keyboard input, restart of
talking head and CIMA helped Very naturally started to use the speech interaction, all
modalities worked fine Naturally switches between different modalities Holds the ESC
key as long as the next dialog appears
User 11 observations. This is an interesting user with the age in the 70-79 range.
She has just limited experience with computers
She has never used a computer before, does not know what a SPACEBAR is, we
navigate She is not able to handle pressing ESC while talking, releasing after the speech
is done. She presses it and keeps focusing on that activity so hard she forgets to speak.
When she learns how to do it she holds the ESC key after she uttered her prompt and
is wondering why is nothing happening When the computer asks again because it did
not understand, she speaks louder. The speech reco works nice and the conversation is
fluent She is surprised the head is confirming everything even that this is in the original
Millionaire game scenario. When the system fails to understand the user easily returns
to the question via the confirmation dialog Then she got into a feeling she did not speak
loud enough for the reco to work. Often the user starts her line ”ja” and then she
changes to the ”klaar” prompt, TRANSLATION ISSUE User comment: ”is the lady
deaf?” User comment: she felt the questions were too difficult, but in general and with
other questions she would like the system
User 12 observations. A user with no previous experience with a computer.
The user has real difficulties to utter her response after pressing the ESC button. Often
she presses the button, holds it, searches her mind for an answer, and after releasing the
ESC key she says her prompt. Errors in recognition (confusing A with C) confuse the
user and his confidence in the speech recognition Several times the speech recognition
stops working, microphone goes gray and there is no action from speech recognition She
tried once to press the option in the text of the question She tried to use the voice in the
first few questions bus as soon as she learned the touch screen works well she switched to
it. User comment: the game is nice, but it would be nice to be able to choose what types
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of question you would like to have. User comment: she said she was really impatient,
because she felt she was not doing well
User 13 observations. The user starts with mouse and clicks on the answer options
before the talking head finishes her line. We proposed the user to use speech interaction:
• shy a little in the initial interaction
• then he starts with less respect, instead of ’klaar’ in the confirmation dialog uses
the more natural ’volgende vraag’
• uses just short prompts (one-word utterances) – ’klaar’, ’(A)’.
• tends to talk (even bends) in the direction of the microphone icon
The user only reads the questions, does not listen to the talking head There is sometimes
bad word order in the dynamically generated prompts The long confirmation sequence
gets really distracting (what work on TV does not seem to work in PC game) When
using the speech inputs, she waits for the talking head to finish, when using mouse for her
inputs she does not wait for her to finish. User comment: she finds the type of questions
monotone, would prefer more ”open-ended”, thoughtful, or puzzle-like questions User
comment: she dislikes the cheering from the head saying ”I am not a little girl.” User
comment: the user has not a good feeling from the talking head, it feels not natural
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This section briefly introduces the original format of “Who Wants to Be a Millionaire”
TV show format which is used as inspiration for ECA-based game described in this thesis.
“Who Wants to Be a Millionaire” is a British TV quiz show. This show offers a max-
imum cash prize of one million pound for correct answers to multiple-choice questions.
The difficulty of questions is increased during the show. The show is rather popular and
spread to many other countries. Television share the same format of the show.
There is one anchor and one participant of the show in the center of studio. They
are surrounded by public crowd. The anchor asks a question and offers multiple (in this
case 4) answers. The participant of a game needs to select the correct one. S/he is often
distracted by the anchor by questions like “Is that your final answer?” The game ends
when the participant answers incorrectly. S/he can use the help of public crowd or friend
on the telephone.
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